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Typ'e 161S-A CAPACITANCE BRIDGE

SPECIFICATIONS

RANGES OF MEASUREMENT

Capacitance (6 ranges): 10- 17 to 10- 6 farad (lO flpf to
1.11110 flf); direct reading; 6-figure resolution, smal
lest division 10- 17 farad. With Type 1615-P 1 Range
Extension Capacitor, upper limit can be extended to
11.11110 flf.

Dissipation-Factor (3 ranges): 0.000001 to 1 at 1 kc,
direct reading. Directly proportional to frequency at
other frequencies. Four-figure resolution; smallest
division, 0.000001.

Conductance (2 ranges +; 2 ranges -):10-6 jLmho to
100 flmho; 4-figure resolution, smallest division 10-6

flIDho ; independent of frequency; varies with C range.

Frequency: Approximately 50 cps to 10 kc, useful with
reduced accuracy to 100 kc.

ACCURACY

Capacitance-direct-reading, internal standard: At 1 kc
±(0.01% +0.00003 pf). Additional error at higher freq
uencies and with high capa~itance:

At lower frequencies and with small capacitance, ac
curacy may be limited by bridge sensitivity.

Capacitance-comparison with external standard: Ap
proximately 1 ppm.

Conductance: ±(1% + 0.00001 flmho).

Dissipation Factor: Direct reading, ±(0.1% of measured
value +0.00001).

GENERAL

Temperature Coefficients of Internal Standards: Less
than 5 ppm! DC for the 1000-, 100-, and 10-pf units;
slightly greater for the smaller capacitance units.

Maximum Safe Generator Voltage: 30 fkc volts; 300
volts maximum. If generator and detector connections
are interchanged, 150 to 500 volts can be applied, de
pending on switch settings.

Accessories Required: Generator and detector; the
Type 1311-A Audio Oscillator and the Type 1232-A
Tuned Amplifier and Null Detector are recommended.

Accessories Supplied: Type 874-WO Open-Circuit Term
ination, Type 874-R22A Patch Cord, and Type 274-NL
Patch Cord.

Accessories Available: Type 1615-P1 Range Extension
Capacitor. See APpendix A.

Cabinet: Rack-bench.

Dimensions: Bench model-- width 19, height 12%,
depth 10Y2 inches (485 by ~25 by 270 mm), over-all;
rack model-panel 19 by 12Xinches (485 by 315 mm),
depth behind panel 8Y2 inches (220 mm).

Net Weight: 38)i pounds (17.5 kg).

Shipping Weight: 58 pounds (27 kg).

U. S. Patent No. 2,548,457.

General Radio Experimenter references: Vol 36 Nos. 8 & 9 August-September 1962
Vol 37 No.8 August 1963
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Figure 1.1. Type 1620.A Capacitance Measuring Assembly.



SECTION

1.1 PURPOSE.

I
INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

The Type 1620-A Capacitance-Measuring Assembly
(Figure 1-1) is designed for the precise measurement of
capacitprs and capacitance standards. In the standards
laboratory, its high resolution for capacitance and dissi
pation factor make it well-suited for capacitance stand
ards measurements. Its in-line readout system minimizes
reading errors and permits rapid operation.

It can measure both 3-terminal and 2-terminal ca
pacitors. Because transformer ratio arms are used in the
bridge, 3-terminal measurements can be made accurately,
even in the presence of large capacitances to ground.
For instance, a ground capacitance of 1 f.1f produces an
error of only 0.01% in the measurement of 1000-pf capaci
tor. This feature makes the assembly very useful for in
situ measurements of circuit capacitances.

A wide range of capacitances can be measured, ex
tending from a lower limit of 10 f.1pf (10-5 pf) to a maxi
mum of I j.Lf, with internal standards. With external stand

ards, 1000 f.1f is the upper limit.
Since an important use of this bridge is the com

parison of capacitance standards, an extra set of coaxial
terminals is provided on the bridge to which a reference
standard can be connected. The standard under test is
then connected to the UNKNOWN terminal, and the in
ternal standards used to complete the balance. If the
difference between the unknown and reference standard
is small, the accuracy of the measurement is equal to the

accuracy of calibration of the reference standard. In this
measurement, the internal bridge standards can be com
pared with equal ease to either the unknown or reference
standard; hence, both positive and negative differences
can be measured.

1.2 DESCRIPTION.

1.2.1 GENERAL. The Type 1620-A Capacitance-Meas
uring Assembly consists of the Type 1615-A Capacitance
Bridge with the Type 1311-A Audio Oscillator and the
Type 1232-A Tuned Amplifier and Null Detector, a com
plete system for the precise measurement of capacitance.

Oscillator and detector are mounted side by side as
shown in Figure 1-1 atop the bridge. The end frames are
bolted together to make a rigid assembly obviating any
requirement for the use of a relay rack. Connecting cables
are supplied. An elementary system diagram is given in
Figure 1-2.

1.2.2 BRIDGE CIRCUIT. The ratio arms of the bridge
are transformer windings, tapped 00 the standard side in
decimal steps from 0.1 to 1, and on the unknown side in
decade steps from 1 to 0.001. Eight separate, fixed-ca
pacitance standards are used, whose values range in dec
ade steps from 0.0001 pf to 1000 pf. This combination
of internal standards and transformer ratios makes possi
ble the wide measurement range of 109:1.

1



~ TYPE 161S-A CAPACITANCE BRIDGE

provides at least 1..0 watt output power into a wide range

of load impedances at eleven frequencies between 50 and

10,000 cps with an accuracy of ±1%. Other features in

clude the ability to drive any impedance without clipping.

F or bridge measurements the shielded secondary winding

on the output transformer permits the oscillatorro be used
as a floating source, thus minimizing or eliminating cir

culating ground currents.

1.2.5 NULL DETECTOR. The Type 1232-A Tuned Am
plifier and Null Detector is a versatile instrument de

signed primarily as a bridge detector. It consists of a

sensitive, low-noise preamplifier, a frequency-selective
stage (feedback amplifier and null network), an amplifier
compressor stage, and a meter-rectifier circuit. The total

gain capability of the amplifier is about 120 db. Full

scale meter sensitivity is 1 microvolt, or better, over

most of a frequency range which is continuously wnable

from 20 cps to 20 kc, with additional fixed-tuned frequen
cies of 50 kc and 100 kc. This null detector permits bal
ances to a resolution of 1 part in 106 .

1.3 CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS.

1.3.1 BRIDGE CONTROLS (See Figure 1-3). Lever-type
switches are used for both capacitance and ,conductance
dissipation-factor balances. In addition to the usual dec

ades steps (0.1. ....0.9, X), each capacitance switch has
a -1 position, which greatly facilitates the balancing pro
cedure. The capacitance readout is in picofarads, with

the decimal point automatically indicated in red.

Table 1-1 lists and describes all front-panel con

trols and indicators found on the Type 16I5-A bridge.

IOOpf

~ UNKNOWN

C,

--------- -- --- --:~-

'---"---~O.I

,,"------~I

....jTYPE
1311-4 ~EN

8 STANDARDS

IOOOpf

Figure 1-2. Type 1620-A Capacitance

Measuring Assembly.

1.2.3 STANDARDS. Capacitance standards utilize plates
fabricated from lavar steel for high dimensional stability

and are hermetically sealed to eliminate changes io value

resulting from changes in atmospheric pressure and hu
midity.

Provision is made for front panel adjustment of
the internal capacitance standards in terms of the ac
curate transformer ratio or of external standards.

1.2.4 GENERATOR. The Type 1311-A Audio Oscillator
is an ac powered, all-transistor instrument for use in

bridge-measurement work requiring a compact source of
distortion-free, audio-frequency, sine-wave signals. It

ABC 0 E

The loss component is read as either dissipation

factor or conductance, the former being mandatory when

D is greater than about 0.01. G must be used when ex
ternal standards are used or internal standards are com

pared.

6

---F

G

Figure 1-3. Type 1615-A

Capacitance Bridge contTols and
indicatoTs. (RefeT to Table 1.1.)

4 5 3 2
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INTRODUCTION

TABLE 1-1
CONTROLS AND INDICATORS - TYPE 1615-A

NAME

Terminal
Selector
(Gray Pointer
Knob)

C Range

CMAX
(Black Knob)

M

(Black Knob)

CAPACITANCE
Set of 6
(Gray Knobs)

DMAX
(Black Knob)

GMAX
(Black Knob)

DISSIPAnON
FACTOR
CONDUCTANCE
Set of 4
(Gray Knobs)

MULTIPLY
EXT
STANDARD
BYM x .•.•
AND ADD TO
DECADE
READING
(Gray Bar
Knob)

REF

SIB
Fig. 1-3

(1)

S112
Fig. 1-3

(2)

S106
through
SIll
Fig. 1-3

(3)

S101
(Partial)
Fig. 1-3

(4)

S101
(Partial)
Fig. 1-3

(4)

S102
through
S105
Fig. 1-3

(5)

S114
Fig. 1-3

(6)

TYPE

4-pos'ition rotary
switch

6-position lever
switch

12-position lever
switches

3-position lever
switch

4-position lever
switch

ll-position lever
switches

ll-position rotary

FUNCTION

Used to place bridge in desired
operating mode, i.e. calibration,
3-terminal shielded, 3-terminal
unshielded and 2-terminal.

a. Used to select range of ca
pacitance to be measured and
automatically place decimal
point on readout.

b. Determines M factor by which
CONDUCTANCE reading (if used)
must be multiplied to compute
value in micromhos, and by which
EXT STANDARD must be multi
plied, if used.

Used to balance bridge and give
direct reading on associated
digital scale.

Used to select range of DISSI.
PAnON FACTOR measurements
and automatically place decimal
point on readout.

Used to set range for CONDUCT
ANCE measurements and auto
maticdly place decimal point on
readout.

Used to balance bridge and give
direct reading on associated
digital scale.

Used to connect EXTERNAL
STANDARD connectors to ground
or to any of 10 taps on ratio
transformer of bridge.

RELATED INDICATOR

Fixed simplified schematic engraved
on front panel plus variable back-of
panel engraving.

a. White vertical scale on front panel
C MAX lQ:pf through 1 p.f.

b. Red vertical scale on front panel
M: 1 - 1000.

Horizontal, digital, window-type read
out in PICOFARADS with automatically
adjustable decimal point: 0 through 1,
plus X and -1.

Vertical scale (white): 1, 0.1 and 0.01.

Vertical scale (red): +0.1 p.U, +0.01 p.U
-0.01 p.U, -0.1 p.U.

Horizontal, digital, window-type read
out with automatic decimal-point. (Af
fected by M setting, S112)

Decimal window-type readout: 0 through
1. (Affected by M setting, S112)

3



~ TYPE 1615-A CAPACITANCE BRIDGE

1.3.2 BRIDGE CONNECTORS. Table 1-2 lists and de
scribes all front-panel connectors found on the Type
161~-A Bridge.

1.3.3 GENERATOR CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS.
Controls and connectors listed and described in Table

1-3 are on the front panel of the Type 1311-A Audio Os
cillator.

1.3.4 DETECTOR CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS.
Table 1-4 lists and describes controls and connectors on
the Type 1232-A Tuned Amplifier and Null Detector.

TABLE 1-2
CONNECTORS. TYPE 161~A

NAME REF TYPE FUNCTION

GND J101 Binding Post, General Case ground.
Fig. 1-3 Radio Type 938

(A)

GENERATOR J 102/J 103 Binding Post, General Receives input from
Fig. 1-3 Radio Type 938, in- external generator.

(B) sulated

DETECTOR J104 Coaxial, General Radio Shielded connection
Fig. 1-3 Type 874 from bridge to ex-

(C) temal null detector.

EXT STANDARD· J 105/J 106 Coaxial, General Radio Shielded connection
H&L Fig. 1-3 Type 874 for external 3-termi-

(D) nal standards.

UNKNOWN J 107/J 108 Coaxial, General Radio Shielded connection
H&L Fig. 1-3 Type 874 for 3-terminal un-

(E) known capacitors.

UNKNOWN Jll0/J 111 Binding Posts, General Unshielded connec-
H,L Fig. 1-3 Radio Type 938 tion for 3- or 2-ter-

(F) (insulated) minal unknown
capacitors.

GND ]109 Binding Post, General Case ground.

Fig. 1-3 Radio Type 938
(G)

·Type 874-WO coaxial termination must always be installed on L connector
unless capacitor is attached. Needed to shield sensitive DETECTOR input.

4



TABLE 1·3
CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS. TYPE 1311.A

INTRODUCTIOM

NAME TYPE FUNCTION

FREQUENCY 12·position rotary switch Used to select output
frequency.

MAXIMUM OUTPUT 5-position rotary switch Used to select output
transformer tap.

OUTPUT Rotary Control Used for fine output
level variations.

~F Rotary Control Used to adjust output
frequency (±2% about
nominal)

POWER Toggle switch Power ON/OFF con-
trol.

OUTPUT Binding Posts (3) Output terminals and
General Radio Type 938 ground.

-- -- Power plug, General Power input terminal.
Radio Type lO9-A

. -.. Phone jack Accept synchronizing
(on side panel) signal from external

frequency 'standard.

5



~TYPE 1615·A CAPACITANCE BRIDGE

TABLE 1·4
CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS. TYPE 1232.A

NAME TYPE FUNCTION

FILTER TUNING Continuous rotary Tunes filter within
control selected tuning range.

FILTER FRE- 6-position rotary switch Selects desired fre-
QUENCY quency: tuning-fre-

quency range of 20-200
cps, 200 cps-2 kc, or
2-20 kc; flat, 50-kc or
100-kc response.

GAIN Rotary control Turns instrument on
or off and controls
gain.

METER Toggle switch Selects linear or log-
arithmic response.

INPUT Coaxial, General Input terminal.
Radio Type 874

OUTPUT Binding Posts, General Amplifier output
Radio Type 938 terminals (not used).

EXT FILTER Phone jack Connection for ex-
ternal filter.

6



INSTALLATION

SECTION 2
INSTALLATIO~N

2.1 GENERAL.

The precision capacitance measuring system de
scribed in this manual may be obtained in four forms.
Purchased as the Type 1620-A Capacitance Measuring
Assembly it is complete, assembled and ready for bench
use as shown in Figure 1-1. For those already in pos
session of either (or both) Type 1232-A Tuned Amplifier
and Null Detector and Type 131l-A Audio Oscillator,
these instruments may be readily combined with the
Type 1615-A Capacitance Bridge to assemble a Type
1620-A.

An Adapter Set, Type 480-P316 and a pair of end
frames, ZFRl-308-2R, -2L, are available to join the
smaller instrUments to one another and to the bridge and
the three components so combined constitute a complete
Type 1620-A Assembly. By use of the Type 1615-AM
bridge with the Type 480-P316 Set plus end frames, a
Type 1620-A suitable for bench use can be assembled.
By use ofa Type 1615-AR with the Type 480-P316 Set,
a Type 1620-A suitable for rack mounting can be assem
bled.

Those planning to use detectors and generators
other than General Radio Types 1232-A and 1311·A with
either Type 1615 Capacitance Bridge may make similar
combinations to suit particular needs and conditions.

2.2 TYPE 1620·A INSTALLATION.
2.2.1 SITING. The Type 16,20-A Capacitance Measuring
Assemblyis a highly precise system for laboratory use.
It is intended for bench mounting and is completely self
contained, requiring no further enclosure, such as racks
or cabinets. Some open bench area around the assembly
should be provided to support capacitors under test, or
external standard capacitors, when used.

2.2.2 POWER INPUT. The Type CAP-22 Three-Wire
Power Cord supplied should be attached to PL501 on
the rear panel of the Type 13ll-A Audio Oscillator and
plugged into a standard grounding-type receptacle sup
plying ac power at 50 to 400 cps. The supply voltage,

105 to 125 or 210 to 250, should agree with that indi
cated on the engraving or nameplate near PL501. The
Type 1232-A is battery operated and is shipped com
plete with batteries; the Type 1615-AM requires no power
connection.

NOTE

If the Assembly has been stored for 4ny prolong.
ed period prior to installation, the bfltteries of the Type
1232·A should be checked. Refer to the oper4ting in·
structions supplied separately for that instrument for
the recommended procedures.

2.2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS. The Type
1620-A will operate within.specifications under:environ
mental conditions normally encountered in s,tandards
laboratories. While all internal capacitance s~andards

used are virtually immune to environmentalvafiations,
it should be borne in mind that marked changes in tem
perature ,or humidity can have a considerable effect on
the capacitors under test and thus degrade the precision
measurements possible with this instrument assembly.
Other special environmental considerations are as fol,
lows:

1. Type 1615-A - high concentrations of dust
obscure the read-out and stiffen the balancing controls.

2. Type 13ll-A --- ambient temperatures should
not exceed 50 C)C.

3. Type 1232-A -- strong magnetic or electro
static fields should not be maintained close to this in
strument.

2.2.4 OPEN-CIRCUIT TERMINATION. The Type 874
WO Open Circuit Termination is supplied as an accessory
to shield the EXT STANDARD L coaxial connector. It
may be stored on any unused coaxial connector on the
Type 1615-A bridge without affecting the electrical per
formance of the circuit associated with the connector.
Such a practice is recommended to prevent loss of the
termination.

7



• TYPE 1615-A CAPACITANCE BRIDGE

2.3 ASSEMBLY OF TYPE 1620-A.

2.3.1 GENERAL. Purchased separately, the Types
1232-A, 1311-A and 1615-AM can be combined to form a
Type 1620-A Capacitance Measuring Assembly. General
Radio Adapter Set, Type 480-P316 plus end frames
ZFRI-308-2R, -2L, should be used to provide the neces
sary mechanical connections and General Radio Patch
Cords, Types 874~R22A and 274-NL, to provide the in
terconnecting wiring.

2.3.2 PROCEDURES. The following procedures should
be followed to assemble the component instruments into
a complete unit (refer to Figure 2-1):

a. Unpack Adapter Set Type 480-P316 and end
frames and check contents against shipping list.

b. Remove dust covers from Type 1232-A and
Type 1311-A.

c. Invert instruments and place side-by-side so
that Type 1311-A is at right of Type 1232-A, as seen
facing front panels.

COMBINATION RACK MOUNTING

d. Check alignment of clearance holes in adja
cent side panels, insert 134-inch, 10-32 machine screw,
attach lockwasher and nut, and tighten.

e. Remove Phillips-head screw~ from corners of
front panels at the butting edges, taking care not to dis
lodge the aluminum end frames.

f. Install ~-inch Adapter Strip over four empty
screw-holes, chamf ered face out, reinsert screws, and
tighten.

g. Turn instruments pair right-side-up and install
dust covers.

h. Remove two Phillips-head screws from oppo
site end of front panel of Type 1232-A and position
either Adapter Plate over screw holes.

i. Reinsert screws through clearance holes in
plate and front panel and thread into end frames.

j. Repeat process to attach other Adapter Plate
to Type 1311-A.

k. Position small, deep, aluminum end frame
(ZFRI-308-2R) behind Adapter Plate on Type 1232-A so

(
)

~I--/----.10-32
I 1/4" NYLON

I......, l/

...I!I.. ...es...--- .........

~
4BO-P316 •iPS

~ ~

TYPE 1311-A
TYPE 1232-A

AUDIO OSCILLATOR
TUNED AMPLIFIER a

NULL DETECTOR

@l I 0
I I

~ ~

TYPE 1615 AM

RACK

/'

TOP
VIEW

FRONT
VIEW

TYPES 1232-A/1311-A
COMBINED

TYPE 16IS-AM
CAPACITANCE BRIDGE

I,.L.L- ---J.....L-l ZFRI-rOB-3R.-3L

SIDE VIEW

8

Figure 2-1. Type 1620-A stack mounting.



that flat side is flush with plate and· rubber feet are at
bottom.

1. Align screw holes, center flat washer over
dragged clearance holes in front of plate, insert 10-32
screws and tighten.

m. Repeat process to mount similar end frame
(ZFRI-308-2L) to Type 1311-A..

n. Mount complete subassembly atop Type 1615
AM, so that rubber feet in end frames fit into channel of
Type 1615-AM end frames and front panels are in line.

o. Insert four I-inch binder-head screws through
clearance holes in deep end frame of. subassembly, pro
truding throqgh end frame of Type 1615-AM.

p. Install nuts and tighten.
q. Connect coaxial patch cord Type 874-R22A

from INPUT jack of Type 1232-A to DETECTOR jack
of Type 1615-AM.

r. At the OUTPUT jack of Type 1311-A, loosen
lower pair of captive, fluted clamp nuts of binding posts,

slide shorting bar away from right-hand binding post.
s. Retighten clamp nuts and connect shielded

Patch Cord Type 274-NL. from vertical pair of binding
posts at OUTPUT jack o~ Type 1311-A to right-hand
pair of binding posts at GENERATOR jack of Type
1615-AM.

NOTE

Polarity indicators (screw head) at plugs on
Type 274-NL Patch Cord must beat bottom lor Type
13ll-A connection and at left fOr Type 1615-AM con
nection.

INSTALLATION

2.4 OTHER ASSEMBLY CONFIGURATIONS.

2.4.1 TYPE 1620-A RACK MOUNT. The Type 1620-A
Capacitance Measuring Assembly suitable for rack
mounting should consist of a Type 1311-A Audio Os
cillator, a Type 1232-A Tuned Amplifier and Null De
tector and a Type 1615-AR Capacitance Bridge. The
Type 480-P316 Relay Rack Adapter and Patch Cord
Types 874-R22A and 274-NL should be used.

The assembly procedures given in paragraph 2.3.2
should be followed except that all reference to the large
aluminum end frames, part numbers ZFRI-308-2R, -2L,
and ZFRI-708-3, should be disregarded. Also, the small
rubber feet on the Types 1232-A and 1311-A should be
removed to improve the fit.

2.4.2 EQUIPMENT SUBSTITUTIONS. Assemblies using
the Type 1615..AM/AR Capacitance Bridge in combina
tion with generators and·detectors other than the Types
1311-A and 1232-A can be utilized. For instance, Gen
eral Radio Type 1210-C Unit R-c Oscillator and Type
1212-A Unit Null Detector, while not specifically de
signed for use with the Type 161:5, will give excellent
service.

In general, laboratory-type instri.unents which meet
the following performance specifications should give
adequate service when used with the Type 1615-A Ca
pacitance Bridge:

1. Generator· Stable sine-wave soutce with out
put power adjustable to a level not greater than 3Ov/kc.

2. Detector - Tunable with IJ1.v sensitivity, min-
Imum.

9



• TYPE 1615·A CAPACITANCE BRIDGE

SECTION 3

OPERATING

3.1 GENERAL

Complete operating instructions are given in
this section for the Type 1620-A Capacitance Meas
uring Assembly or' a closely equivalent system as
sembled around a Type 1615-A Capacitance Bridge.
It is recommendecl that Section 4, Theory of Operation,
be read and understood when the equipment is
first received, before performing the detailed pro
cedures appearing in this section. Subsequently,
for' rputine measurements~ reference to the c'ondensed
operatin~~instruction sheet supplied should suffice.
The sheet is. laminated in clear plastic to permit fre
quent handling without deterioration. It is punched al
ong the margin to permit insertion in standard three
ring 'binders. Alternatively, it is punched at the top so
that it may be hung on the wall near the equipment,
for maximum accessibility.

NOTE

Procedures which follow assume the use of the
Type Ull.A as the generator and th e Type 1232-A
as the detector,both operating at 1 kc::. For operation
al details, refer to the respective operating instruc
tions for those instruments.

3.2 PREPARATION FOR USE

Prior to energizing the equipment, check that
the following connections have been made (see Fig
ure 3-1):

a. Type 1311-A OUTPUT to Type 1615-A GEN
ERATOR (insulated) terminals via Type 274~NL Patch
Cord.

NOTE

Polarity indicators (screw heads) at plugs must
be at bottom for Type Ull·A connection and at left
for Type l615·A connection.

10
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b. Type 1232-A INPUT to Type 1615-A DETEC
TOR coaxial terminals via Type 874-R22A Patch Cord.

c. Type l3ll-A power cord to appropriate 3-wire
ac outlet.

d. Type 874~WO Open Circuit Termination sup
plied is installed on EXT STANDARD L coaxial con
nector if no capacitor is to be connected there.

3.3 EQUIPMENT TURN.ON

3.3.1 BRIDGE. The Type '1615-A Capacitance Bridge is
a purely passive instrument and has no primary power
or turn-on requirements. Apply power to the generator
and detector, and allow for warm-up time, as required.

3.3.2 GENERATOR. To adjust the Type l3ll-A:
a. Set FREQUENCY selector to desired freqll-ency.
b. Set MAXIMUM OUTPUT selector and OUTPUT

CONTROL for a voltage level not greater than 30 volts
per kilocycle.

3.3.3 DETECTOR. To adjust the Type 1232~A:

a. Adjust FILTER FREQUENCY switch to ap-
proximate frequency of generator.

b. ,Rotate FILTER TUNING control to peak meter.

c. Set METER to LOG position.
d. Adjust GAIN control for midscale indication.

3.4 EQUIPMENT SELF-CHECK

As a check of the proper operation of bridge,
generator, and detector, a bridge balance ,can be made
at any time with no external capacitors connected.
Proceed as follows:

a. Set terminal selector to CAL (all UNKNOWN
L connectors are thereby removed from the bridge cir
cuit).



GENERATOR ---___...

MULTIPLY EXT
STANDARD BY...
SWITCH

DIG READOuT

DIG RANGE
SELECTOR

OPERATING PROCEDURES

~__-DETECTOR

TERMINAL
!---7---SELECTOR

C READOUT

C RANGE
----~--SELECTOR

BRIDGE BALANCE CONTROL
Figure 3-1. Operator controls and indicators.

b. Set MULTIPLY EXTERNAL STANDARD BY
[0 O.

c. Set C MAX to any position.
d. Set D MAX to 0.01.
e. Null should occut with DISSIPATION FAC

TOR balance conttols at 0000 and CAPACITANCE
balance concrols at 000000 (position of decimal point
varies with C MAX settings). Deteccor deflection should
increase if any CAPACITANCE balance control is mov
ed from the 0 position. If balance is not accomplished,
refer to Section 6. The foregoing is a qualitative,
'/ proof-of-function", check only.

3.5 DIGITAL READOUT ON TYPE 1615·A

Digital readouts appear in windows directly
above all balance controls, as do red decimal-point
indicators, automatically positioned by range settings-.

Direct six-digit CAPACITANCE readouts in
picofarads (with appropriate decima 1 point) are pro"
vided in ranges determined by the position of the C
MAX switch.

DISSIPATION FACTOR teadouts of fout digits
in three ranges, dependent on D MAX switch settings,

are available with automatically positioned decimal.
Readouts should be multiplied by frequency in kilo·
cycles.

Ditect fout-digit teadouts of CONDUCTANCE
measurements, in J,mhos, are provided in four ranges
determined by setting of the G MAX switch, which also
places the decimal point. However, in the three high.
est capacitance ranges, this readout must be multiplied
by the (red) M factor corresponding to the C MAX set·
Clng:.

All readouts offer 0 through 9 indications plus
X, which indicates 10. Thus a reading of 34BX12 is
equivalent to 349012.

10 addition, the CAPACITANCE teadout has a
..1 position, which indicates that the corresponding
unit of internal standard capacitance has been placed
across the UNKNOWN arm of the bridge and. is to be
subtracted from the bridge reading. A reading of
348(-1)12 is equivalent to 348012 -000100=347912.

CONDUCTANCE values add loss to the stand·
ard side of the bridge in +0.1 and +0.01 positions and
to the unknown side in "0.1 and ·0.01 positions. A neg·
ative G means the conductance of the unknown is the
conductance of the internal and external standards
~ the bridge G reading.

11



• TYPE 1615·A CAPACITANC,E BRIDGE

Decimal readouts in the MULTIPLY EXT STAN
DARD BY...window indicate the 11" steps by which
the capacitor (if any) connected to the EXT STAND
ARD connectors can be varied.

3.6 BRIDGE BALANCE PROCEDURES

3.6.1 GENERAL. The following procedures apply for
all modes of operation. Procedures. for terminal sel
;etion and attachment of capacitor under test, which
appear in paragraph 3.7, are here assumed to have
been completed.

a. Move C MAX control to a setting slightly in
excess of approximate value of capacitor being meas
ured.

b. Set D MAX switch to 0.01 and set all DIS.
SIPATION FACTOR controls to O.

c. Position first (left·most) CAPACITANCE
control for minimum deflection on detector meter.

d. To refine balance,position remaining CAP
ACITANCEcontrols, beginning at left and proceeding
to right, until no further improvement occurs.

NOTE

To improve sharpness of balance indication, in
crease GAIN on detector, btJ,t restrict meter to lower
half of scale.

e. Manipulate DISSIPATION FACTOR controls,
starting with right-- most, to refine balance further.

f. Alternately manipulate first CAPACITANCE
and then DISSIPATION FACTOR controls until final
null is accomplished. An increase in D MAX may be
required.

NOTE.

If no null can be achieved in D MAX positions,
try G MAX settings, (same lever switch).

g. Observe direct CAPACITANCE readout in

picofarads in the six digital windows above controls,
noting placement of red decimal point.

h. Observe direct DISSIPATION FACTOR read
ing, if appropriate, from digital windows above con
trols, noting placement of decimal point. At 1 kc, dis
sipation factor is as indicated; otherwise, multiply by
frequency in kilocycles.

L If appropriate, observe CONDUCTANCE in
,umhos, reading from digital windows above controls.
Multiply reading by M factor. (red engraving onC MAX
dial) to calculate final value.

3.6.2 BALANCE PROCEDURE WHEN NOMINAL CAP
ACITANCE IS NOT KNOWN. To obtain a bridge bal
ance when even an apptoximate magnitude of the un
knov.n capacitance cannot be estimated, or when dif- .
fic.ulty has been encountered in obtaining balance:

a. Set terminal selector in CAL position.
b. Set C MAX at 1 ,uf.

12

c. Set CAPACITANCE decade controls a~

001 000. pf.
d. Set G MAX to +0.1 ,uD.
e. Set CONDUCTANCE decades to 0000.

f. Adjust detector GAIN control for about 1/3
full-scale deflection with meter set for LOG response.

g. Connect unknown to the appropriate terminals
and switch terminal selector to corresponding position

NOTE

The voltage at the UNKNOWN terminals is only
0.001 times the generator voltage applied to the bridge,
so thete is little danger ofdamage to the bridge or
capacitor. .

h. Set CAPACITANCE decades to 000 000. pf.
L Observe deflection of detector meter:

(1) If deflection is near the 1/3-full-scale
reading to which it was ~in step f, the un
known isa capacitapce of the order oflOOO pf,
or a conductance of the order of 5,uU (a re
sistance of 200 kilohms).

(2) If the deflection is much greater than
1/3 full scale. the unknown is acapacitancemuch
lar.gerthan 1000 pf, or a conductance much lar
ger than 5,uU (a resistance much smaller than
200 kilohms).

(3) If the deflection is much less than 1/3
full scale j the unknown is a capacitance much
less than 1000 pf or a conductance much less
than 5,uU (a resistance much greater than 200
kilohms).

j. Adjust CAPACITANCE decades, appropriate
to the indicated magnitude, for minimum meter deflec
tion by the usual bridge balance procedure (refer to
paragraph 3.6.1).

k. If CAPACITANCE decade controls produce
no indication of balance, adjust CONDOCTANCE dec
ade controls.

1. When partial balance has been attained with
these C MAX and G MAX settings, change to other C
MAX and G MAX (or D MAX) positions as required lor
a balimce to the desired precision.

3.7 CAPACITANCE BALANCE CONTROLS

The bridge has three principal modes of oper
ation for capacitance measurement.. They are determ
ined by the setting of the terminal selector switch and
the choice of UNKNOWN terminals made. In turn, these
selections are determined by the nature of the unknown
capacitor. Specific criteria for the proper selection of
operating mode' are supplied in the following paragraphs:

1. Three-terminal coaxial (para. 3.7.3).
2. Three-terminal binding post (para. 3.7.4).
3. Two-terminal bindin~-post (para. 3.7.5).
Procedures concerning the fourth (CAL) posi-

tion of the terminal selector switch are covered in Sec
tion 6.



OPERATtNG'PROCEDURfS

Pigure 3-2. Selections of C MAX ranges for varying
accuracy'requirements in readout.

3.7.1 HC MAX "SWITCH.
1. ~en the nominal value of capacitance to be

measured is not known,set the C MAX switch to 1ILf
and follow procedure of paragraph 3.6.2.

2. ~en the nominal value of capacitance is
knoVID, setC MAX to a position which makes the first

significant figure of the bridge CAPACITANCE read
out appear in the window of the first or second CAP
ACITANCE decade for maximum accuracy and precision.

See Figure 3-2 for an illustration of the bridge
range of unknown capacitance vs the six positions of
the C MAX switch and the readouts from 1 to X of the
six CAPACITANCE decades. The "x" readout in
dicates that the value is in terms of the upper bound
of the II unknown capacitance" ,range and the "1" in
dicates the lower bound.

Use any of the possible C MAX switch positions
which has adequate resolution for direct-reading ac
curacy of 0.01%, when the capacitance can be meas~

ured on more than one position.
F or the measurement of very small capacitance

differences, use the C MAX position which gives the
maximum number of significant figures in the CAPAC
ITANCE readout. For minimum error in difference mea
surements, use the same internal standard capacitor
for the first significant figure in all bridge readings.
The internal capacitors used for each position of each
CAPACITANCE decade are shown in the horizontal
bars in the readout symbols in Figure 3-2.

For minimum error from external noise sources,
use the C MAX position of maximum resolution. This
gives maximum voltage at the UNKNO\\N terminals
and maximum detector deflection fora given percent
unbalance. The voltage between the UNKNOWN Hand
GND terminals, VHG , for a voltage EGEN at thebrldge 3.7.2 THREE·TERMINAL MEASUREMENTS. The two

three-terminal measurement procedures applicable to
this bridge are distinguished by the bridge connectors
used. Measurements using coaxial terminations are
covered in para. 3.7.3 and those using binding-post
terminations in para. 3.7.4. Some considerations com
mon to both are:

1. The measured direct capacitance is not
changed in most three-terminal measurements when
the connections to the capacitor are reversed, I.e.,
bridge H to capacitor L instead of bridge H to cap
acitor H.

2. The H terminal, at the high voltage but
low-impedance output of the transformer, is not s,en
sitive to pickup from external sourCes and selciom
needs to be shielded. There is voltage ftom the,H
terminal to GND. High capacitance or conductance
connected from the H terminal to GND reduces the
transformer output voltage and. introduces, errors int()
the measured direct capacitance and cond~ctance.

3. The L terminal, the low voltage but high
impedance input ,tothedetectot, is very sensitive to
to noise and .signalpickup from. external sources and
must be completely shielded for low·capacitance mea-

(3-1)

GENERATOR termlnals is

VHG=EGEN/M

where M is the multiplier from 1 to 1000 engraved on
the C MAX switch and, shown at the far right in Fig
ure 3-2. With C MAX at 1ILf andM=1000, the voltage on
the capacitor is 0.01 times that applied when C MAX
is O.OllLf(M= 10) and the voltage into ,the detectotis
proportionally reduced, so errors are more likely to
appear on the 1ILf C MAX position when noise sources
are present.

Example: A a.005-lLf capacitor is to be ,meas
ured. This value falls between the 0.001- and
O.Ol-pf UNKNOWN CAPACITANCE diagonals
in Figure 3-2. It can. be measured with C MAX
at 0.01 p.f, with the first CAPACITANCE dec
ade at 5 (with a six-figure reading of, say,5001.
30 pf) and with the internal lOOO-pf standard
used for the first decade and first. significant
figure. Or,itcanbe measured with C MAX at 0.1
ILf, with the second decade at 5 (with a five
figure reading of, say; 05001.4) and with the
lOO-pf internal standard used for the first sig
nificant figure. Or the capacitor can be meas
ured with C MAX at 11Lf, with the third decade
at 5 (with a four-figure reading of, say, 005001.)
and with the 10-pf internal standard used for
the first significant figure. A small error, such
as the 0.1 pfor 20 ppm in this example, may re
sult from the change of internal standards when
the ratio of these standards is not in exact
adjustment.

.' C MAX,0

IJJt 1000

O.IJJt 100

0.01 jJt 10

1000pt

100pt

10pt 1

M

6 TH RANGE
SELECTOR

2ND 3"0 4 H 5TH

CAPACITANCE DECADES

X
'1)1
I

q\ 0' q\ 0'" ort-.f,
o~ o· oP 09

~
REAOOUT AT DECADE MAXIMUM

. . I NTERNAL STANDARD CAPAC,ITOR (pf)

I !!.SADOUT AT FIRST STEP OF DECADE

1ST
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~ TYPE 1615-A CAPACITANCE BRIDGE

surements. There is no voltage from L to GND when
the bridge is balanced. High capacitance or conduc
tance from the L terminal to GND shunts the detector
and reduces the sensitivity of the bridge.

Connect any three-terminal capacitor used as
an external standard to EXT STANDARD H and I..;

coaxial terminals. Coaxial cable should always be
used to connect the L terminal (high-impedance side
of the detector). Type 1403 series of capacitors or
Type 1615-Pl Range-Extension Capacitor may be
plugged directly into the Hand L terminals, but care
should be taken to align the connectors properly so
that the conductors are not bent.
Bridge Balancing Procedures: As in paragraph 3.6.

3.7.4 THREE-TERMINAL BINDING-POST CONNEC-
TIONS (see Figure 3-4).

Used to Measure:
1. Three-terminal capacitors with unshielded,

banana-plug connectors, such as Type 1409 series.
2. Capacitors with tv.o rerminals, when ground

or cable capacitance must be excluded from the meas
urements; for example, capacitors measured. with the
Type 1650-PITest Jig.
Terminal Selector; Set to 3 terminal position.

Terminals: Connect the capacitor to the UNKNOWN
H and L binding posts. Connect the shields, or case,
to theGND binding post. When long leads are used,
shield the lead to the L binding post (high-impedance
side of detector). For capacitors with two terminals
and' with one terminal connected to the capacitor c;ase
or shield (which can be insulated' from external ground)
connect the case to the bridge H terminal (low-im
pedance output of transformer).

Capacitance Me asured: Direct capacitance between
the Hand L binding posts, including about 0.2 pf capa
citance between the open posts, C

HL
Capacitance Excluded: All capacltances, C , to gr
ound from either H or L posts. Any GND ter~inal on
the bridge is a guard point. To determine the capaci
ance added by the unknown capacitor:

3-TERMINAL
UNKNOWN

3 TERM

• 3
CAL 0 TERMINAL. .

• 2
TERMINAL

C MAX

OET

(OPTIONAL)

EXT STANDARD fF--::.-=-===-=--=-========'ll
Cpl!Jl !I f'F-=--=--=--=--=-====m ::

;';'-'j:;t-TYPE I~ I ~t--- 'lUi I

~-----l,YJ>-_~H.lY'-_.lII'~;"!=.L....:.874-_WO_L~y, H tii H L
fi

:: II I: H _3J
II II II
~---- --.JL-----b]---- --l,--::C:--

II ~ET):I r-'
r-..JL_-, ~
I ...... I I

LT t."TJ
hi~~IIUMULTIPLY EXT

STANDARD BY..•~w~~~ .J

3.7.3 THREE-TERMINAL COAXIAL CONNECTIONS
(see Figure 3-3).
Used to Measure:

1. Three-terminal capacitors with shielded, co
axial connectors, such as General Radio Types 1403,
1404, 1422, and 1423.

2. Direct capacitance at the end of long, shield
ed cables, such as in a test chamber or in a remote
equipment.
Terminal Selector: Set tQ 3 TERM position.
Terminals: Connect capacitor to UNKNOWN Hand L
coaxial terminals. Coaxial cable should always be
used to connect Lterminal (high-impedance side of
detector). Unshielded lead may be used to connect
to H terminal (low-impedance output of transformer),
and, if coaxial connection is not used, the H binding

Figure 3-4. Type 1615-A bridge circuit for
3-terminal binding-post· measurement.

II
II
II
~=.=====

Figure 3-3. Type 1615-A bridge circuit for
3-terminal coaxial measurement.

post should be used. Use Type 874-R20A or -R22A
Patch Cord, with appropriate Type 874 coaxial ad
aptor, if req uired. See table at back of manual for
complete listing.
Capacitance Measured: Direct capacitance, Cx' be
tween Hand' L terminals.
Capacitance Excluded: All capacitances, C G , to
ground, including cable capacitances. Any GND or co
axial outer-eonductor terminal on the bridge is a guard
point
External Standard. Not required for most measure
ments. May be used to extend. range and resolu
tion of bridge; refer to Section 5. When EXT STAN
DARD terminals are not used install Type 874-WO
termination on EX)' STANDARD L coaxial terminal
to complete shielding of the high side of the detector.

DET

MULTIPLY EXT
STANDARD BY, ..

(OPTIONAL)

H

CMAX
3-TERMINAl.

IJNI(NOWN

3 TERM

3
CAL 0 fr=tl. 0 TERMINAL

(do ~
TERMINAL
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a. Remove the capacitor from the bridge ter
minals or leads.

b. Measure the capacitance of the open term
inals (about 0.2 pf) or open leads.

c. Subtract this capacitance from the total cap
acitance measured with the capacitor connected.
External Standard: Not required for most measure
ments. May be used to extend range and resolution
of bridge; to use external standards, refer to Section
5. Connect any three-terminal capacitor used as an
external standard to the EXT STANDARD H coaxial
terminal and to the detector through a coaxial-Tee
connector (Type 874-T), at the bridge DETECTOR
terminal. Use coaxial cable for the con nection to the
detector.

NOTE
The bridge L coaxial terminals cannot be used

because they are connected to ground instead of to
the detector when the terminal selector is in this pos
ition.

When EXT STANDARD terminals are not used,
the Type 874-WO termination is not required on EXT
STANDARD or UNKNOWN L coaxial connectors; these
connectors are internally grounded.
Bridge Balancing Procedures: Refe r to paragraph 3.6.

3.7.5 Tv,o-TERMINAL BINDING-POST CONNECTIONS
(see Figure 3-5).
Use to Measure: .

1. Two-terminal capacitors with banana-plug
connectors, such as the Type 1401 and 1409 series.

2. Capacitors with capacitance greater than
1 j.Lf, whose leads must be short to reduce loss, such
as the Type 1424-A.

3. Capacitors with one lead permanently .con
nected to an external ground.

(OPTIONAL)

EXT STANUARt>

Ir-:Tt--=ll
L+_':'E~,.J

2;""TERMINAL
UNKNOWN

3 TERM

3
CAL TERMINAL

.~.

~. 2
TERMINAL

Figure 3-5. Type 1615-Abridge circuit for
2-terminal capacitance measurement.

OPERATING PROCEDURES

Terminal Selector: Set to 2 TERMINAL position.
Terminals: Connect capacitor to the UNKNOWN Hand
L binding posts, with the case, low, or ground side of
the capacitor connected to the L post. The L post
is internally connected to the GND post.

Connect any bridge GND terminal to an extern
al ground to eliminate changes in the bridge balance
which may be produced by motion of the operator's
hands near the balance controls or in the vicinity of
unshielded UNKNO\'tN terminals. Adequate grounding
is provided throQ.gh the three-wire pov.er connection
of the Type 1311-A oscillator. H the oscillator ground
is not otherwise connected to the bridge ground, do so
with a clip lead. The bridge GENERATOR gray bind
ing post is internally connected to GND.
Capacitance Measured: All capacitances from theM
post and leads to the L andGND posts, to the bridge
case, and to external grounds, including about 1.3 pf
capacitance between the open H posts and the
grounds around it, C C

HG' HL'

Capacitance Excluded: Only capacitances inside the
bridge to the shields, v.hich are conoected to the
transformer center tap and to the high side of the de
tector. A guard point, connected to the inner shields,
is accessible at the UNKNO\'tN Hcoaxial terminal
center conductor and at the DETECTOR coaxial ter~

minal center conductor. Since the guard point is also
the high side of the detector, any guard connections
used outside the bridge must usually be enclosed in
a grounded shield to prevent noise from entering the
detector.

To determine the capacitance added by the un
known capacitor:

a. Remove the capacitor from the bridge term
inals or leads.

b. Measure the capacitance of the open term
inals (about 1.2 pf) or open leads.

c. Subtract this. capacitance from die total tap
acitance measured with .the capacitor connected.
External Standard. Not required for most measure
ments. May be used to extend range and resolution of
bridge; refer to Section 6.

When EXT STANDARD terminals are not used:

a. Set MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY...switch
to O.

b.Remove Type 874-WO termination from EXT
STANDARD or UNKNOWN L coaxial connectors;these
connectors are internally grounded.

c. Install Type 874-WO on UNKNOUN H coaxial
connector (v.hich is connected to high side'of detector)
when complete shielding is required, as in the meas
urement of very small capacitance differences.

When EXT STANDARD terminals are used:
a. Connect any two-terminal capacitor used as

an external standard to the EXT STANDARD H co
axial-terminal center conductor and to any grourid,
'such as the outer conductor, or the L terminal (inner
or outer) or either GND post.

15



~ TYPE 1615-A CAPACITANCE BRIDGE

b. Convert the coaxial H terminal to t\\O bind
ing-post Hand L terminals for convenient connection
of two-terminal capacitors with Type 874-Q2 adaptor.

c.Convert the coaxial H terminal to a single
binding-post H terminal with Type 874-MB Coupling
Probe.

NOTE

JJ7Jen the MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY ...
switch is not set to 0, external capacitance is added
to the bridge even though no external capacitor is con
nected to the bridge. Capacitance to ground in the
EXT STANDARD H coaxial connector and internal
bridge wiring, C , (about 6 pi), acts as external stan
dard capacitancl~nd any adaptors or wires connected
to the EXT STANDARD H terminal add to this.

NOTE

Any error in generator frequency affects the ac
curacy of a conversion from G to D or from D to G.
Dial calibration of most osdllators is no better than
±1%. For D or G calculation accuracy of ±1% or bet
ter, measure frequency to higher accuracy or use
source of standard frequency.

Some of the differences which determine the
choice of D. or G appear below.

3.8.2 DISSIPATION FACTOR, D. For many meas
urements, the dissipation-factor or D MAX ranges
provide the greater range, accuracy, and conven
ience in loss balance.

3.8 LOSS BALANCE CONTROLS.

3.8.1 GENERAL.The loss balance in the bridge can
be made in terms of either the dissipation factor, D,
or the parallel conductance, G, of the unknown cap
acitor (see Figure 3-6).

Range: At 1 kc, .000001 to 1. Multiply by frequency
in kilocycles. Independent of capacitance. F our
figure resolution. Smallest increment, 1 ppm at 1 kc.
Accuracy: Basic D accuracy is ±(0.1% of measured
value +10 ppm) at 1 kc and over most of the range
from 50 cycles to 10 kc.
Principle Uses:

1. For general capacitance measurements in
which the primary interest is the capacitance value.

2. When the capacitor loss and D are relative
ly high, e.g., D greater than 0.01.

3. For accurate measurement of capacitor loss.
4. \lhen an external standard is used to meas

ure large capacitance with high loss. Accurate C and
G can then be obtained from the bridge readings only
by computation. Refer to Section 4.

5. \lhen the loss in the unknown capacitor is
primarily equivalent series resistance, e.g., the lead
resistance of capacitors with low reactance. The
bridge reading of D is then related in a simple man
ner to the resistance of the unknown as frequency
changes.
Corrections:

1. Multiply reading of bridge decades by fre
quency in kc when operation frequency is not 1 kc.

2. For maximum accuracy in the measurement
of small Dor small differences, add 1 to reading of
fourth decade. Min.tmum resistance of decade switch
es and wiring when the four decades are set at 0000
is about 0.1 ohm, which is one step in fourth resis
tance decad e.

3.8.3 CONDUCTANCE, G. Conductance ranges (G
MAX) are provided primarily to permit loss balances
if dissipation-factor measutements cannot be used.
The range and accuracy of Gare generally lower than
those of D.
Ranae: .000 001 to 0.1 jLmho, multiplied by factor
M=I, 10, 100. or 1000, determined byC MAX range
selected. Two positive ranges add G to internal stan
dards; two negative ranges add G to unknown. All
are independent of frequency.

(3-4)

(3-5)

(3-2)

G= I/Rp

PARALLEL
SERIES

where C"capacitance in farads
G =conductance in mhos
R "resistance in ohms
~=27Tf

f=frequency in cps

D=~RsCs·G/~Cp·l/~RpCp

Cs -Cp(l +D2)

G=I/Rp =~Cs D/(1 +D2) ~~Cs D

Rs =G/ [( ~Cp)2<1 +D2)]~G/( ~Cp)2

Figure 3-6. Equivalent circuits 01 unknown capacitors.

On the D MAX ranges,the bridge measures
the equ.lvalant series capacitance, Cs ' and the dis
sipation factor, D=U)RsCs•

On the G MAX ranges, the bridge measures
the equivalent parallel capacitance, Cp , and the para
llel conductance, G. Many measuremeOts can be made
with either D or G and Cs or Cpo \lhen only one can
be measured, the other can be calculated from the
relations:
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OPERATING PROCEDURES

TABLE 3.1

D EQUIVALENTS FOR MAX AND MIN G WHEN Cx EQUALSCMAx

RANGE SETTING D AT 1 KC FOR Cx =CMAX WITH

CMAX M MAX G (0.1 x M),uU MIN G (.000 001 x M),uU

1 ,u f 1000 .016 .000000 16

0.1 ,u f 100 .016 .00000016

0.01 ,uf -10 .016 .000000 16

1000 pf 1 .016 .000000 11£

100 pf 1 .16 .0000016

10 pf 1 1.6 .000016

Notes:
1. For any otheruJ:lknown capacitance, C MAX

range, multiply D values by C
MA

Ir::.x'
2. For any other frequency, 1, multiply D values

by 1/f(kc).

Example: 100 pf measured at 100 cps with C
MAX set at 1000 pf.
Max D=.016 x (1000/100) x (1/0.1)=1.6.
Min D=0.16 ppm x (1000/100) x (1/0.1)=16 ppm
=.000016.

Uisslpation factor, D, corresponding to a given
G, depencis upon frequency and capacitance; the re
lation is:

where G is the bridge readout in ,umhos multiplied
by M.

D values from this equation are given in Table
3-1 for the maximum and minimum G ol the bridge at
1 kc and for six values of unknown cl")?aeitanc:e ,Cx '

equal to the nominal minimum capacitance of the six
C MAX ranges.
Accuracy: Basic G accuracy is ± (1% +0.00 001
,umho). This is independent of frequency from '0
cycles to 10 kc.
Principal Uses:

1. When the loss of the unknown is less than
that of the internal and external standard capacitors.
This may occur in the measurement ·of reference stand
ard capacitors, whose loss is extremely low, and in
measurements with an external standard capacitor con
nected to the bridge. Balance the loss by using the
·0.1 or ·0.01 ,umho GMAX'ranges to connect the bridge
conductance decades across the unknown..

2. When the internal standard capacitors are
. compared for a ratio check. The dissipation factor re-

D G (,umhos) 1. 1000.. x X 7"'7:l\
6.28 1(lCC) C\pf)

(3-6)

slstance decades are connected in series with thecom·
mon side of all bridge capacitors and provide no ad
ju stment of the loss of anyone relative to another.

3. When themiriimum D equivalent to the smal
lest G step provides better resolution for precision
balance (see Table 3-1). For example, in the meas
urement of 1000 pf at 1 kc, the smallest step of ad
justment with the D MAX ranges is 1 ppm; with the
minimum G step of 1 x 10-6 ,umbo, the resolution of
the equivalent D is 0.16 ppm.

4. When the loss of the unknown is primarily
equivalent para llel resistance, e.g., the leakage re
sistance of insulators in air capacitors of high reac
tance. The loss balance is then relatively independ
ent of frequency.

Corrections:
1. Multiply reading of bridge decades by factor

Mt which is indicated on C MAX switch. Error in dec
imal point often results from the omission of M for the
C MAX ra nges above 1000 p~ where M is not 1.

2. For maximum accuracy in the measurement
of small G or small differences, add 1 to the reading
of the fourth decade. Minimum resistance of the dec
ade switches an d wiring, when the four decades are
set at 0000, is about 0.1 ohm, which is one stepln
the fourth resistance decade .
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NOTE

As a result of this zero error, the bridge balance
will change when the decades are set at 0000 and the
G MAX is moved from +0.01 }i.7J to -0.01 !J.U, ~en the
correction is applied, the two conductances are +.000

001 and -.000 001 pmhos, respectively. To obtain con
ductance less than this minimum for some capaci
tances and fr.equencies, use D MAX ranges and cal
culate equivalent G (see Table 3-1).

Example: For 10 pf at 1 kc, minimum G of .000
001 pmho corresponds to D of 16 ppm. On 0.01
D MAX range, minimum D is 1 ppm, and equi
valent G is .00000006 pmho,

3. For accuracy of ±1% when the first G decade
reading is 3 or more, apply the corrections indicated
in Table 3-2. These corrections are necessary because
the relation of G to the resistance de cades is not lin
ear. (Refer to Section 4).

To use Table 3-2:
a. Take the four-digit reading of G dials (for

example, 5432). 19o9re position of decimal point and
units of G.

b. Enter column" G Decades Read" at first fig
ure in reading (5).

c. In column 1/ Correction," find value 5 o.
d. Subtract this from dial reading to obtain cor

rected G, with accuracy of ±1% (5432 -50= 5382).
e. The position of the decima I point is that in

dicated by the bridge readout.
For greater accuracy, in measurements of G dif

fe rences, use Table 3-2 as follows:
a. Use second figure in"G DecadesRead" toin

terpolate between correction values.
b. Take second figure (4 in re ading 5432); mul

tiply it by interpolation coefficient (2.2) next above
the line used for the first figure.

c. The correction for the G readin g (5400) is the
sum of the correction (50) plus (4 x 2.2=9) or 59.

d. Subtract this from the reading for the corrected
G:(5432 - 59)= 5373

Greater accuracy in correction can also be ob
tained from a simple calaclation.

a. Divide the four-figure reading by 1000: (5432/
1000=5.432)

b. Square this number: (29.51)
c. Multiply by 2: (59.02)
d. Subtract this from the reading for the cor

rected G (5432 - 59)=5373

TABLE 3·2

CORRECTIONS FOR HIGH G READINGS

CORRECTION INTERPOLATION
G DECADES READ R ohms· (Subtr.act from reading) COEF FICIENT

XOOO 1000.0 200
3.8

9000 900.0 162
3.4

8000 800.0 128
3.0

7000 700.0 98
2.6

6000 600.0 72

2.2
5000 500.0 50

1.8
4000 400.0 32

1.4
3000 300.0 18

1.0
2000 200.0 8

0.6
1000 100.0 2

·R values are those used in calculation of cotrection factor; refer to
Section 4.
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SECTION 4

THEORY OF OPERATION

NOTE

4.2.2 TWO-TERMINAL AND THREE·TERMINAL CON·
NECTIONS. In the two-terminal connection, the capac
itor has the Land G terminals connected together, Le.,

This section is limited to a discussion of the
Type 1615·A Capacitance Bridge, as the theories. of
operation of Types 1311.A and 1232·A are covered in
their respective manuals.

4.1 INTRODUCTION.

4.1 J GENERAL. The Type 1615-A Capacitance Bridge
is a standards laboratory instrument designed for ac
curate precision measurements of capacitance and di
electric properties, and for the intercomparison of ca
pacitance standards over a wide range of values.

G

Figure 4-2. Diagram of
3·terminal capacitor.

SHIELD

~
H~ ~L

the L terminal is connected to the case. The terminal
capacitance, CLG , is thus shorted, and the total capac
itance is the sum of C HL and CHG . Since one compo
nent of the terminal capacitance Ci-lG is the capac
itance betwe.en the terminal and surrounding objects,
the total capacitance can be changed by changes in the
environment of the capacitor and particularly by the
introduction of the wires required to make connection
to the capacitor.

The uncertainties in the calibrated value of a two
terminal capacitor can be of the order of tenths of a
picofarad if the geometry, not only of the capacitor
plates, but of the environment and of the connections is
not defined and specified with sufficient precision. For
capacitors of 100 pf and more, the capacitance is usu
ally adequately defined for an accuracy of a few hun
dredths per cent if the terminals and method of con
nection used for calibration are specified. For smaller
capacitances or for higher accuracy, the two-terminal
capacitor is seldom practical and the three-terminal
arrangement is preferred.*

A three-terminal capacitor (Figure 4-2) has con
nected to the G terminal a shield which completely sur
rounds at least one of the terminals (H), its connecting
wires, and its plates except for the area that produces
the desired direct capacitance to the other terminal (L).
Changes in the environment and the connections can

•Joho F. Hersh, n A Close Look at Connection Errors
in Capacitance Measurements, n General Radio Exper
imenter, 33, 7, July, 1959.

DIRECT
CAPACITANCE

H L

CHL

~~ ~'<:t~i:).,A\. ~ t::'<:t
"1. "1. ~ CJ'Z:. ~ A,.<t) q."t
~ v'<:t

G

Figure 4-1. Schematic
diagram of a capacitor

showing the direct
capacitance and its

associated terminal ca-
pacitances.

4.2 PROPERTIES OF CAPACITORS.

4.2.1 GENERAL. Most physical capacitors can be
accul:ately represented by the three capacitances shown
in Figure 4-1: the direct capacitance, C HL , between
the terminals Hand L (capacitance between the plates
of the capacitor), and the two terminal capacitances,
C HG and~G' capacitances from the corresponding
terminals and plates to the capacitor case, surrounding
objects, and to ground (to which the case is connected
either conductively or by its relatively high capacitance
to ground).
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that of a measurement at 1 Mc because of the difficul
ties in determining the measurement. errors produced by
residuals in the connecting leads outside the capacitor.

The three-terminal capacitor has a similar, in
crease in capacitance produced by inductance. The
lowest resonance is determined not solely by the cali
brated direct capacitance but also by the terminal ca
pacitances, which may be much larger than the direct
capacitances.

When the capacitor has a solid dielectric, such
as mica, there is another source of capacitance change
with frequency. The capacitance increases at low fre
quencies as the result of dielectric absorption caused
by interfacial polarization in the dielectric. The change
in capacitance with frequency of a 1000-pf capacitor
with mica dielectric is shown in Figure 4-4. The dotted

10

Figure 4-4. Variation of capacitance with frequency.

line slanting downward to the right represents the
change in the dielectric constant of mica resulting from
interfacial polarization; that slanting upward to the
right shows the change in effective ,-capacitance re
sulting from series inductance. The magnitude of the
change at low frequencies depends upon the dielectric
material and is, for example, much smaller for poly
styrene than for mica.

4.2.3 FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS. Although the
characteristics of capacitors sometimes approach the
ideal, small deviations from ideal performance must
be examined and evaluated for the capacitors to be
known with high accuracy. The residual parameters
which cause such deviations are shown in the lumped
constant, two-terminal equivalent circuit of Figure
4-3. R represents the metallic resistance in the leads,
supports and plates; L, the series inductance of the
leads and plates; C, the capacitance between the
plates; C k the capacitance of the supporting structure.
The conductance, G, represents the dielectric losses
in the supporting inslliators, the losses in the air or
solid dielectric between capacitor plates and the d-c
leakage condllctance.

vary the terminal capacitances, CHG and C LG , but the
direct capacitance CHL - usually referred to simply
as the capacitance of the three-terminal capacitor 
is determined only by the internal geometry.

This direct capa~itance can be calibrated by
three-terminal measurement methods, such as guard
circuits or transformer-ratio-arm bridges, which exclude
the terminal capacitances.

The direct capacitance can be made as small as
desired, since the shield between terminals can be
complete except for a suitably small aperture. The
losses in the direct capacitance can also be made very
low because the dielectric losses in the insulating
materials can be made a part of the terminal impedances.
When the three-terminal capacitor is connected as two
terminal, the two-terminal capacitance will exceed the
calibrated three-terminal value (C HL ) by at least the
terminal capacitance CHG .

R L

G Figme 4-3. The equivalent
circuit of a capacitor.

4,.2.4 DISSIPATION FACTOR AND STORAGE FAC
TOR. An important characteristic of a capacitor is
the ratio of resistance to reactance or of conductance
to susceptance. This ratio is termed dissipation factor,
D, and its reciptocal is storage factor, Q.

The effective terminal capacitance, CE, of the
capacitor becomes greater than the electrostatic or zero
frequency capacitance, Co, as the frequency increases
because of the inductance L. When the frequency, f,
is well below the resonance frequency fo (defined by
GUo 2LCo = 1), the fractional increase in capacitance
is approximately

D cot e R G 1
0= =- =- = -= tanX B Q

Q = tan e X B .1._ 0=- =_. cotR G D -

(4-2)

(4-3)

This ratio is defined in Figure 4-5 in terms of phase
angle eand loss angle o. Dissipation factor is directly
proportional to the energy dissipated, and storage fac
tor to the energy stored, per cycle. Power factor is de
fined as

(4-1)

With this information, the increase in capacitance
at, for example, a frequency of 1 Mc can be computed
with high accuracy from the calibrated value at 1 kc.
For small increases, the accuracy may be greater than P.F. cos e = sin 0 (4-4)
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When the capacitance C is variable, this D is
then inversely propol'tional to the total terminal capaci
tance.

Cl: /f?
U lo3f---+----+---+---t---t-7''--+------t
~ V
z ...,.... ~'

~K54[=:t=:::±~~k~~o::::::::::::;~.L_-::__=_-_-_L--~
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Figure 4-6. Variations of dissifJation/actor

with frequency.

4.2.5 SERIES vs PARALLEL CAPACITANCE. Every
capacitance can be expressed in terms of either series
or parallel components. The choice is a matter of con
venience for the problem at hand. One cannot tell from
a single measurement whether a combination of a re
sistive and a reactive element is actually parallel or
series. Regardless of the physical arrangement, the
resistive and reactive components can be measured,
depending only on the configuration of elements in the

bridge used to make the measurement. The series nota
tion is as shown in Figure 4-7a, where Cs is the pure
capacitive component and Rs is the series resistance
or loss component. The vector diagram for the series
equivalent is given in Figure 4-7b, where eis the phase
angle and 8 is the dielectric-loss angle.

In the series equivalent case, the dissipation
factor, D, defined as the cotangent of the dielectric
phase angle, is:

In a capacitor with a solid dielectric the domi
nant component of the conductance G is the loss in the
dielectric, which varies with frequency. The resulting
variation of D with frequency, shown for a mica capaci
tor in Figure 4-6, is the sum of three principal com
ponents: a constant dissipation factor caused by re
sidual polarizations and shown by the horizontal dotted
line; a loss produced by interfacial polarizations,
which contributes the D shown by the dotted line slant
ing downward to the right; and an ohmic loss in the
leads and plates, which results in a D proportional to
the 3/2 power of frequency and is shown as the dotted
line slanting upward to the right. The total dissipation
factor has a minimum value at a frequency which varies
inversely with capacitance and which ranges from 1 kc
to 1 Me for capacitance values from 1 fl-f to 100 pf.

I02r-----,------,---r-----.----r---.r----,

Rs
D cote = tan 8 =~=u.:C Rs (4-7)1 s

u-C s

In parallel notation, the equivalent circuit is that
of Figure 4-7c, where the resistance, Rp , represents
the loss component, G is the conductance, and the ca
pacitance, C p , is the pure capacitive cOmponent. The
vector diagram for the equivalent parallel circuit may
be represented as in Figure 4-7d, where again eis the
phase angle and 8 is the dielectric-loss angle.

(4-6)

(4-5)

Figure 4·5. Vector
diagram showing the

relations between
{actors D and Q, and

angles eand 8,

B

At low frequencies only the losses represented
by G are important. The leakage conductance component
is negligible at frequencies above a few cycles and is
important only when the capacitor is used at de for
charge storage. The dominant components at audio fre
quencies are the dielectric losses in the insulating
structure and in the dielectric material between the
plates.

In the air capacitor the losses in the air dielec
tric and on the plate surfaces are negligible under con
ditions of moderate humidity and temperature. The loss,
is, therefore, largely in the insulating supports. When
good-quality, low-loss materials, such as quartz, ce
ramics, and polystyrene are used for insulation, the
conductance varies approximately linearly with fre
quency. The total dissipation factor of an air capacitor,
whose equivalent circuit is that of Figure 4-3, may be
expressed at low frequencies as

The dissipation factor of a capacitor is deter
mined by the losses represented in Figure 4-3 by R
and G. The resistance R is not usually significant
until the frequency is high enough for the skin effect
to be essentially complete. At such .frequencies the
resistance varies as the lquare root of freque.ncy and
may be expressed as R1 f, where R1is the resist
ance at one megacycle and f is. the frequency in mega
cycles. The total dissipation factor at high frequencies
is then

x

and differs from dissipation factor by less than 1%
when their values are less thanO.!.

In Figure 4-5, R and X are the series resistance
and reactance, and G and B are the parallel conduct
ance and susceptance.
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Q. b.

Figure 4·7. Series and parallel
equivalent circuits of capacitors.
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capacitor, CN' or by a fixed standard capacitor and a
variable ratio arm, such as R A' Such bridges with re
sistive ratio arms and with calibrated variable capaci
tors or resistors can be used over a wide range of both
capacitance and frequency and with a direct-reading
accuracy which seldom exceeds 0.1%.

F or higher accuracy, resolution, aQ.d stability in
capacitance measurements at audio frequencies, a
bridge with inductively-coupled or transformer ratio
arms has many advantages, and increasing Use of trans
former-ratio-arm bridges is being made in the measure
ment of many types and sizes of capacitors.

4.3.2 TRANSFORMER RATIO ARMS. The advantages
of transformer ratio arms in a bridge are that accu
racies within a few parts per million are not difficult
to obtain over a wide range of integral values, even for
ratios as high as 1000 to 1, and that these ratios are
almost unaffected by "age; temperature, or voltage. The
low impedance of the transformer ratio arm also makes
it easy to measure direct impedances and to exclude
the ground impedances in a three-terminal measurement
without the use of guard circuits and auxiliary balances.

To illustrate these characteristics, a simple
capacitance bridge with transformer ratio arms is shown
in Figure 4-9. On the toroidal core, a primary winding,
connected to the generator, serves only to excite the
core; the number of primary turns, N p , determines the
load on the generator but does not influence the bridge
network. If all the magnetic flux is confined to the
core - as it is to a .high degree in a symmetrically
wound toroid with a high-permeability core - the ratio
of the open-circuit voltages induced in the two second
ary windings must be exactly equal to the ratio of the
number of turns. The ratio can be changed by the use
of taps along the two secondaries, but, when. the number
of tutns between taps is fixed, the voltage is highly

(4-9)

(4-8)

(4-10)

Figure 4-8.

Basic ratio bridge.

= C s cos 2 8
1 + tan 28

=----

D = cot e= tan 8 = ..£
u.:C p

Then, the dissipation factor, D, is:

4.3 CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENTS.

4.3.1 GENERAL. Measurements of capacitance, par
ticularly those of high accuracy, are made by a null
method which uses some form of the basic ratio bridge,
shown in Figure 4-8. The capacitance of the unknown,
Cx' is balanced by a calibrated, variable, standard

The series equivalent and parallel equivalent
values are essentially equal when D is small and can
be related to one another by the following equations:
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Figure 4-9. A capacitance bridge with

transformer ratio arms.

invariant. Changes in the core permeability with time
and temperature have only second-order effects on the
ratio, because they modify only the very small amount
of leakage flux that is not confined to the core in a
practical transformer. The ratio is, therefore, both
highly accurate and highly stable.

In Figure 4-9, the two tran-sformer secondary wind
ings are used as the ratio arms of the capacitance
bridge with the standard capacitor, CN' and the un
known, Cx, as the other two arms in a conventional
four-arm bridge network. The condition for balance, or
zero detector current, is easily shown to be that

This balance condition is not affected by the capaci
tances shown from the Hand L terminals of C N and
C x to the terminal G connected to the junction of the
ratio arms. The capadtances between Land G shunt
the detector, so that they affect only the bridge sensi
tivity. The capacitances between Hand G are across
the transformer windings. To the extent that the trans
former can be assumed ideal, Le., with no resistance
in the sec9ndary windings and with no flax that does
not link equally both secondaries, the current drawn by
the H-G capacitances does not change the voltages
VN and VX or the balance conditions. In practice, the
transformer resistances and leakage inductances can
be kept so small that quite low impedances or large
capacitances can be connected from H to G before there
is appreciable error in the bridge.

The junction of the ratio arms, G, is therefore a
guard point, or guard potential, in the bridge. All ca
pacitances to Gfrom the H or L corners of the bridge
are excluded from the measurement. In the three-termi
nal capacitors .represented by the H, L, G terminals in
Figure 4-9, the bridge measures only the direct capac
itance, Cx, of the unknown in terms of the direct ca
pacitance, CN• of a standard, without additional guard
circuits or balances.

One can take advantage of the accurate and
stable ratios of the transformer by the use in the bridge
of a standard arm which is fixed and a ratio which can
be varied to balance the bridge.

Figure 4-10 shows three of the possible ways of
balancing a simple transformer-ratiocapaeitance bridge.
For simplicity, the generator and primary are not shown,
but it is assumed that the two secondaries have 100
turns each and are excited so that there is 1 volt per
turn. The capacitor in the unknown arm is assumed to
be n picofarads.

In Figure 4-10a, the two ratio arms are equal and
the bridge is balanced in the conventional way with
a variable standard capacitor which is adjusted to
72 pf.

The detector current can equally well be adjusted
by a variation in the voltage applied to a fixed standard
capacitor. In Figure 4-l0b, the standard capacitor is
fixed at 100 pf, and this is balanced against the n-pf
unknown connected to the 100-volt end of the trans
former by connection of the standard to n volts of the
opposite phase, obtained from suitable taps on the
transformer windings. The inductive divider shown has
a winding of 100 turns with taps every 10 turns and,
on the same core, another winding of 10 turns tapped
every turn. If, as shown, the second winding is con
nected to the 70~volt tap on the first winding and the
capacitor to the 2-volt tap on the second winding, the
required 72-volts is appHed to the capacitor. Six or
more decades for high precision can be obtained in a
similar fashion with more turns on one core and the
use of additional cores driven from the first. Such in
ductive dividers have very accurate and stable ratios,
but the errors increase with the number of decades be
cause of loading effects.

Another .method of balance by voltage variation
is shown in Figure 4-lOc, where a single decade divider
is used in combination with multiple fixed capacitors.
The 100-turn secondary is tapped every 10 turns to
provide 10-voit increments. If then, a 100-pf capacitor
is connected to the 70-volt tap and a 10-pf capacitor
to the 20-volt tap, the resulting detector current bal
ances that of the n-pf unknown connected to 100 volts.
This bridge can be given six-figure resolution, for ex
ample, through the use of six fixed capacitors in dec
ade steps from 100 pf to 0.001 pf, each of which can
be connected. to anyone of the taps on the transformer.

In any of these bridges, the bridge ratio can also
be varied by use of taps on the unknown side of the

(4-11)
Cx VN NN-:--:--
C N Vx N x

or
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transformer to vary the voltage applied to the unknown
capacitor. For example, if the unknown. capacitor were
connected to a 10-turn or 10-volt tap on the upper half
of the transformer, then a capacitance of 720 pf instead
of 72 would be baJanced by the standard capacitors
shown. The range of the bridge can thus be extended
to measure capacitors which are much larger than the
standards in the bridge.

EXT
STANDARD

unknown is connected to the full voltage of the other
secondary of the transformer. This unknown side of
the transformer has, however, a tap at one-tenth of the
full voltage, so that when the unknown is driven from
this lower voltage, the range is multiplied by ten,and
an unknown up to 10,000 pi, or 0.01 J.1i,can be balanced
by the same internal standards. The range is extended
still further by further division of voltage on the un
know.n side through a second transformer or inductive
divider driven from the 0.1 tap on the ratio transformer.
This second divider provides additional ratios of 0.1
and 0.01, so that, with the voltage applied to the un
known reduced to 0.01 and 0.001, the bridge is given
two more ranges of 0.1-J.1i and 1-j1i maximum capaci
tance.

C
SINGLE DIVIDER
MULTIPLE FIXED

CAPACITORS

72

100v

100v a

FIXED RATIO
VARIABLE CAPACITORS

100v

Ov

Figure 4-10. Methods of balancing capacitance in a
transformer-ratio bridge.

These advantages of transformer ratio arms and
dividers make possible a bridge of wide range and high
accuracy, since not only are the ratios stable and
accurate but, when only a few fixed capacitors are re
quired as standards, the standards can be constructed
to have high stability and accuracy. This bridge can
also have a wide range of frequencies. At low frequen
cies, a limit is imposed on sensitivity by the maximum
voltage obtainable from the transformer, since, for a
given core, the voltage at saturation is proportional to
frequency. At high frequencies there is a decrease in
accuracy resulting from the decrease in core perme
ability with frequency, from the increased loading of
the transformer by its self-capacitance as well as the
bridge capacitancejil and, of course, from the usual
residual capacitances and inductances in the bridge
wiririg and components.

H

6 decades 8 capacitors

II I r- _ ~~O~~fJi-
I ".... .:1 II
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Figure 4-11. Element4ry schematic diagram of the
Type 1615-A Capacitance Bridge.

4.4 THE TYPE 1615-A CAPACITANCE BRIDGE.

4.4.1 GENERAL. The Type 1615-A Capacitance Bridge
is a transformer-ratio bridge of the type that uses a
single decade of transformer voltage division and mul
tiple,fixed,standard capacitors to provide six decades
of resolution in capacitance.

4;4.2 CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENT. As shown in
in the elementary diagram of Figure 4-11, one side of
the secondary of the ratio transformer is tapped at in
terVals of one-tenth; and to these taps can be connected
six sranqard capacitors in any combination required
to balance the bridge. If, for example, the standards
connected to the six decade switches are 1000, 100,
10, 1, 0.1, and 0.01 pf, the range of the unknown that
can be balanced is from 1000 pf to 0.001 pf when the

To extend the range to smaller capacitances,
two additional standards are used, of 0.001 and 0.0001
pf. This yields two more ranges, 0.0001 pi to 100 pf
and 0.00001 pf to 10 pf. There are, therefore, eight
standard capacitors, only six of which are used for
anyone range. The necessary standard connections
are made by the same range switch that selects the
transformer taps.

With this combination of eight internal-standard
capacitors and four voltage ratios to which the unknown
can be connected, the capacitance range of the bridge
extends from a maximum of 1.111,110 j.1..f to a minimum
step of 0.00001 pf or 10- 11 j.1..f. The capacitors and
ratios used for each range are indicated in Figure 4-12.

4.4;3 LOSS MEASUREMENTS. To obtain a precision
of six figures in the capacitance balance, the loss
balance must be made equally precise. As shown in
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Figure 4-12. Capacitance balance control.

Figure 4-11, the loss balance in this bridge can be
made in terms of either the dissipation factor, D, or the
shunt conductance, G, of the unknown. For most pur
poses, dissipation factor offers the greater range and
convenience. Conductance is useful in some measure
ments of dielectric materials and is necessary when
external stan9.ards are added to the bridge and when
the loss in the bridge standards exceeds that of the
capacitor being measured.

4.4.3.1 Dissipation Factor. (Figure 4-13). The balance
of loss in corms of dissipation factor is made by means
of four resistance decades connected in series with
the common side of all the internal capacitance stand
ards, as shown in Figure 4-11. Since there is some
capacitance from the junction point of capacitors and
resistors to the bridge shields, the basic network which
provides the effective bridge-dissipation-factor adjust
ment is the T-network shown in Figure 4-13b. The
effective direct impedance of this network between the
terminals a and b is

(4-13)

Although the effective capacitance, C N • of the
bridge is varied by varying the voltages applied to any
of the several bridge capacitors, the total capacitance,
C N + Co, which includes all the direct and stray ca
pacitance connected to the junction of C N and R N,
remains constant. The resistance of the R N decades
can, therefore, be calibrated to read D directly at a
particular frequency, in this bridge at 1000 cps. With
four decades of 100, 10, 1, and 0.1 ohms per step and
with the total capacitance adjusted to 0.001592 pJ,
the range of D at 1000 cps is from 0.01 to 1 ppm. The
capacitance value of 0.001592 j..Lf is selected to make
21TfC = 10- 5, so that R N can be converted to DN by a
simple shift of decimal point in the readout.

At other frequenc1es:/ the indicated D must be
multiplied by the frequency in kilocycles. To extend
the range to higher D y additional capacitors are added
by a range switch to make C r = 0.01592 j..Lf fora maxi-

which is equivalent to a capacitance C N with a dissi
pation factor

(4-12)
1

Zab =
'jc£N
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BRIDGE MEASURES
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Figure 4-13. Dissipation-factoT balance controls.

mum D of 0.1 and to make CT =0.1592 f-J-f for a maXI
mum D of 1.

The effective direct capacitance CN is not
changed when capacitance is added to Co to increase
the total, CN + Co, since CD appears only in the D
term in Equation 4-12. Note that the series connec
tion of bridge standard capacitors and resistors means
that the capacitance (CB) and loss (DB) readings of
the bridge on the D ranges measure equivalent series
components of the unknown,

(4-19)

(4-18)

(4-16)
CBD B(l + DJ) + CE)Dg{1 + D~)

DT =--------~---

CB(l + Di> + CEO + D§)

The equations can be simplified for small D, where
D2' can be neglected and 1 + D2:::::1. Then

and

and any D is defined as D =cuRC for series equivalents.
The total series capacitance of the circuit is

and this capacitance with variable loss is in parallel
with any external standard used.

Th.e D of the unknown can be determined when
an external standard is used on the bridge by calcula
ting the total D of the bridge and external capacitors
in parallel, as in the circuit shown in Figure 4-14~. The
known components of the impedances are the bridge
readings of the internal effective series capacitance
CB and dissipation factor DB and the series capaci
tance CE and dissipation factor DE of thf" external
capacitor. The total D of this circuit is

(4-15)

(4~14)
Cxs = CB

and

DB
RxS =--

CtJ CB

4.4.3.2 External Standards. When an external stand
ard is added to the bridge, a connection of its capaci
tance Parallel to CN and in series with RN would
change the calibrated. total capacitance. The bridge
as shown in Figure 4-13, has, therefore, the EXT
STANDARD H terminal connected through a decade
switch to the transformer taps, the L terminal to the
detector. The ten steps of voltage which can be ap
plied to the H terminal divide the external capacitance
CEo by the decade steps indicated in the window of the
MULTIPLY EXT STANDARI> switch, but they do not
change the DE of the external standard. The bridge D
decades vary only the dissipation factor of the effect
ive bridge capacitance, indicated by the CN decades,
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known, the bridge cannot add loss to the unknown to
reach balance. Because the balance and calculation of
D are not simple in many cases when external stand
ards are used, loss balance with conductance G is rec
ommended.
4.4.3.3 Conductance: G. (Figure 4·15). It is simple,
however, to use the low-resistance decades in the
basic T-network for G, shown in Figure 4-15b, to obtain
a variable conductance. The relation between the
decade resistance RN and the direct conductance Gab
between the terminals a and b is

From these equations it is easier to see why a very
large bridge DB may be required to balance a small
unknown D,x (=DT) when an external standard is used
and why balance with DB may not be possible on the
bridge. As one extreme example, if the external CE
equals the unknown CX(=CT), then C B = 0 and DB can
have no effect on D T • The loss is balanced only if the
external standard DE happens to equal Ox, or adjust
ment of DE is provided outside the bridge. If the ex
ternal standard is only slightly smaller than the un
known, say, CE = 0.99 Cx. then CB balances the dif
ference capacitance and CB = 0.01 Cx. In this case,

C CBe = 0.01, and, if the external standard DE can
B + E

be neglected, the bridge DB must be 100 times the Dx
of the unknown.

(4-20)

Figure 4-14. Equivalent circuit with
external standard for D.

In general, when the bridge capacitance is a
small fraction of the total capacitance of bridge and
external standard, the bridge D may have to be very
large, perhaps beyopd the bridge G range. Furthermore,
if the external standard DE exceeds the Dx of the un
known, but the capacitance CE is smaller than the un-

a.

or~ EXT:RN"

~~GE
B B

b.

when 'lOO-kilohm fixed resistors are used as the series
arms A and B. The four decades of resistance, RN ,

then provides a range of G from 0.1 ,umho to 10pmho.
The conduct ance is reduced by a factor of ten when
the network is switched to the 0.1 tap on the trans
former (Figure 4-15a) instead of to the full winding,
and the range is then from 0.01 to 0.000001 ,umbo.
When the loss in the standard capacitors, external or
internal, exceeds that of the unknown, the bridge must
be able to add loss to the unknown. With the conduct
ance balance of loss, the T-network can be readily
switched to the taps at full or tenth voltage on the
unknown side of the bridge to provide the same two
ranges of conductance across the unknown -G as there

G.= R."10- 4U-2 RolIO-'J u U

b. BASIC T NETWORK FOR G

Figure 4-15. Conductance balance controls.

BRIDGE MEASURES
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LO--.------,

lOOk
R.

100 10 0.1 n/STEP

lOOk

0.0 ® 4 3 ®
MULTIPLY G BY M

-f- --- --{-- +1

to.1
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-I
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are for conductance across the internal and external
standards +G.

The conductance range is also changed when the
transformer ratios on the unknown side of the bridge are
changed by the C MAX range lever. The reading of
the G dials must then be multiplied by the factor M
(1, 10, 100, or 1000) engraved on the C MAX scale ad
jacent to the lever. Since the conductance relations do
not involve frequency, no frequency mult1plier is re
quired.

Note that the conductance network is connected
in parallel with the bridge capacitance standards,
(CN). The capacitance (CB) and loss (GB) readings of
the bridge on the G ranges therefore measure equivalent
parallel components of the unknown, C XP = CB and

Gxp - GB •
The bridge will measure not only capacitors with

small, or no, conductance but also resistors with small,
or no, capacitance. Since the bridge conductances are
relatively small, the resistors which can be measured
are relatively large. Table 4-1 shows maximum and
minimum resistances which can be measured at the un
known terminals.

4.4.3.4 Correction of G Dial Readings. Since the re
lation between G ilnd RN in Equation 4-20 is not linear,
the G reading of the bridge, which is proportional to
RN, requires some correction when RN is near maxi
mum. The error is more evident when Equation 4-20 is
written in the form

G~ RN x 10-10 (1 - 2 x 10-5 RN + higher order terms).

The conductance is, therefore, lower than indicated by
the bridge reading of the RN decades by an 'amount
which Is 2 x 1O-3 R N percent or 2 x 10- 15 RN

2 mhos.
For a conductance accuracy of 1%, the error is sig
rtificant only when the first G decade is set above 3,
Le., when RN is greater than 300 ohms. For example,
when the first decade is set at its maximum indication
of X, RN = 1 KD and 2 x 1O-3RN = 2%; the effective
conductance is 2% less than the' bridge reading. Since
the error varies with the square of RN, the corrections
are negligible for most G readings, as shown in Table
3-2.

4.4.3.5 External Standard. The EXT. STANDARD H
terminal, connected to the transformer taps through a
decade switch, and L terminal, connected to the de
tector, permit the connection of external capacitance
and conductance in parallel with the bridge C and G
internal standards, as shown in Figure 4-15a. With the
parallel connection of equivalent parallel components,
shown in Figure 4-16, the total capacitance and con
ductance can be found by simple addition of bridge and
external C and G. The known components are the bridge
readings of effective parallel capacitance CB and con
ductance GB and the parallel capacitance CE and cun
ductance GE of the external capacitor. The total con
ductance is

(4-22)

and the tot.al capacitance is

(4-21) (4-23)

TABLE 4.1
RESISTANCE RANGE OF TYPE 1615-A

G Dials j.LU CMAX ~ R x
..

O.OX 000 10 lOMD
100 pf 1

.000001 1000 106MD

O.OX 000 0.01 j.Lf 10
IMD

.000001 10 5 MD

O.OX 000 0.1 j.Lf
100 KD

.000001
100 104MD

O.OX 000 I j.Lf 1000
10 KD

.000001 10 3 MD
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CrboO
Figure 4-16. Equivalent circuit
with external standard lor G.

Since the bridge has negative ranges of G and -1 posi
tions on the C levers, the bridge can be balanced with
external standards either larger or smaller in C and G
than the unknown. The G balance does not depend upon
either the sign or relative magnitude of the bridge and
external capacitances.

4.5 TYPE 1615-A ACCURACY.

4.5.1 GEN ERAL. The accuracy of the bridge is deter
mined primarily by the accuracy of the transformer
ratios and by the accuracy of the internal standard ca
pacitors. The accuracy of the ratios depends upon the
magnitude of the ratio, upon frequency, and upon the
load connected to the transformer. The accuracy of the
capa.citors, which depends initially upon the accuracy
of the reference standard with which they are calibrated,
is usually limited subsequently by the changes pro
duced by aging and by fluctuations in temperature,
pressure, and humiditY'; To achieve an accuracy of
0.01% in the bridge reading over a wide range of fre
quency and capacitance and without frequent recalibra
cion, particular care has been taken in the construction
of the transformers and capacitors.

4.5.2 RATIO TRANSFORMERS. Relatively low num
bers of turns are used in the transformers to keep the
leakage inductance, stray capacitance, and resistances
of the windings so small that the ratio accuracy re
mains high, even with loads greater than 1 j.Lf and fre
quencies above 10 kc. These small residual Impedances
make it possible, for example, when a 1000-pf capaci
tor is being measured at lobo cps with unity ratio, to
load the transformer with as much as 1 j.Lf of ground or
cable capacitance before the error in the measured
direct capacitance exceeds 0.01%. The small bridge
inductances are not insignificant, however, when high
capacitance is measured at high frequency, and the

bridge error is then of the order of +0.002% C J.t. f (- 10~0~ 2

if no correction for the inductance is used.
The accuracy of the ratios when the transformer

is lightly loaded is better than 0.1 part per million for
the unity ratio and is better than 2 ppm for the 0.1 ratio
at 1090 cps or lower frequencies. The winding self
capacitances act as a load as frequency increases, so
that the error in the 0.1 ratio increases to about 20 ppm
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at 10 kc and to 0.2% at 100 kc. When the auxiliary
transformer is connected for ratios of 0.01 and 0.001,
the ratio errors are increased by the loading effects of
the input impedance of the auxiliary transformer. These
errors are eliminated by compensating resistors, R247
and R248, and the 0.01 and 0.001 ratios in the bridge
are adjusted to within ±20 ppm in the frequency range
below 10 kc. The phase errors are, in general,some
what larger than the magnitude errors of the racios. At
1000 cps, the phase error is probably within flO
j.Lradians, but the erlior increases in approximate pro
portion to ratio and to the square of frequency.

4.5.3 CAPACITANCE STANDARDS. The bridge can
be calibrated quickly and accurately by the measure
ment of a single calibrated external standard capacitor
of almost any size within the range of the bridge. Since
the six-figure resolution of the bridge permits com
parison with a precision better than 0.01% down to 1
pf, the accuracy of calibration is usually determined by
the accuracy of the standard. Only one external stand
ard, most conveniently a three-terminal 1000-pf stand
ard such as the General Radio Type 1404-A, is required
because the accurate, internal 0.1 transformer ratio can
be used to insure an accurate ratio of the internal ca
pacitance standards. A -1 position on each capacitance
balance switch connects the corresponding internal
capacitor to the 0.1 tap on the unknown side of the
transformer. This capacitor can be compared with the
next lower decade capacitor, which is connected to the
maximum voltage on the standard side when the ad
jacent lever is set on the X position, and any adjust
ments required can be made with trimmers accessible
beneath a sliding cover on the bridge front panel.

Such checks or recalibrations of the bridge need
not be made often. The capacitors are constructed to
have such small changes with time, temperature, and
environment that the initial calibration co ±0.01% may
be expected to change less than 0.01% per year in
normal use. The temperature coefficients of the 1000-,
100-, and 1O-pf units, which are multiple-plate capaci
tors, are less than 5 ppm/o C; the coefficients of the

Zichner-type 1-, 0.1-, and O.Ol-pf units and of the cyl
indrical 0.001- and O.OOOl-pf units are less than 20
ppm;oC.

For almost zero changes of capacitance with
atmospheric pressure and humidity, all but the two
smallest capacitors are hermetically sealed in an at
mosphere of dry nitrogen. This sealing is necessary
where stabiliry of better than 0.01% is expected, be
cause in an unsealed capacitor the capacitance changes
about 2 ppm for each 1% change in relative humidity;
hence a 50% change in humidity produces a 0.01%
change in capacitance. And the pressure change, for
example, resulting from moving the capacitor from the
ne.ar-sea-Ievel altitude of Washington, D.C. to the more
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than 500o-ft altitude of Boulder, Colorado, produces a
capacitance decrease of about 0.01%.

To minimize long-term drift, the capacitor plates
are constructed of a single metal (lnvar) to avoid dif
ferential stresses, and they are annealed and tempera
ture-cycled to relieve strains and to accelerate the
initial aging.
4.5.4 RESISTANCE DECADES. Although the accuracy
of the measurement of loss is not important in the meas
urement of many capacitors, the Type 1615-A Capaci
tance Bridge makes possible measurements of dissipa
tion factor to an accuracy of ±(0.1% + 10 ppm) of the
measured value. This accuracy is applicable over the
D range from 1 to 0.000001 and over almost the whole
capacitance range from 1 IJ.J to 1 pi and the frequency
range from 50 cycles to 10 kc. At low frequencies and
small capacitance the accuracy will be limited by the
reduced sensitivity of the bridge. At high frequencies
and at ratios other than unity, the phase errors of the
transformers will reduce the accuracy. Within these
extremes, the ac(:uracy of the D reading is determined
by the resistance decades, which are adjusted within
±0.05%, and by the total capacitance connected to the

decades, which is trimmed to adjust the D reading to
within ±0.1% when a standard of known D is measured.

The loss measurement in terms of shunt con
ductance G, is limited to an accuracy of ±(l% + 0.00001
p.mho) by the accuracy of the 100-kilohm.resistors used
in the T-network. Higher accuracy is seldom needed.
It would not only add to the cost but would also require
corrections to the bridge G reading. These corrections,
amounting to a maximum of 2%, are due to the non
linear relation between the decade resistance and the
equivalent conductance of the network.

The loss measured by the bridge as either D or
G is the loss of the unknown capacitor relative to the
loss of the internal standards. Since the bridge capac
itors are carefully cleaned and sealed in dry nitrogen,
it is estimated that their dissipation factor does not
exceed a few parts per million. The accuracy of abso
lute loss measured by the bridge is, therefore, the same
as that of the loss relative to the bridge capacitors.

The four resistance decades (R201-R240) used
in conductance and dissipation-factor measurements
are wire-wound resistance elements designed to mini
mize inductance in low-resistance values and to mini
mize capacitance for high values of resistance. All
units up through 100 ohms utilize a so-called Ayr
ton-Perry winding, in which each resistor consists
of two parallel windings of opposed direction, so that
the current flow in the two windings is in opposite
directions. The external magnetic field, as a result,
is effectively canceled so that, typically, the residual
inductance of such a winding is of the order of 1% of
the inductance of a corresPQndin2 sin21e winding.
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Elements having 200 ohms resistance or higher
are unifilar-wound on their flat rectangular "cards."
The inherent phase angle of these resistors is sub
stantially lower than that obtained with so-called "non
inductive" spool-wound resistors.

4.6 CONTROLS AND INDICATORS. (Refer to Table 1-1).

The moderate size and weight of Type 1615-A
Capacitance Bridge permit it to be moved about the
laboratory with ease, and the bridge is sufficiently
rugged to be transported into the field should its accu
racy be required there. It is easy to balance, easy to
read, and the reading is accurate without corrections.

A feature which contributes much to the ease of
balance and of reading is the use of lever, or linear,
rather than rotary controls on the switches for the
decades. The small panel space occupied by these
controls makes it possible to position the six decades
and range switch for capacitance and the four decades
and range switch for loss within the span of the oper
ator's right and left hands, respectively. The throw of
the switches is about three inches, so the 12-position
range of any. decade can be covered with only a slight
motion of hand or finger.

The position of each decade is indicated by a
number appearing in the window above each balance
control. The bridge capacitance readout thus appears
in the form of six closely-spaced digits in a horizontal
line and the D or G readout as a similar line of four
digits. As S112 is moved to change capacitance range,
the decimal point is automatically positioned jn the
six-figure readout to indicate without multipliers the
capacitance in picofarads from a maximum of 1, 111,
110 pf to a minimum of 0.00001 pf. SIOI similarly
moves the decimal point when the D range is changed
to indicate directly the dissipation factor. The decimll"l
point is also positioned automatically to read conduct
ance in micromhos, but since G must be multiplied by
the factor M, this factor is indicated in red engraving
adjacent to each position of the C MAX range switch
lever. This multiplier is required only for G and for
external standards, and the color is used on the panel
to indicate all quantities to which M must be applied.

When even the approximate magnitude of a capaci
tOl" is not known, the initial balance can be found
quickly on this bridge by the use of the maximum ca
pacitance range, so that the six decades cover the
range from Ip.f to 1 pf and the six controls can be
tried in quick succession to determine the balance
point without a change in range. The -1 position on
each of the capacitance decades, which was mentioned
above as useful in the self-calibration of the bridge,
also facilitates balance in the region near any zero
by permitting a trial reduction of bridge capacitance
by one step in a decade without the necessity of moving
the adjacent lever.
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4.7 CONNECTION OF UNKNOWN.

4.7.1 GENERAL. Two types of connector for the un
known capacitors are provided at the upper right corner
of the bridge panel: a pair of Type 874 Coaxial Con
nectors Nld a set of three Type 938 Binding Posts with
standard %-inch spacing. FOJ; three-tetrninal measure
ments with complete shielding, as is required par
ticularly for very small capacitance, three-terminal
capacitors, such as the Type 1403 and 1404-A Standard
Air Capacitors and Type 1422-CD Precision Capacitor,
can be connected with coaxial cables to the coaxial
bridge terminals. Capacitors having other common
types of coaxial connectors can also be connected to
the bridge terminals by the use of the appropriate Type
874-Q Adaptor (see Table at rear of this manual). Ca
pacitors, such as the Type 1401 and Type 1409 St~nd

ard Capacitors, which have Type 274 Plugs as termi
nals, can be plugged into the jack-top binding posts.
The binding posts can also be used for the connection
of patch cords and leads of many types.

The appropriate set of unknown terminals is con
nected to the bridge (and the unused terminals discon
nected) by means of a four-position terminal selector
switch (S113) located next to these terminals. As this
switch is moved to change terminals, it also shows the
corresponding changes of connections and grounds in
the simple equivalent circuit which is engraved on the
panel. The resulting circuit diagrams are shown in
Figure 4-17.
4.7.2 CALIBRATION. When the terminal switch is set
in the position marked CAL, the L sides of all the
terminals are disconnected. This permits a self-check
or -calibration of the bridge capacitors at any time
without the need for disconnecting any unknown.

4.7.3 THREE-TERMINAL MEASUREMENT. In the next
position, marked 3 TERM, the coaxial Type 874 UN
KNOWN terminals are connected to the bridge, with the
L terminal connected to the detector and the H terminal
to the transformer. The shields of the connectors and
all ground points on the bridge are connected to the
guard point, so that all capacitances to the shields or
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Figure 4-17. Terminal selections of Type 1615-A.
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to ground are excluded from the direct capacitance
between Hand L measured by the bridge._

The third position of the switch, marked 3 TER
MINAL, connects to the bridge the H, L, and GND
binding posts instead of the coaxial terminals. The
H post is connected to the transformer,the L post to
the detector, and the GND post to the transformer mid
point and bridge ground. As in the coaxial three-termi
nal measurement,the bridge measures only the direct
capacitance between the Hand L posts and excludes
capacitances from H or L to any GND or guard point.
The apen binding posts have a direct capacitance of
about 0.2 pf, which must usually be measured and sub
tracted from the value measured when a capacitor is
connected. The bridge Clln, of course, measure. this
small terminal capacitance, as well as that of any
leads connected between terminals and capacitor.

4.7.4 TWO-TERMINAL MEASUREMENT. The fourth
posicion of the switch, marked 2 TERMINAL, deserves
special attention because of the important changes it
makes in bridge connections and bridge measurements.
The bridge is again connected to the binding-post ter
minals with the H post connected to the transformer,
but the Land GND posts are now connected together
and to the bridge case and panel and to any external
ground used. The bridge now measures all capaci
tances between theH terminal and L or GND, including
stray capacitances from posts and leads to the panel
and other environment.

In principle, this change of the inherently three
terminal transformer bridge to two-terminal operation
is made as shown in Figure 4-11; the ground point is
simply switched from the center of the transformer arms
to the junction of the standard and unknown capacitors,
thereby grounding one side of the unknown. In practice,
this change is complicated by the fact that the center
of .the transformer, which is the guard point to which
the bridge shields are connected, is then connected to
the high-impedance side of the detector instead of to
ground. To prevent error voltages from entering the
detector, all the wires and bridge shields connected
to the high side of the detector must be enclosed by a
grounded shield. To provide this extra shielding for
two terminal measurements, the bridge components are
enclosed in an inner shield box which is enclosed by,
but insulated from, the outer. box and panel, and the
primary of' the main ratio transformer is also enclosed
in two separate shields.

4.8 EXTERNAL STANDARDS.

4.8.1 RANGE EXTENSION. The usefulness of the
bridge is further increased by the provision on the
bridge panel of a pair of terminals to permit the con
nection of an external standard capacitor, or resistor,
to supplement or replace the standards in the bridge.
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This pair of coaxial Type 874 Connectors, located to
the left of the coaxial pair for the unknown, has the L
terminal connected to the L terminal of the unknown
and the H terminal connected to the standard side of
the transformer through a rotary switch, S114, by means
of which any of the tens steps of voltage from the
transformer can be applied to the external standard.
This rotary switch, with its digital readout through a
window, provides a seventh decade of capacitance, or
a fifth of conductance, whose magnitude is determined
by the external standard chosen. For example, the ca
pacitance range can be extended to 11 flJ by the con
nection of an external standard of 0.01 f.Lf (Type 1615
PI). With the C MAX range switch (S112) set at the
1 f.Lf maximum, the rotary decade then provides a bal
ance control of 1 f.Lf per step and the balance controls
extend the range six m.ore decades from 0.1 f.Lf through
1 pi per step.

4.8.2 ACCURACY EXTENSION. Since both the un
known and external standard capacitors can be con
nected to a wide range of accurate transformer ratios,
a comparison of external capacitors can be made with
an accuracy even higher than that of the direct bridge
reading; and the ratios can ber-chosen so that the mag
nitudes of the external capacitors do not have to be
decade multiples. For example, the Type 1404-A stand
ard capacitor (1000 pf) has a calibration accuracy high
er than 0.01% which can be transferred to a capacitor
of, say, 5000 pf by connecting that capacitor to the
appropriate unknown terminals and the Type 1404-A to
the external standard terminals. When the rotary decade
switch for the external standard is set to 0.5 and the
C MAX lever to the O.OI-f.Lf position (where M =10),
the external standard is effectively multiplied by .~ to
balance the unknown. Small differences between the
external capacitors can, of course, be balanced with
the internal standard capacitance and conductance dec
ades, and any small errors in the bridge reading of the
difference are insignificant in the comparison meas
urement as long as the difference is a small percentage
of the total capacitance.

4.8.3 RESOLUTION EXTENSION. The resolution, as
well as the accuracy, of the bridge can be extended by
the use of an external standard capacitor. It has already
been noted above that the external standard and its
decade switch S114 add a seventh decade, which can
have increments either larger or smaller than those of
the six balance control decades. Even higher resolution.
is possible when, for- example, two 1000-pf external
capacitors are compared, because the bridge decades
can be used to measure a difference as small as 0.00001
pf or 1 part in 108 in this example. Usable resolution
of 0.1 ppm is not hard to obtain with the recommended
Type 1232-A Null Detector, but higher re.solution usu
ally requires special detectors.



SPECIAL MEASUREMENTS

SECTION 5

5.1 GENERAL.

SPECIAL MEASUREMENTS

The Type 1615-A Capacitance Bridge is a pre
cision instmment of considerable versatility. The con
tents of this section describe measurement procedures
that are less usual and routine than those given in
Section 3. Five applications of external standards to
increase the range, resolution, accuracy, and flexibility
of operation of the bridge are given. In addition, cover
age is supplied on methods of extending three-terminal
measurement advantages to two-terminal capacitors.

5.2 USE WITH EXTERNAL STANDARDS:

5.2.1 GEN ERAL. External standards of capacitance
or conductance can be connected in parallel with the
internal bridge standards at the EXT STANDARD co
axial Hand L terminals. The H terminal is connected
to the standard side of the ratio transformer through a
rot~ry switch, by means of which any of the ten steps
of voltage from the transformer can be c applied to the
external standard. This switch, MULTIPLY EXT
STANDARD BY.•., with its digital readout through
a window, provides a seventh decade of capacitance
or a fifth of conductance, whose magnitude is deter
mined by the external standard chosen.

Operating procedures are given below for these
principal uses of external standards:

1. Range extension to 11 fJ-f.
2. Range extension above 11 fJ-f.
3. Res olution extension to a seventh decade of

capacitance or a fifth decade of conductance.
4. Comparison of external capacitors.
5. Balance of terminal and lead capacitances.

5.2.2 RANGE EXTENSION TO 11 fJ-f. The Type 1615
PI Range-Extension Capacitor is available as a con
venient accessory to extend the range of the instmment
to 11 fJ-f. Procedures for using it appear in Appendix
A. Other O.Ol-fJ-f capacitors, such as the Type 1409-L,
may also be applied by use of the Type 1615-P1 lXo
cedures.

• Refer to Appendix B for specifications.

5.2.3 RANGE EXTENSION ABOVE 11 fJ-f. External
capacitance decades of 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 IJ-f per
step, when multiplied by the 1000:1-transformer ratio
of the bridge, can serve as bridge decaQ-es of 1, 10,
and 100 fJ-f per step to extend the capacitance range up
to 1000 fJ-f. The following General Radio capacitors
are recommended:

Type 1423-A Precision Decade Capacitor for
± 0.05% decade accuracy.
Type 1419-K Decade Capacitor for ±0.5% decade
accuracy. .
Type 1419-A Decade Capacitor for ±1% decade
accuracy.

The accuracy of measurement of large capaci
tance is usually limited by the bridge and lead induc
tance in series with the capacitance. The bridge read
ing of capacitance is greater than the unknown capaci
tance C by a capacitance error 6C = w 2C 2.£. The bridge
inductance of about 0.3 ph, in series with the UN
KNOWN terminals, results in a minimum error of the
order of +0.002% CfJ-f (fke )2. Hence, at 1000 cps and
100 fJ-f, the bridge readidg is high by about 0.2%.

Additional loss range can be provided by using
external resistance decades in parallel with the ex
ternal capacitance decades. Maximum bridge decade
conductance is 0.1 JLmho, which is equivalent to an
external standard resistance of 10 megohms. For con
tinuous loss balance above the range of bridge decades,
use external decades starting at 1 megohm per step and
continuing as required to lower resistanc~ (higher con
ductance).

5.2.3.1 Balance Procedures. The procedures are as
follows:

a. Connect the two-terminal external decade ca
pacitor H terminal to the bridge coaxial EXT STAND
ARD H terminal and L (and G) terminals to the bridge
L (or GND)terminal. (Use Type 874-Q2 Adaptor to con
vert the coaxial bridge EXT STANDARD terminal to
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binding posts, or use Type 874-Q9 Adaptor to convert
the capacitor binding posts to a coaxial terminal.)

b. Set terminal selector to 2 TERMn.JAL.
c. Connect unknown (refer to para. 3.7.5).
d. Set MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY... to l.
e. Set C MAX to 1 fJ-f.

f. Balance capacitance with external decades
and bridge CAPACITANCE decades.

g. Balance loss with bridge CONDUCTANCE
decades and appropriate G MAX setting.

h. Calculate external standard conductance in
f-Ullhos.

Example: GEXT (fJ-rnhos) =106/REXT (ohms)

i. Multiply GEXf by reading of MULTIPLY EXT
STANDARD BY... switch.

t~ Add product to reading of bridge CONDUCT
ANcE decades in fJ-mhos, with indicated decimal point.

k."Multiply the sum by M (1000 with C MAX set
at 1 fJ-f).

5.2.3.2 Refinement of Capacitance Reading. To deter
mine capacitance of the unknown in pf:

a. Determine total external standard capacitance
of decades plus terminals, adaptors, and connecting
cables (refer to para 5.2.3.3).

b. Multiply total external capacitance in pf by
reading of MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY... switch
(set at 1) and by M (1000 with C MAX at 1 fJ-f).

c.. Add reading of bridge CAPACITANCE dec
ades in pf, with indicated decimal point.

d. bivide by 106 to obtain unknown capacitance
in fJ-f.

e. To read bridge directly in fJ-f, decimal point is
placed before first figure of bridge CAPACITANCE
readout and:

External decade of 0.1 fJ-f per step reads 100 fJ-f

per step
External decade of 0.01 fJ-f per step reads 10 fJ-f

per sUlp
External decade of 0.001 fJ-f per step reads 1 fJ-f

per step
First bridge decade reads 0.1 fJ-f per step
Second bridge decade reads 0.01 fJ-f per step

NOTE
T be cotTf!ctions for lead and terminal capaci

tance in tbe .edernal decades may be equ'valent to one
ot more. steps in the first bridge decade, i.e., to tenths
p.! i", tbe tmknowtl.

l' ,

5.2,3.3 M~dsurement of Terminal and Cable Capaci
tanee. To measure capacitance of terminals, adaptors,
~bles:

a. Remove unknown from bridge terminals.
b. Set te.rminal selector to 2 TERMINAL.
c. Set MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY... to O.
d. "Set C MAX switch to 1 fJ-f.
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e. Balance bridge; CAPACITANCE decades
should read 000 001. This can usually be assumed
within a few pf without measurement.

f. Set external decades to 0 or to minimum ca
pacitance.

g. Switch MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY...
to 0.1.

h. Set first CAPACITANCE decade to -1.
i. Balance bridge with other CAPACITANCE dec

ades and with CONDUCTANCE decades.
j. Calculate external capacitance from

C EXT x 0.1 x (M = 1000) + CB = Cx

Example: Type 1419-B decade attached to EXT
STANDARD terminals (with Type 874-Q9 Adaptor
and Type 814-R22A Patch Cord). With open UN
KNOWN terminals and EXT STANDARD terminals
disconnected (internally), bridge reads 000 001.
pf. With Type 1419-B decades set at 0 and con
nected to bridge, bridge reads (-1)85 144. pf.

CEXf x 0.1 x 1000 = 000001 - (-100 000 + 085 144)

:=014857

k. Add this lead and terminal capacitance to any
reading of the external decades to obtain the total
external standard capacitance.

5.2.4 RESOLUTION EXTENSION. When higher bridge
resolution of capacitance or loss is required for meas
urement of very small changes, an external standard can
be added to the blidge to provide a seventh decade of
capacitance or a fifth decade of conductance.

5.2.4.1 Capacitance. The value of capacitance to be
connected to the bridge as an external standard to pro
vide a seventh d¥cade above or below the six bridge
decades is shown in Table 5-1. The decade adjustment
is p~ovided by the MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY...
switch, which has a digital readout of 0, 0.1, ... , 0.9,
1. When these steps of the added decade are read as
0, 1, ... , 9, 10, the corresponding picofarads-per
decade steps are those shown in the two EXT columns
to the left and right of the six bridge decades, with the
appropriate decimal point shown.

Example: With C MAX at 1000 pf and a O.OOl-pf
capacitor connected as an external standard, the
MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY... switch pro
vides a seventh decade below the sixth levei
and extends the bridge resolution to 0.0001 pf per
step for capacitance as high as 1000 pf.

Use a three-terminal capacitor for the ~xternal standard.
When the external capacitor provides the first figure in
a balance to seven-figure resolution, it must have cor
respondingly high stability. For such stability, use
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TABLE 5.1
CAPACITANCE RESOLUTION EXTENSION

EXTSTANDARD CAPACITANCE READING in EXT STANDARD
C CAPACITANCE pf with all decades set at 1** CAPACITANCE

MAX for 7th Decade
EO' E

for 7th Decade
X 6 Bridge Decades X

SETTING above Bridge T T below Bridge

1 pJ 10,000 pf 1 1 1 1 1 1 1. 1 .001 pf

0.1 j.Lf 10,000 pf 1 1 1 1 1 1. 1 1 .001 pf

0.01 j.Lf 10,000 pf 1 1 1 1 1. 1 1 1 .001 pf

1000 pf 10,000 pf 1 1 1 1. 1 1 1 1 .001 pf

100 pf 1,000 pf 1 1 L 1 1 1 1 1 .000 1 pf

10 pf 100 pf 1 1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 .00001 pf

·Reading of 0.1 in window of MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY.•• switch.

uEach individually can be any number from 0-9.

a sealed capacitor with a low temperature coefficient,
preferably equivalent to the bridge standards. When the
external capacitor provides the seventh figure, the
capacitance is very small. High stability and accuracy
are not required in the capacitor of this last decade.

Capacitors recommended as external standards
are:

10,000 pf - Type 1615-Pl Range-Extension Ca
pacitor

1,000 pf - Type 1404-A Reference Standard
Capacitor

100 pf - Type 1404-B Reference Standard
Capacitor

0.001 pf - Type 1403-V Standard Air Capacitor

The procedures are as follows:
a. Select capacitor on the basis of the above.

b. Measure capacitance of external standard by
procedure described in para. 3.7.2.

c. Move the external standard capacitor to the
bridge H and L coaxial EXT STANDARD terminals.

d. Connect unknown and balance bridge.

5.2.4.2 Conductance. The value of conductance to be
connected to the bridge as an external standard to pro
vide a fifth decade above or below the four bridge dec
ades is shown in Table 5-2. The decade adjustment
is provided by the MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY .
switch, which has a digital readout of 0., 0.1, ,
0.9, 1. When these steps of the added decade are read

as 0, 1, .... , 9, 10, the corresponding micromhos per
step are shown in the EXT columns to the left and
right of the four bridge decades, with the appropriate
decimal poiot shown in the line of digits.

TABLE 5·2
CONDUCTANCE RESOLUTION EXTENSION

EXT STANDARD
CONDUCTANCE READING in p.7J EXT STANDARD

for 5th Decade
with all decades set a,t 1 for 5th Decade

GMAX !bove bridge E* E* 'below bridge
X X

SETTING G R T
4 Bridge Decades

T G R T **

+0.1 j.LU 1 j.LU 1 Mn . 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 pU 10.0

+0.01 j.LU 0.1 j.LU lOMn .0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 pU In

• Reading of 0.1 in window of MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY... switch.

USee Figure 5 1 for use of RT in 'T network.
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Example: With G MAX at +0.1 fLU and a resistor
of 1 megohm (equivalent to a conductance of 1
fLU) connected as an external standard, the MUL
TIPLY EXT STANDARD BY... switch provides
a fifth decade above the first bridge decade with
a conductance of 0.1 fLU per step. The maximum
unknown conductance which can be balanced is
then 1 fLU multiplied by the factor M correspond
ing to the C MAX position used.

For a standard of 1 or 0.1 fLU, use a deposited
carbon or metal-film resistor of 1 or 10 megohms with
an accuracy of ±1%. Mount the resistor in a shield to
reduce the capacitance across it and the noise pickup.
The Type 874-X Insertion Unit is a convenient shielded
housing for the resistor and has coaxial terminals for
connection to the bridge directly, and/or through Type
874 patch cords.

For standards of very small conductance, a T
network of resistors, as shown in Figure 5-1, must be
used. The direct conductance G between the Hand L
terminals is

5.2.4.3 Negative External Conductance. When negative
G MAX positions must be used to balance loss on the
standard side of the bridge in excess of that on the un
known side, and the bridge conductance range or reso
lution is not adequate, add the external conductance
standard in parallel with the unknown:

a. Connect external standard H terminal to UN
KNOWN coaxial H terminal, or to H binding post, and
connect the L terminal to bridge EXT STANDARD co
axial L terminal (same as connection to UNKNOWN co
axial L terminal).

b. Adjust external conductance for bridge bal
ance by the use of a decade resistor as the external
standard or by the use of a decade resistorJas R T in a
T-network.

NOTE
The MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY

switch cannot be used for decade adiustment of neg
ative conductance.

Figure 5-1. T-network for conductance standard.

When A = B = 1 megohm, the value of the resistance,
RT , and the corresponding conductance, G, is given in
the right-hand columns of Table 5-2. Mount at least the
resistor B, connected to the L or detector bridge ter
minal, in a shield to reduce capacitance and noise pick
up. The Type 874-X Insertion Unit can be used to mount
this resistor. Note that the error of the T-network con
ductance may be the sum of any errors in the resist
ances of RT , A, and B.

a. Select conductance standard on the basis of
the above.

b. Measure the resistance of all resistors used
as the external conductance standard (with an ac or dc
resistance bridge) and compute the conductance.

c. When the conductance is within the conduct
ance range of the bridge, connect the conductance
standard to the bridge UNKNOWN terminals and meas
ure both conductance and capacitance. Follow proced
ures of para. 3.7.2. Refer to Table 4-1 for resistance
and conductance ranges of bridge.

5.2.5.1 Direct or Equal Substitution. To calibrate a
capacitor, A, by comparison with a similar calibrated
capacitor, B, of nearly equal magnitude:

5.2.5 COMPARISON OF EXTERNAL STANDARDS. The
accurate calibration of one capacitor can be transferred
to another with very small loss in accuracy by using the
bridge to measure the capacitance difference between
the two capacitors. This difference can be determined
by measuring first the capacitance of one capacitor and
then that of the other and subtracting, i.e., by a direct
substitution of the uncalibrated capacitor for the cali
brated one at the bridge UNKNOWN terminals. The
difference can also be measured by connecting the cali
brated capacitor to the bridge transformer as an ex
ternal standard, and the uncalibrated as an unknown,
and uSlOg the bridge decades to balance the capacitance
difference, i.e., by a comparison using the transformer
ratio arms. These methods can be used to increase
calibration accuracy when the accuracy of the calibrated
standard exce'eds the 0.01% direct-reading accuracy
of the bridge.

The possible error in the measurement of the un
known by the comparison technique is the sum of:

1. The error in the calibrated value of the ex
ternal standard capacitor.

2. The error, ±(0.01% + 0.00001 pf), in the read
ing of the bridge decades multiplied by the ratio of the
decade reading to the unknown capacitance.

3. The error in the bridge transformer ratios,
which is typically within ±1 ppm for a ratio of 1, flO
ppm for ratios 2 through 10, ±20 ppm for the ratios be
tween 10 and 1000.

GND

A

IM.o.
r----,_--, I M.o. l..-__

).....;.JWv--..--J!IN\.r---O L
--, B r--L ...J

H
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a. Connect capacitor A to the appropriate UN
KNOWN tenninals and measure its capacitance by the
applicable procedure in para. 3.7.

b. Connect capacitor B to the same terminals and
measure its capacitance. Do not change the setting
used in step~ for the first two or three bridge decades,
if the balance can be made by the use of the (-1) or
(X) positions of lower capacitance decades. Any errors
in the bridge capacitors will cancel in the difference
if the same decade has been used in both measurements.

Example: If the measurement of capacitor A was
XOO.003pf and that of capacitorB was XOO.(-1)85,
the 1000-pf internal capacitor is used for the
first decade but the 100-pf and 10-pf are not in
use. The same balance could have been made
with the bridge reading 999.985, and with all
three internal capacitors a part of the balance.
Since the measurement of capacitor A was made
with the 1000-pf capacitor, any errors in this ca
pacitor will cancel in the difference between A
and B. When the 100- and lO-pf bridge capacitors
are used for B, but not for A, their errors appear
in the difference.

c. To obtain the capacitance of A, subtract the
measured capacitance of B from that of A and add the
difference to the calibrated value of B.

Example: The calibrated value of B is 1000.005
pf, the difference of the measurements above is
XOO.003 - XOO.(-1)85 = .018 pf. The capacitance
of A is 1000.023 pf.

NOTE
The capacitance of the bridge terminals does

not have to be subtracted from the two reading..s of the
bridge. When the same bridge terminals are used for
both measurements, any terminal capacitance cancels
in the difference. However, the calibrated value trans
ferred from B to A is the capacitance added to the
particular terminals used when the original calibra
tion of B was made.

5.2.5.2 Comparison Using Transformer Ratio Arms. To
calibrate a capacitor, A, by comparison with a cali
brated capacitor, B, when the ratio of AlB is close to
any integer from 1 to 10, multiplied by 1, 10, or 100:

a. Connect the capacitor, A, to the appropriate
UNKNOWN terminals.

b. Connect capacitor, B, to the EXT STANDARD
terminals. If B is much larger than A, connect B to
the UNKNOWN terminals and A to the EXT STANDARD
terminals.

c. Set C MAX and MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD
BY.. . to the positions which make the product of M
and the reading in the window as close as possible to
the ratio AlB.

SPECIAL MEASUREMENTS

Example: The nominal capacitances are A = 5000
pf and B = 1000 pf, and AlB = 5. Set C MAX to
0.01 fJ-f, where M = 10, and set MULTIPLY EXT
STANDARD BY. .. to read 0.5.
d. Balance the bridge with the CAPACITANCE

and CONDUCTANCE controls.

e. Observe the capacitance of the unknown, A.
It should equal the calibrated value of the standard, B,
multiplied by M and the reading of the MUL TIPLY EXT
STANDARD BY... switch~ the reading of the
bridge CAPACITANCE decades.

Example: Calibrated value of B is 1000.005 pf.
C MAX set at 0.01 fJ-f (M = 10). MULTIPLY EXT
STANDARD BY. .. reads 0.5. Bridge decades
read 0003.14 pf. Capacitance of A is 1000.005 x
0.5 x 10 + 0003.14 = 5003.16 pf.

5.2.6 BALANCE OF TERMINAL AND LEAD CAPACI
TANCE. The bridge can be made to read directly the
capacitance added to terminals, or leads, by the use of
external standard capacitors added to the bridge to bal
ance the capacitance of the terminals and leads. This
eliminates the need to subtract from the bridge reading
the terminal, or lead, capacitance to obtain the added
capacitance.

5.2.6.1 General Procedure.
a. Leave bridge terminals open, or with lead

wires or cables connected to bridge terminals and lead
or jig terminals open; or with variable capacitor con
nected to bridge terminals and capacitor set to chosen
initial or zero point; or with decade capacitor connected
to bridge terminals and capacitor set to chosen initial
or zero point.

b. Set all bridge CAPACITANCE decades to zero.
c. Balance bridge for capacitance with external

variable capacitance connected to bridge EXT STAND
ARD tenninals. Use MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY..
switch to obtain multiplying ratios from 0.1 to 1, when
needed.

d. Balance loss with external conductance .2!..
with bridge CONDUCTANCE decades.

e. Connect capacitor to be measured to terminals
or leads, or change setting of variable capacitor to be
measured.

f. Balance bridge with bridge CAPACITANCE
and CONDUCTANCE controls. Do not change capaci
tance connected to EXT STANDARD terminals.

g. Read directly the capacitance added to termi
nals or leads from bridge CAPACITANCE indications.

5.2.6.2 External Standard Capacitors. Refer to para.
3.7 for connection procedures corresponding to the
three measurement positions of the terminal selector.
Use any combination of fixed and variable capacitors
that will balance the bridge. Capacitors do not need to
be calibrated. The external standard capacitance can
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be larger than the capacitance it balances on the un
known side, because it can be multiplie.d in steps from
0.1 to 1 by the MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY.
switch.

1. Three-terminal measurements.
(Terminal selector set to 3 TERM or 3 TERMI
NAL)
Convenient capacitors are the calibrated, vari

able, three-terminal Type 1422 precision capacitors.

Capacitance in pf

Type Max Min

1422-CB 1100 50
1422-CC 110 5

1422-CD [ 11 0.5
1.1 0.05

To use two-terminal external capacitors, such as Type
1422-D, for a three-terminal measurement:

a. Connect bridge EXT STANDARD L terminal
with shielded cable to capacitor H or insulated termi
nal. (Type 874-Q9 Adaptor with Type 874-R20A Patch
Cord is convenient.)

terminal measurements for accuracy in small capaci
tance.

To balance terminal capacitance less than 10 pf:
a. Use for partial balance the terminal and wir

ing capacitance of the bridge EXT STANDARD termi
nal (about 6 pf), multiplied by the ratios of the MULTI
PLY EXT STANDARD BY... switch.

Example: The terminal capacitance at the open
binding-post UNKNOWN terminals of the bridge
(about 1.3 pf) can be partially balanced by the
6-pf EXT STANDARD terminal capacitance mul
tiplied by the 0.2 position of the switch.
b. Add capacitance to the terminals, or leads,

on the unknown side of the bridge, when the minimum
of external-standard capacitance cannot be reduced
enough for balance. To add bridge standard capaci
tance to the unknown side, set first CAPACITANCE
decade to (-1) position and other decades to O. Bal
ance augmented lead capacitance with external stand
ard capacitors. Then, with first decade left in (-1)
position, balance with remaining five CAPACITANCE
decades the capacitance added to the leads.

NOTE
Do flat connect cable or adaptor shield (which

is connected to the bridge ground) to either capacitor
terminal.

Cable or lead capacitance adds to the total ex
ternal standard capacitance. Typical capacitance of
Type 874 Patch Cords is 90 to 100 pf. Use similar
cables to the unknown and to the external standard to
balance most cable capacitances.

Avoid the use of flexible cable and unshielded
leads when capacitance changes of less .than 1 pf are
important; the capacitance of cable and leads may
change with position. Use rigid connections or three-

b. Connect bridge EXT STANDARD H terminal
to capacitor ground terminal (or case). Insulate case
from bridge and other grounds, since bridge trans
former voltage is connected to capacitor case.

c. Use MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY...
switch, when required, to reduce the effective external
capacitance to as little as one tenth that of the capaci
tor. Cable capacitance is excluded from the external
standard capacitance.

2. Two-terminal measurements.
(Terminal selector set to 2 TERMINAL)
Convenient capacitors are the calibrated, vari-

able, two-terminal Type 1422 Precision Capacitors:

Capacitance in pf

Type Max Min

1422-D [
1150

115
100
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NOTE
Do not use low-capacitance, three-terminal capa

citors, such as Types 1422-CC or -CD, as two-terminal
external standards. The two-terminal capacitance is
the calibrated, small, direct capacitance plus the capa
citance from the high terminal to case, which is much
larger and has less range of variation.

5.3 CALIBRATION OF TWO-TERMINAL CAPACITORS.
AT ENDS OF CABLES.

5.3.1 TWO- TERMINAL-BRIDGE METHOD. To measure
two-terminal capacitors, such as the Type 1419 Decade
Capacitors and the Type 1422 Precision Capacitors,
which cannot be plugged directly into the bridge termi
nals:

a. Set the bridge terminal selector to 2 TERMI
NAL.

b. Connect the bridge binding posts to the capac
itor posts with appropriate coaxial patch cords and
adaptors. (Use Type 874-Q9 Adaptor to connect to Type
1422 Capacitors.)

c. Measure the total capacitance of capacitor
plus cables and adaptors.

d. Remove the capacitor from the connector at
the end of the cable.

e. Measure the capacitance of the cable and
adaptors with the cable terminals open.

f. Subtract this cable or lead capacitance from
the total to obtain the capacitance added by the capaci
tor.
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g. Alternatively, balance the capacitance of the
cable with an external-standard capacitor to make the
bridge read zero when the cable terminals are open.
The bridge then reads directly the capacitance added
by any capacitor connected to the cable terminals.
Refer to para. 5.2.6 for use of external standards to
balance lead capacitance.

NOTE
Cable or lead capacitance must not change be

tween or during measurements, lor accurate measure
ment 01 added capacitance. The capacitance 01 typical
coaxial cable may vary by the order 01 0.01 to a1 pi
when the cable is moved. When capacitance eTTors 01
this order are important, as in the calibration 01 Type
1422 Precision Capacitors, use rigid connections, or
use the three-terminal-bridge method described below.

5.3.2 THREE- TERMINAL-BRIDGE METHOD. To meas
ure two-terminal capacitors, such as Types 1419 and
1422, at the end of cables (with the cable capacitance
and its variations excluded by a three-terminal con
nection):

a. Set the bridge terminal selector to 3 TERM.
b. Connect to the capacitor terminals the con

nector normally used, or specified, for two-terminal
calibration (such as the Type 874-Q9 Adaptor for the
Type 1422 Precision Capacitors). Connect the ground
(or shield) terminal of the adaptor to the ground (or low
terminal, or case) of the capacitor, and the insulated
terminal of the adaptor to the insulated (or high) ter
minal of the capacitor.

----------::=--..
I/,~--------,\
II II

L

SPECIAL MEASUREMENTS

c. Connect a coaxial cable to the bridge coaxial
L UNKNOWN terminal in the usual manner, with cable
shield connected to the outer conductor of the bridge
connector.

d. Connect only the inner lead of this coaxial
cable to the center (insulated) terminal of the adaptor
which has been attached to the capacitor.

e. Leave a small, insulated gap between the
shield of the coaxial cable and the connector shield.
The gap should be made small (l/16-inch or less) to
avoid a leak in the shielding around the inner conductor.
The insulation resistance across the gap need be only
high enough to avoid loading the bridge transformer (1
megohm or lllore). The shields and center conductor if!'
the vicinity of the gap must be fixed in position so that
the internal capacitances remain constant.

NOTE

To make this connection with an insulated gap
in the die H, the components shown in Figure 5-2 can
be used. Plug the binding post 01 a Type 874.MB Coup
ling Prob~ into the bdnana plug of a Type 874-Q9
Adaptor. UnsC+ew the bead of the binding post to adjust
its length untU prohe afi4 adaptor fit tightly together
with a gap oli/bout 1/16"inch between their shields.
For additional f12~chamcal,igidity,wrap the gap with
electrical taf1e. Connf/d one end 01 this assembly to
the other Type 874-Q9 Adaptor, which is connected to
the capacitor, and the olber end to tbe coaxial cable.

f. Connect the bridge UNKNOWN H coaxial ter~

minal ot UNkNOWN H binding poSt to the shield of the

EXCLUDE
CAPACITANCE 01' CABLE

ANO ADAPTOfll

MEASURE
CAPAC ITANCE OF ADAJ>TOIlS

AND CA1'lICITOR

2 TERMINAL
CAPACITOR

Figure 5-2. Connection for 3-terminal meaSflTe~ent31 em 2-termmlJ/ clittacitors.
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connector (Type 874·Q9) that is attached to the ca
pacitor ground terminal. Insulate the capacitor case
from any connection to the bridge ground or external
grounds.

NOTB
T he capacitances measured by the bridge are

then. the capacitance within the capacitor from the high
terminal to case and the capacitance within the con
nector lrom the center conductors to the outer shields
as lar up as the gap. The capacitances excluded are
those Irom the cable center conductor to s1?ields on
the bridge side 01 the gap.

g. Measure the total capacitance of the capacitor
plus the connectors.

h. Remove the capacitor from the connector and,
with the lead from the H terminal of the bridge still
connected to the connector shield, measure the capaci
tance of the open connector.

i. Subtract this connector capacitance from the

total capacitance to obtain the capacitance added by
the capacitor.

j. Alternatively, balance the connector capaci
tance with a three-terminal external-standard capacitor
to make the bridge read zero when the connector is
open. The bridge then reads directly any capacitance
added to the connector. Refer to para. 5.2.6 for use of
external standards in this application.

k. Use this three-terminal connection to exclude
cable capacitance, and capacitance changes from any
other measurement of two-terminal capacitance, where
bridge ground can be isolated from capacitor ground.

5.4 APPLICATION OF DC BIAS TO UNKNOWN.

Dc biasing voh;ages may' be applied in either of
two ways to a capacitor that is being measured on the
bridge.

CAUTION
Do not apply voltage at the bridge DBTBCTOR termin·
als in excess 01 the voltage. BMAX' in Table 5·3.

5.4.1 NORMAL OPERATION. To apply bias in parallel
with the detector, use the following procedures:

a. Connect the bridge for normal operation, but
add the dc bias supply in parallel with the detector, as
shown in the circuit of Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5·3. Circuit lor applying bias to an unknown.

b. Shield all leads connected to the high side of
the detector. Use a Type 874-T Tee connector for con
venient parallel connection of bias.

c. Connect a series capacitor between detector in
put and bias supply to block bias voltage from the input
stage. (This capacitor is usually built into the detector
input stage.)

d. Connect a series resistor, R B , between the high
detector lead and the bias supply to prevent the low im
pedance of the bias supply from shorting the detector
input. A resistance of about 100 kilohms will usually
suffice. Lower resistance reduces the detector sensi
tivity; higher resistance reduces the dc voltage across
the unknown since

Refer to Table 5-3 for the bridge resistance, RBD , at
the DETECTOR terminals.

e. Install a shield such as a Type 874-X Inser
tion Unit around the resistor.

NOTE
Use a choke in place 01 RB lor high impedance,

when low dc voltage drop is needed but shield the
choke Irom both magnetic and electrostatic pickup.

f. Connect the bias power supply, or battery, be
tween R B and the outer conductor of the DETECTOR
terminal of the bridge, which is also connected to the
bridge case and ground. Either polarity of dc bias can
be applied to the bridge. Connect the supply to apply
the polarity required by the capacitor being tested.
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TABLE 5.3
MAXIMUM VOLTAGE AT BRIDGE DETECTOR TERMINALS

TERMINAL SELECTOR G MAX-D MAX CONTROL RBD E MAX*
POSITION SETTING OHMS VOLTS

CAL, 3 TERM,' 3 TERMINAL D >10 M 500
G 100 k 150

2 TERMINAL D 1 M 500
G 90 k 150

• Dc or rms ac.

5.4.2 REVERSE OPERATION. To apply bias in series
with the generator, use the following procedure:

a. Connect the bridge for operation with reversed
generator and detector. Refer to para. 5.5.

b. Connect the de bias supply, or battery, in se
ries with the ac generator. Use, for example, the Type
1265-A Adjustable DC Power Supply, which is de
signed for series connection to the Type 1265·A Ad
justable AC Power Source, or to the Type 1308-A Audio
Oscillator and Power Amplifier.

5.5 OPERATION WITH GENERATOR AND DETEC·
TOR REVERSED.

5.5.1 GENERAL. The bridge may be operated with the
generator connected to the bridge DETECTOR terminals
and the detector connected to the bridge GENERATOR
terminals (see Figure 5-4). Use reversed connection
when higher-voltage operation is required and when
lower sensitivity can be tolerated.

Figure 5·4. Bridge circuit with generator and detector
reversed.

DC BIAS SUPPLY
(OPTIONAL)

--I
I
I
I
I
I

Reo
ex

r ---- ----
I GENERATOR DETECTOR

I
I
I
I
I

I l-E--J I
L J

To apply higher voltage to the unknown capacitor
than that permitted by the normal generator connection
reverse operation must be used. In normal operation,
the maximum voltage across the unknown capacitor is
limited by transformer-core saturation and by transformer
ratio to

30 x (freq in kc)

M

The factor M has the values of 10, 100, or 1000
as the C MAX control is changed from 1000 pf to 1 fJ-f.

In reversed operation, the maximum voltage is
limited by power dissipation in bridge resistors, or by

insulation breakdown, and depends upon the positions
to which the terminal selector andD MAX·G MAX con·
trol are set. The maximum voltage, E MAX, that can be
applied to the DETECTOR terminals and to the unknown
capacitors is given in Table 5-3.

With reversed operation the sensitivity of the
bridge balance is usually lower than that obtained with
normal operation, but normal resolution may be retained
as a result of the higher generator voltage that can be
applied. When the detector is connected to the bridge
GENERATOR terminals (hence, to the bridge trans
formers) the balance sensitivity is generally reduced by
the mismatch between the low transformer reactance
and the much higher capacitor reactance, particularly
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for frequencies below 1 kc and for capacitances below
1000 pf.
5.5.2 REVERSE OPERATION. To operate the bridge
with reversed generator and detector:

a. Connect the generator to the bridge DETEC
TOR coaxial terminal. Use Type 874-Q2, or Type
874-Q9 Adaptors, or Type 874-R34 Patch Cord,for easy
connection of coaxial terminal to binding posts.
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b. Connect detector to bridge GENERATOR
binding posts; shielding must be complete. Use Type
874-Q9 Adaptor to connect coaxial lead to binding
posts. Type 874-R34 Patch Cord may be used, but the
cable should be checked for leaks through the single
braid shield of this coaxial cable. Refer to para. 6.7.3.

c. Use normal procedures in Section 3 for bridge
operation.
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SECTION 6

CALIBRATION AND ADJUSTMENT

Figure 6.1. Type 1615·A bridge eircu't
for calibration setting.

NOTE
To increase sensitivity for better resolution of

last C decade, increase generator frequency to 5 kc
and output to 100 volts.

DET

connected to ground. The transformer voltages remain
connected to the H binding post through the C MAX

switch and to the EXT STANDARD H coaxial terminal
through the MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY... switch.

For rough checks of operation, capacitors can be
left connected to UNKNOWN or EXT STANDARD termi
nals without major effect.

For accurate calibrations, remove any capacitor
connection to EXT STANDARD H binding post and set
MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY. .. switch to zero
to prevent loading of transformer by external capacitors.

6.2.2 ZERO CHECK. Procedures are as follows:
a. Set generator and detector for 1-kc operation.
b. Adjust generator output for approximately 30

volts into bridge. Bridge voltage can be measured con
veniently between UNKNOWN Hand L (or GND) bind
ing posts.

c. Set terminal selector to CAL.
d. Set C MAX to 10 pf.
e. Set D MAX to 0.01, and DISSIPATION F AC

TOR controls to 0000.

O~ ''iT'1\' n"',,"
~. 2

TERMINAL

3 TERM

C MAX
t.fULTIPLY EXT
STANDARD BY, ..

II
II
II
~====

6.1 GENERAL.

NOTE
All tests and adjustments described in this sec·

tion can be made without disassembly of the bridge.
Tests, adjustments, and repairs which require the reo
moval of bridge case and shields are described in'Sec·
tion 7, Service and Maintenance.

Procedures in this section provide rapid means
of test for normal performance of bridge components
(and of generator and detector) without the use of
special test equipment. These self-check procedures
include the test and adjustment of the ratio of the in
ternal decade standard capacitors for consistent bridge
readinfts of capacitance on all decades and ranges.
Procedures are given for testing bridge accuracy with
respect to external standards of capacitance, dissipa
tion factor, and conductance and for the adjustment of
the bridge capacitance calibration. *

6.2 SELF-CHECK PROCEDURES.

6.2.1 GEN ERAL. The following procedures utilize a
built~in calibration mode of operation (see Figure 6-.1),
and In no way alter .the specified accuracy of the in
strument. They may be performed at any time and in a
selective fashion, depending upon whether a routine
proof-of-performance is required or whether fine cali
brati~n ~s needed. If any of the procedures fail to give
the. IndIcated result, refer to Section 7, Service and
MaIntenance.
Used to Measure:

1. Zero error of bridge.
2. Sensitivity and operating condition of bridge,

generator, and detector.

3.. Performance of decade switches, transformer,
and resistors.

4. Ratio of bridge standard capacitors.

Terminals: The terminals for unknown and external
standards are not used. The UNKNOWN Hand Land
EXT STANDARD L coaxial ferminals are internally

• Refer to Appendix B for Specifications.
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f. Balance bridge with CAPACITANCE controls.
Null should occur with CAPACITANCE controls set at
0.00000 ± 0.00 003. Change of DISSIPATION FACTOR
controls will not affect balance, but capacitance bal
ance is more sensitive when D is used instead of G. If
loss balance is required, change from D MAX to a G
MAX position and balance with CONDUCTANCE dec
ades.

g. Correct any bridge reading, when zero error is
present (i.e., not 0.00 000), by subtracting from that
reading of capacitance, the reading of the bridge for the
zero check multiplied by the factor M corresponding to
the C MAX range used for the reading being corrected~

Example: Zero reading is 0.00 0(-1)7 or -0.00
003 pf. If bridge reads 9.75 314 with C MAX at
10 pf (M = 1), the correct unknown capacitance
is 9.75 314 -(-0.00 003) = 9.75 317 pf.

6.2.3 SENSITIVITY CHECK. Procedures are as fol
lows:

a. Set bridge as above for zero check with input
of 30 volts at 1 kc.

b. Balance bridge as for zero check. Results
should be very close to zero on D and C dials.

c. Move any CAPAciTANCE control from the 0
position. Detector deflection should increase in pro
portion to the change in the capacitance reading of the
bridge.

d. Judge detector sensitivity by the deflection
shown when a given change is made in the setting of
the CAPACITANCE controls.

Example: When the fourth lever is moved from
zero to 1, so that the dials read 0.00 100, the re
sulting detector deflection is approximately that
for any unbalance of 0.001 pf on this range.
The magnitude of the voltage into a detector with

input impedance of 50 kilohms or greater, such as the
Type 1232-A, is (with 30 volts into the bridge) approxi
mately 1 mv for a capacitance unbalance of 0.07 pf,
and 1 fLv for an unbalance of .00 007 pf. Sensitivity of
the Type 123:J-A should provide easily visible deflec
tion fora capacitance change as small as 0.00 003 pf
with 30-volt input at 1 kc.
6.2.4 SWITCH, TRANSFORMER, AND DECADE RE
SISTOR CHECKS. The relation between bridge unbal
ance and detector deflection can be used as a rough
check for proper operation of the CAPACITANCE con
trols, which connect to the transformer taps, and of
the DISSIPATION FACTOR-CONDUCTANCE controls,
which connect decade resistors.

6.2.4.1 Capacitance Control Check. Check CAPACI
TANCE controls as follows:

a. Set one lever to X position; set the other five

to O.
b. Set detector for LINEAR meter indication.

• Refer ro para. 6.7 for elimination of source of error in bridge zero.
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c. Set detector GAIN for full-scale deflection
(100 on Type 1232-A scale).

d. Move lever from X through 0 step - by - step.
Meter deflection should decrease by 0.1 full-scale for
each lever step, with an accuracy limited by the line
arity of the meter movement; e.g., when lever is at 5,
meter should read half scale, or 50.

e. Check that deflection produced by X position
of any lever is the same as that produced by the 1 posi
tion of the next lever to the left.

f. Check that the deflection produced by the
change from 0 to the -1 position is the same as that of
the change from 0 to the +1 position on any, switch.

NOTE
Correction must be made for any small error in

the zero reading when deflection checks are made with
the levers of the two smallest capacitances.

6.2.4.2 Loss Control Check. Check CONDUCTANCE
controls as follows:

a. Set all CAPACITANCE controls to zero.
b. Set G MAX to +0.01 fLU.
c. Set one CONDUCTANCE lever to X position;

set the other three to o.
d. Check deflection changes for each step of

lever by same method as in step d of para. 6.2.4.1.

6.2.5 CAPACITOR RATIO CHECK. The ten-to-one
ratio of the eight standard capacitors in the bridge can
be checked quickly against the stable and accurate
ratio of the bridge transformer by the following method:

a. Set D MAX to 0.01 and terminal selector to
CAL.

b. Set four DISSIPATION FACTOR controls to O.
c. Set C MAX to 1000 pf.
d. Setleft-most CAPACITANCE lever to -1. This

connects the 10OO-pf internal capacitor to the 0.1 tap on
the unknown side of the transformer. (see Fig. 6-1).

e. Set the second CAPACITANCE lever to X.
This connects the 100-pf internal capacitor to the full
transformer voltage on the standard side.

f. Balance the bridge with the remaining four
levers. If the capacitors have an exact 10: 1 ratio, these
levers should indicate balance at (-1) XO.OOO pf. Any
error in the ratio can be read to 0.001 pf or 10 ppm, and
detector meter deflection can be interpolated to 1 ppm.

When the ratio errors exceed the tolerance re
quired, say ±(30 ppm + 0.00 003 pf), the ratio can be re
adjusted with the trimmers on the standard capacitors,
which are accessible beneath the sliding cover on th.e
bridge panel. Follow the calibration-adjustment pro
cedures in para. 6.3.

Compare the other six pairs of capacitors in sim
ilar fashion, using the appropriate C MAX and lever
positions indicated in Table 6-1. Balance of loss should
nOt be required in comparing these low-loss standards.
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TABLE 6·1
SETTINGS FOR INTERNAL-STANDARD

CAPACITOR RATIO CHECKS

TO CONNECT AS Set C MAX CAPACITANCE

UNKNOWN STANDARD to should read

1000 pf 100 pf 1000 pf (-1) X O. 0 0 0
(or .01, 0.1, 1 JLO ,.>-

-
.0 0 0 0100 pf 10 pf 100 pf (-1) X

10 pf 1 pf 10* pf (-I) .X 0 0 0 0

1 pf 0.1 pf 10* pf O. -1 X 0 0 0

0.1 pf 0.01 pf 10* pf O. 0 -1 X 0 0

0.01 pf 0.001 pf 10* pf O. 0 0 -1 X 0

0.001 pf 0.0001 pf 10* pf O. 0 0 0 .;.1 X

'Refer to paragraph 6.2.6.

If a small amount of loss difference prevents adequate
precision of the capacitance balance, use the ±O.OI
JLU positions of the G MAX lever. The D MAX posi
tions will have no effect on the relative loss of inter
nal capacitors.

NOTE
To increase precision (when comparison of capac

itors helow 1 pf is made), set the frequency to 5 kc
and the input voltage to 100 volts.

6.2.6 USE OF COMPARISON TABLE (Refer to Table
6-1). When the bridge shows an error of 0.00 001 pf or
more in the zero check above, change the comparison
procedure as follows:

a. Set the last two CAPACITANCE controls to
the reading they have when the bridge is balanced for
the zero che=k.

Example: Zero check reads 0.00 0(..,1)7 pi. To
compare the 10- and 1-pf capacitors, set the CA.
PACITANCE controls to (-I).XO 0(-1)7 pf.
b. When Table 6-1 calls for an X position of a

~ecade where the corresponding zero-check r~ading is
(-1), set that decade control to 9.

Example: Table calls for O.OO(-l)XO; zero read
ing is 0.00 0(-I)7. Set decades to 0.00(-1)97.
c. When the table calls for an X in a decade

where the zero reading is neither 0 nor (-1), use the
detector meter deflection for comparison as follows:

(1) Set the detector for LINEAR meter de
flection.

(2) Set the CAPACITANCE decades to 0.00
010 pf.

(3) Adjust detector gain for nearly full-scale
deflection and observe meter reading.

(4) Set the CAP ACITANCE decades to 0.00
OOX.

(5) Meter deflection should be the same as in
item 3 above.

Estimate amount of any error by comparing with change
in deflection when last decade is moved one step from
X to 9.

When the error is greater than±(O.OI% +0.00003pf)
or than the required accuracy (if higher) refer to para.
6.3.

6.3 CAPACITOR CALIBRATION.ADJUSTMENT.
Procedures which follow utilize external stand

ards and entail possible minor adjustments in internal
capacitance standards. They should not be undertaken
unless the recommended standards are available and a
need for adjustment has been established as a result-

of the self-check procedures (refer to para. 6.2). If indi
cated balance results cannot be accomplished by use
of these procedures, refer to Section 7, Service and
Maintenance.

The recommended capacitor for bridge calibration
to ±0.01% or better is a 1000-pf Type 1404-A or a 100-pf
Type 1404-B Reference Standard Capacitor that has
been calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards
or other standards laboratory to an accuracy of ±50
ppm or better.

The reference capacitor should have a stable
mechanical structure to prevent changes with time and
motion, should be hermetically sealed to prevent changes
with atmospheric pressure. and humidity, should have
three-terminal connections to reduce connection errors,
and should have a temperature coefficient below 10
ppm/ 0 C to avoid unusual temperature-control require
ments.
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High-quality mica capacitors, such as the Type

1409 series, are...!22!.. recommended for this bridge cali
bration because their temperature coefficient of about
+35 ppm/oC makes necessary a careful control of tem
perature. The usual unshielded-plug connectors, even
with three-terminal measurement techniques, can also
introduce significant uncertainties in the measurement
of a lOOOwpf, or smaller, capacitor. When such mica ca
pacitors must be used, the capacitance should be 0.01

or 0.1 iLl.

6.3.1 BRIDGE STANDARD VS REFERENCE STAND
ARD. The bridge standard capacitors are provided
with adjustable trimmers which can be used to set the
bridge capacitance to precise agreement with a cali
brated reference capacitor. The general procedure is to
adjust one bridge capacitor, usually the 1000·pf or

100-pf, to agree with the nearly equal reference capaci
tor. The other bridge capacitors are then adjusted, in
decade steps with reference to this capacitor, by use of
the accurate 10: 1 transformer ratio in the bridge.

To adjust the 1000-pf bridge capacitor to agree
with a 1000-pf reference capacitor (Type 1404-A), pro
ceed as follows:

a. Set terminal selector to 3 TERM.
b. Connect reference standard to UNKNOWN co·

axial terminals, H to Hand L to L.
c. Set C MAX to 1000 pI.
d. Set CAPACITANCE controls to the calibrated

value of the reference capacitor.
e. Use X on the fitst CAPAClTANCE dial to

connect the entire internal 1000·pf capacitor to the
standard side of the bridge.

£. Use as many zeros as possible on the next
dials to remove effects of any errors in the calibration
of the btidge capacitors of 100 pf, 10 pf, etc. Use (-1)
on dials when reference capacitance is less than 1000
pI.

R244

C204

CI04- --"-=-
CIII '
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Example: Calibrated value of Type 1404-A is
999.983 pI. Set CAPAClTANCE controls to XOO.
(-1)83 pI.

6.3.2 ADJUSTMENT OF INTERNAL STANDARD. (See
Figure 6-2.)

a. Loosen the two screws holding the small
panel above the DISSIPAnON FACTOR dials and
slide panel up to uncover holes containing adjusting
screws of trimmers.

NOTE
Use a screwdriver that has an insulated shaft

to. prevent noise pickup in the detector, which is con
nected to the trimmer screws.

b. Adjust trimmer of 100o-pf capacitor (through
hole marked 1000), for capacitance balance, if required.
Do not change setting of CAPACITANCE controls (para.
6.3.1).

c. Use CONDUCTANCE controls and appropriate
+ or -G MAX switch position for loss balance, if re
quired. When loss of internal capacitors is greater than
that of reference standard, negative G MAX will be
needed and balance could not be obtained on any D
MAX position.

d. Remove reference standard capacitor connec·
tion from bridge when balance has been obtained.

6.3.3 OTHER INTERNAL STANDARDS. To adjust the
100-pf bridge capacitor to a 100·pf reference capacitor
(Type l404-B), follow the same procedure as above,
except set C MAX lever to 100 pf and adjust trimmer
of 10o-pf capacitor through hole marked 100 (see Fig
ure 6-2).

6.3.4 ADJUSTMENT OF OTHER BRIDGE CAPACI·
TORS. The remaining seven bridge capacitors may now
be adjusted to the calibrated bridge capacitor, and to a

Figure 6-2. Trimmer controls for
calibration adjustment of Type 1615·A
(shown u,ith access panel removed).



precise 10: 1, ratio by connecting them in pairs to the
0.1 tap on the unknown side of the transformer and to
the full voltage on the standard side. Balance should
be made to a precision of at least one step in the 0.001
pf lever, i.e., to 10 ppm in 100 pf. Precision to 1 ppm
can be obtained by balancing to obtain equal detector
deflections when the O.OOI-pf lever is moved one step
above and below its initial setting. The procedure is
as follows:

a. Set terminal selector to CAL.
b. Set D MAX to 0.0l.
c. Set four DISSIPAnON FACTOR controls to O.
d. Set C MAX to 1000 pf.
e. Set six CAPACITANCE controls to read (-1)

XO.ooO. This connects internal 1000 pf to 0.1 tap on
unknown side and 100 pf to full voltage on standard
side.

f. Adjust trimmer of lOo-pf capacitor through
hole marked 100 by same method used above for adjust
ment of trimmer of 1000-pf capacitor, if required (see
Figure 6-2).

NOTE
Loss adiustment is seldom required. When needed

to obtain precise C balance, move to a G MAX position
and balance with CONDUCTANCE controls. Return to
previous D MAX position.

6.3.5 ADJUSTMENT OF SMALLER BRIDGE CAPACI
TORS. Repeat comparison and adjustment procedure
(para. 6.3.4) for the 100-pf and lo-pf capacitor pair and
for the othe-r pairs with the bridge settings given in
Table 6-2.

CAUTION

Before comparing the 10.p! and l·pf capacitors or the
smaller. pairs where C MAX is set to 10 Pf, check the
bridge zero by procedure described in para. 6.2.2.

CALIBRATION AND ADJUSTMENT

6.3.6 ALTERNATE PROCEDURES.. When the zero bal
ance differs from 0.00 000 pf by 1 or more in the last
figure, change the comparison procedure as follows:

a. Set the last two CAPACITANCE decades to
the readings they have when the bridge is balanced for
the zero check (para. 6.2.2).

Example: When the bridge is checked for zero
capacitance, the balance occurs for a reading of
O.OOO(-1)7 pi.

To compare the lO-pf and 1-pf capacitors, set the
CAPACITANCE levers to (-1).XO 0(-1)7 pf.

b. When Table 6-2 calls for an X to be set in a
decade where ~he corresponding zero-check reading is
(-1), set that decade to 9.

Example: Table 6-2 calls for O. 00 (-I)XO; zero
reading is 0.00 0(-1)7. Set levers to 0.00 (-1)97.

6.3.7 ADJUSTMENTS USING DETECTOR·METER DE
FLECTION. When Table 6-2 calls for an X in a decade
where the zero-reading is neither a nor (-1), use de
tector meter deflection for adjustment as follows:

a. Set detector for LINEAR meter deflection.
b. Set CAPACITANCE levers to 0.00 010 pf.
c. Adjust detector gain for nearly full-scale de

flection. Observe meter reading.

NOTB
If increased detector sensitivity and balance pre·

cision is needed, set the generator and detector to 5 kc
and the input voltage to 100 volts.

d. Set the CAPACITANCE levers to 0.00 OOX.
e. Adjust the trimmer marker 0.0001 to obtain the

same meter deflection obtained in step c above.
This calibration method, when bridge zero error

is present, makes any bridge reading correct when the
zero error in pf, multiplied by the factor M correspond-

TABLE 6-2
BRIDGE SETTINGS TO COMPARE INTERNAL STANDARDS

(SEE FIGURE 6-2)

TO COMPARE ADJUSTSet C MAX Set CAPACITANCE
UNKNOWN STANDARD TRIMMER

SIDE SIDE to controls to

pf pf MARKED

1000 100 1000 pf -1 X O. a a a 100

100 10 lOa -1 X. a a a a 10

10 1 10 -1 .X a a a a 1

1 0.1 10 O. -1 X a a a 0.1

0.1 0.01 10 O. a -1 X a a 0.01

0.01 0.001 10 O. a a -1 X a 0.001

0.001 0.0001 10 O. a a a -1 X 0.0001
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A I-megohm resistor, therefore, has a conductance of 1
fLmho. For small conductances, the circuit is as shown
in Figure 6- 3 (b) and the relation is

R C GAGB
GHL -RARB +RARc+RBRc =G A +G B +G c

(6-2)

R
G

GND
b.

FigUTe 6-3. Equivalent circuits for
conductance standards.

o.

ing to the C MAX setting, is subtracted from the bridge
reading of capacitance.

Example: The zero reading is 0.000(-1)7 pf.
The zero error is -0.00 003 pf. When the bridge
reads 9.75 314 with C MAX at 10 pf and M = 1,
the correct capacitance is 9.75314 - (-0.00 003)
= 9.75 317 pf.

6.3.8 POST-ADJUSTMENT CHECKS. Remeasure the
reference capacitor by the procedures of para. 6.3.1,
after all bridge-capacitor adjustments have been com
pleted. If the bridge does not balance with a reading
equal to the calibrated va'lue of the reference capacitor
within the desired bridge accuracy (say, ±50 ppm), the
adjustments of para. 6.3.2 and 6.3.4 must be repeated.
Such readjustment will be requir.ed only if very large
errors were present in the smaller capacitors used when
the bridge 1000-pf capacitor waS first adjusted to the
reference standard.

6.4 CONDUCTANCE CALIBRATION.

6.4.1 CONDUCTANCE STANDARDS. A standard of
conductance of 1 micromho or more is usually a cali
brated resistor. For conductance much smaller than a
micromho, a T-network of three calibrated resistors is
used as a standard' to keep the resistance magnitudes
within the range of readily available accurate resistors.
The equivalent circuits of both forms of standard are
shown in Figure 6-3. The relation of G to R, for the
circuit 1n Figure 6-3 (a), when conductances G are in
mhos and resistances R are in ohms is

6.3.9 BRIDGE CAPACITOR ADJUSTMENT WITHOUT
REFERENCE STANDARD. The comparison and adjust
ment of the bridge capacitors in para. 6.3.4 can be made
at any time, if a reference standard is not available for
the bridge capacitor calibration of para. 6.3.1. In such
adjustment, one of the bridge capacitors, say the 1000
pf, is assumed to be the best available standard. This
capacitor is not adjusted, but the other bridge capaci
tors are trimmed to agree with the chosen standard so
that there are no internal inconsistencies in bridge
readings from range to range and from decade to decade.
The percent error in the absolute capaciotance of the
bridge capacitor chosen as reference is, therefore, the
percent error of any bridge reading. This error can be
determined by a subsequent measurement of a calibrated
reference-standard capacitor, and the appropriate cor
rection applied to measurements made with the bridge.

1
GHL =R (6-1)

To check the 1% conductance accuracy of the
bridge, use a standard conductance with a calibrated or
measured accuracy of 0.25% or better.

For conductance of 1, 10, or 100 micromhos, use,
for example, a Type 1432 Decade Resistor (±0.05%) set
at 1 megohm, 100 kilohms, or 10 kilohms, or a Type 500
Resistor of appropriate value.

For a smaller conductance, such as 0.01 micro
mho, construct the T-network of Figure 6-3(b) as fol
lows:

a. Use for resistor B a fixed, precision resistor
mounted in a shielding enclosure, such as the Type
874-X Insertion Unit. The shielding is required to pre
vent noise pickup at the terminal L, which is. connected
to the detector and has the high impedance (to ground)
of resistor B.

b. Use for resistors A and C fixed, precision re
sistors or decade boxes. Shielding is not essential be
cause terminal H is connected to the low-impedance
transformer output of the bridge and the impedance of
resistance C can be made 1000 ohms or less.

c. Measure the resistance of all resistors that do
not have accurate calibration. Use an accurate bridge,
such as the 0.1% Type 1608-A Impedance Bridge.

d. Calculate the conductance, GH L, from Equa
tions 6-1 and 6-2.

Example: For a conductance of 0.01 fLmho, the
nominal values of A, B, a.nd C in a T - network
are 100 kilohms, 100 kilohms, and 100 ohms.
The values measured on a Type 1608-A Imped
ance Bridge are GA = 10.020 fLmho, GB = 10.061
fLmho, and Rc = 99.52 ohms. The calculated con
ductance is GHL = 0.01001 fLmho. If the accuracy
of each of the three measured values is ±0.1%,
there is a possible error of 0.3% in the calcu
lated GHL •
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6.4.2 CONDUCTANCE CALIBRATION PROCEDURES.

6.4.2.1 General. The accuracy of the bridge reading
of conductance depends upon the accuracy of the in
ternal 100 - kilohm resistors, A and B, and the decades,
RN , used in the bridge conductance T-network (see
Figure 1-15). In the factory calibration, the bridge con
ductance accuracy is limited' to ±1% chiefly by the
±0.5% accuracy of the two 100-kilohm resistors. The
adjustment accuracies of the resistors, RN , used for
both conductance and dissipation factor are ±0.005,
±0.05, ±0.15, and ±0.5% for the decade steps of 100,
10, 1, and 0.1 ohms, respectively.

The following calibration procedures measure
the combined errors from all resistors. To separate
errors in RN from those in the resistors A or B, or in
the transformer ratio taps, watch for these distinguish
ing characteristics:

1. An error in a resistor in the RN decades will
appear in the same decade switch on all G MAX ranges
and on all D MAX ranges. Refer to para. 6.5 for dissi
pation-factor calibration; for calibration of RN decades
alone, refer to para. 6.6.

2. An error in the A or B resistors will produce
the same percent error on all G MAX ranges and all
readings on a particular range.

3. An error in one of the four transformer ratios,
to which the T-network is switched to change the G
MAX range, will affect only the corresponding G MAX
range.

NOTE
Make the co"ections of conductance readings for

the e"OT -produced by the nonlinear relation between G
and RN before the determination of errors from other
sources. Refer to para. 3.8.3.

6.4.2.2 Large Conductances. To check the accuracy
of, primarily, the two 100-kilohm bridge resistors on
one or both of the +G MAX ranges with a calibrated
fixed or decade resistor of 10, 100, or 1000 kilohms,
use the following procedure:

a. Set the bridge for a three-terminal measure
ment at 1 kc with binding-post connections. Refer to
para. 3.7.4 for 3 TERMINAL operation.

b. Connect the calibrated resistor to the Hand
L UNKNOWN binding posts. Shields around the resistor
are not usually required but may be used to reduce
noise pickup; connect shields or resistor cases to the
bridge GND post.

c. Set the bridge C MAX and G MAX range con
trols to the positions indicated in Table 6-3 appropriate
to the resistor used.

CALIBRATION AND ADJUSTMENT

TABLE 6·3
CONDUCTANCE STANDARDS
FOR RANGE CALIBRATIONS

RESISTOR CMAX GMAX

1 MD 0.1 fLf +0.1 or +0.01 fLU

100 kD 1 fLf +0.1 or +0.01 fLU

10 kD 1 fLf +0.1 fLU

d. Balance the bridge with the conductance and
capacitance decades and record the bridge readings at
balance.

Example: Calibrated resistor is a Type 1432-P
Decade Resistor set at 100 kilohms (accuracy
±0.05%); C MAX set at 1 fLf and G MAX at 0.01
fJ-ffiho. At balance, bridge G decades read
.00 X165 and C decades read 000 025. pf •

e. Apply to conductance decade reading the
multiplier M and the corrections of para. 3.8.3~

Example: For C MAX at 1 fLf, M = 1000, to cor
rect for decade zero resistance add 1 to reading
of fourth decade and obtain corrected reading
X166. To correct for nonlinear relation of G to
RN, subtract from decade reading 2(10.166)2 and
obtain corrected decade reading (10166-207) =
9959. Corrected conductance is, then, .00 9959
x(M =1000) =9.959 fLmho.

f. Compare the corrected bridge reading to the
calibrated conductance, which can be calculated from
the calibrated value of the resistor (refer to Equation
6-1). Accuracy of the corrected bridge reading should
be within ±(l% of measured value +0.00001 fLmho).

Example: The conductance of the 100-kilohm
calibrated decade box is 10.000 fLmho ±0.05%.
The bridge reading of 9.959 is low by 0.040 fLmho
or by 0.4%. The product of the 100-kilohm resist
ances in the bridge is, therefore, nearly 0.4% low.

g. Repeat the measurement of the same or an-
other resistor on the other +G MAX range; refer to Table
6- 3 when required to check another transformer tap and
different RN decade resistors. Bridge error should
remain the same within ±O.l% when the error source
is the 100-kilohm resistors.

6.4.2.3 Small Conductances. To check the accuracy
of, primarily, the two 100-kilohm bridge resistors on
all four G MAX ranges with a calibrated small conduct
ance, such as 0.01 fLmho, use the following procedure:

a. Set the bridge for a measurement at 1 kc and
for a three-terminal measurement with coaxial connec
tions. (Refer to para. 3.7.3 for 3 TERM operation.)

b. Connect a calibrated 0.01 fLmho conductance
standard (such as the T-network described in para.6.4.1.
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readings on all ranges, the bridge readings can be
easily corrected when accuracy greater than ±1% is re
quired. Determine the percent error by the calibration
procedures above and apply the correction to all read
ings. The accuracy of the corrected readings can be
increased in this way to about ±0.1%.

The errors produced by the residuals, C R, Dg, and Dd
may be determined from the more exact relations:

2 2 2 2
C BL = Ci1 + Dg )(l + w R C R ) X (6-5)

~
'2 C R

I C g ]
1-DBL +D(Dd-Dg)C C +---

Cd + C g d + g

Figure 6-4. Equivalent circuit of
dis sipation -factor standard;

The stray capacitance from the junction, H, of
R and Cd to ground or shields, G, is represented by
Cg and any loss by Dg. The stray capacitance across
R is represented by CR' When the residuals CR, Dg,
and Dd can be neglected, the effective direct capaci
tance and dissipation factor between the terminals B
and L are:

6.5 DISSIPATION-FACTOR CALIBRATION.

6.5.1 DISSIPATION-FACTOR STANDARDS. A stand
ard of dissipation factor is a calibrated capacitor of
known and, preferably, very small loss. Loss is added,
in the form of a calibrated resistor in series or in par
allel with the capacitor, to obtain the desired calibrated
value of dissipation factor, D = wRC + Dd. The dissi
pation factor, Dd, of the capacitor, is generally lower
in a three-terminal than in a two-terminal capacitor
because the loss in the supporting insulators appears
only in the capacitances to ground and not in the direct
capacitance of a three-terminal capacitor.

The circuit of a three-terminal capacitor with
added series resistance, R, is shown in Figure 6-4.
The direct capacitance between capacitor terminals H
and L is Cd, and any loss in this capacitance is repre
sented by the dissipation factor, Dd.

6.4.3 CONDUCTANCE CORRECTION. Since the bridge
conductance error caused by inaccuracies in the two
100-kilohm resistors is a constant percent error for all

above), to the bridge coaxial Hand L UNKNOWN termi
nals. All high impedances in the standard should be
shielded and connected with coaxial cable to the bridge
L terminal. Connect shields to the bridge GND terminal
or coaxial 'terminal outer conductors.

c. Set the bridge C MAX control to the 1000-pf
position or to the 100- or 10-pf positions as required
for adequate precision in the capacitance balance.

d. Set the bridge G MAX control to the +0.01
,umho position.

e. Balance the bridge with the conductance and
capacitance decades and record the bridge readings at
balance.

Example: Calibrated conductance is the T-net
work of the example in para. 6.4.1 with a con
ductance of 0.01001 ,umho and an accuracy of
about ±0.1%. At balance G decades read .00X184
and C decades read 00.0010.

£. Apply to the conductance decade reading the
multiplier M and the corrections of para. 3.8.3.

Example: For C MAX at 1000, 100, or 10 pf, M =
1. To correct for decade zero resistance, add 1 to
reading of the fourth decade and obtain a cor
rected reading X185. To correct for nonlinear
relation of G to RN , subtract from decade reading

2(10.185) 2 and obtain corrected reading (10185
207) = 9978. Corrected conductance is, then,
.009978 x (M= 1) = .009978 ,umho.

g. Compare corrected bridge reading to the cali
brated value of the standard. Accuracy of the bridge
reading should be within ±(l% of measured value +
0.00001 ,umho).

Example: Conductance of the T-network, calcu
lated from measured resistance values is 0.01001
±0.1%. The bridge reading of .009978 is low by
0.00003 ,umho or by 0.3%.

h. Repeat measurement of standard with G MAX
set at +0.1 to check different transformer tap and RN
decade resistors.

Example: For same standard of previous ex
ample, bridge G decades read 0.00999. Corrected
conductance reading is 0.00998. Bridge reading
is low by 0.3%.

i. To check the -0.01 and -O.l,uU G MAX ranges,
connect the conductance to the bridge EXT STANDARD
coaxial Hand L terminals instead of to the UNKNOWN
terminals. Set the MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY...
switch to 1.

j. Repeat steps a through h above with G MAX
set at -0.01 and at -0.1 ,uU. The bridge error should
remain constant within ±0.1%.

so
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C
g JD'(D - D ) +---

d g C + Cd g

(6-6)

H

TYPE 1615-A
BRIDGE

SHORTING LINK

Appreciable error may result from the second-order
term in D' BL produced in both equations by CR, i.e.,

(6-7)

This error is proportional to the stray capacitance, C R,
to the square of added resistaw::.e, R, and to the square
of frequency. Since the same error appears in both C B L

and D BL , a convenient measure of this error in DBL is
the percent decrease in the measured C B L as R is in
creased from zero.

TYPE 874-Q2
ADAPTOR

Figure 6-5. Capacitor con
nection in measurement

of (Cd +Cg ).

H

TYPE 1404-A
CAPACITOR

6.5.2 TYPE 1404-A AS D STANDARD. The recom
mended capacitor for use as a standard of dissipation
factor is the Type 1404-A Reference Standard Capacitor.
This capacitor has low loss, so that the dissipation
factor, Dg , is less than 10 ppm at 1 kc and can usually
be neglected. The coaxial H terminal of the capacitor
is insulated from the case to facilitate accurate meas-

J

urements of (Cd + Cg ) when an external resistor is
added.

To calibrate and use the dissipation factor stand
ard, proceed as follows:

a. Connect the H binding-post terminal of a Type
1615-A bridge to both the center and outer conductors
of the coaxial L terminal of the capacitor with clip
leads, or with the aid of a Type 874-Q2 Adaptor (Fig
ure 6-5). Since this connects the bridge transformer
voltage to the case of the capacitor, insulate the case
from all grounds or other connections.

b. Connect the bridge coaxial L UNKNOWN ter
minal to the capacitor coaxial H terminal with a coaxi~l
patch cord (Type 874-R22A). Since the outer conductor
of this H terminal is insulated from the case, the normal
connection of bridge ground for 3-terminal measurement
is made to the cable shield but not to the capacitor
case.

c. Measure, with the bridge set for 3 TERM,
(para. 3.7.3), the capacitance (Cd + C g ). The three
terminal measurement with this connection includes
not only the usual direct capacitance, Cd, but also
all internal stray capacitance, C g , from the H-terminal
center conductor and wiring to the case. All capaci
tance from the H-terminal center conductor to the ter
minal outer conductor and cable shield is excluded.
Disconnect capacitor from bridge after measurement.

d. Connect the bridge coaxial L terminal to the
capacitor. L terminal with the coaxial patch cord (refer
to Figure 6-6).

e. Calculate the resistance, R, which produces
the desired dissipation factor, D = wR(Cd + Cg ).

f. Use for this resistance a Type 1432 Decade
Resistor or a fixed resistor in a shielding case, such
as the Type 874-X Insertion Unit. If the resistor cali
bration is not known, measure the resistance to an
accuracy better than that required of D.

g. Connect the bridge binding-post H terminal to
the resistor ground terminal, which is connected to the
shield or case, with a clip lead.

h. Connect the resistor low terminal to the ground
terminal with shorting link or clip lead, when separate
low and ground terminals are provided.

i. Connect the capacitor H terminal to the resis
tor high terminal with a coaxial patch cord so that the
high~impedance junction of resistor and capacitor is
shielded from noise sources. Use Type 874-Q9 Adaptor
to connect the center conductor of the patch cord to
the high (red) binding post of decade resistors and the
shield to the low (gray) post.

NOTE
All capacitance from the capacitor H-terminal

center conductor to cable and resistor shields is ca
pacitance, C R, across the resistor. It does not con
tribute to C g , but does add second-order error to D
(refer to Equation 6-6). To keep the error small, keep the
length of coaxial cable between resistor and capacitor
as small as possible.
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SHORTING LINK

TYPE 1404-A
CAPACITOR

(6-9)

and the relation (from Equation

The correct DBL when C R cannot be neglected is lower
than the value D' for CR = 0 by the same percentage
that the corresponding capacitance C BL is lower than
the capacitance Cd.

o. To keep the error small enough to be negli
gible, keep C R small by the use of a minimum amount
of cable between resistor and capacitor. Use also as
low frequency as possible, since the error increases
as the square of frequency.

Example: A Type 1404-A capacitor (calibrated
Cd = 1000.005 pf) is connected in the circuit of
Figure 6-6, with a series Type 1432-L Decade
Resistor connected to the capacitor H terminal
with a 3-foot Type 874-R22A Patch Cord. The
decade is set to 20.00 kilohms (resistance accu
racy ±0.05%). The measured capacitances at a
frequency of 1000.0 cps are: in step c, Cd + C g =
10 30.478 pf; in step k, CBL = 998.105 pf; in step
1, Cd = 1000.006. The calculated dissipation
factor, for negligible C R error, is D' = 0.12950.
The error from CR is(CBL - Cd)C d = 0.0019. The
corrected dissipation factor is DBL = 0.12950 
0.00025 = 0.12925 with an accuracy of about
±0.05%. This error of about 0.2% is produced by
a capacitance CR of about 117 pf across the
20-kilohm resistor. Since the capacitance of the
3-foot cable is 94 pf, the error could be kept be
low 0.1% by the use of a shorter cable. At the
lower frequency of 400 cps, even with the high
C R in this example, the error would drop to 0,03%.

calculated In step
6-6):

'1
I I TYPE 1615-A
I DET I BRIDGE

l) (J

-1 rL--
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
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H
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I
I
L-,-~

TYPE 1432
DECADE RESISTOR,-
I /

CRIW
I\: :\
L - -fT----' I

TYPE 874-Q9 I I
ADAPTOR I I

Hl r~
%cg

j. From the measured or calibrated values of
(Cd + Cg ), R, and frequency, calculate D'=wR(Cd+Cg ).

The accuracy of D' depends upon the accuracy of the
(Cd + Cg ) measurement (±0.01% with the Type 1615-A
Bridge), upon the accuracy of the R calibration, and
upon the accuracy of the generator frequency. Since
the frequency accuracy of most oscillator dial calibra
tions is no better than ±1%, use a standard-frequency
source or an accurate measurement of frequency when
high D accuracy is required.

k. To measure the error produced by the stray
capacitance, C R , across the resistor, measure with the
bridge the effective capacitance C BL when the resistor
is connected as shown in Figure 6-6.

(6-8)

Figure 6·6. Capacitor connection for measurement of
standard with capacitance Cd and dissipation fac
tor D::ac..R(C d +C g ).

1. Measure also the capacitance when the series
resistance is zero, i.e., when the decade resistor is
set at zero or the fixed resistor is removed and replaced
by a direct connection from bridge H terminal to capaci
tor H terminal. This capacitance is the usual, cali
brated direct capacitance, Cd, of the Type 1404-A ca
pacitor.

m. Calculate the error from the measured value
of C BL and Cd and the relation:

Error J~~L2 C
R ~ =[1 (Cd + C~

6.5.3 MODI FICATION OF TY PE 1404-A. Calculation
of dissipation factor from D = w(Cd + Cg ) R can be
simplified considerably if the constant of proportion
ality, wec d + Cg ) can be made a power of ten. The
resistance, R, can then be converted to D by a change
of decimal point. This can often be accomplished by the
addition of trimmer capacitors from H terminal to ground

to increase C until (Cd + Cg )= lOx at the frequency of
g 2nf

operation, f.
Example: At 1000 cps and with the direct ca
pacitance, Cd = 1000 pf, if the ground capaci
tance, Cg , is adjusted to 592 pf, then w(Cd + Cg )

= 10- 5 and D = R x 10- 5 x (f /1000).

n. When the error cannot be neglected, calcu
late the correct dissipation factor from the value D'

To modify the Type 1404-A capacitor for more con.
venient use as a D standard:
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a. Connect the capacitor to a bridge for meas
urement of (Cd + Cg ) by the procedure of para. 6.5.2.
a , b , c , and Figure 6-5.

b. Connect high-quality mica or air capacitors
between the center conductor of the coaxial H terminal
and the case of the Type 1404-A capacitor. These may
be mounted under the panel of the capacitor.

c. Adjust the added capacitance to make the
lOx

measured (Cd + Cg ) as close as desired to 27j(

For example, add approximately 560 pf of capacitance
to the 3D-pf C g of the Type 1404-A. For D accuracy of
±0.1% at 1000 cps, adjust to make (Cd + Cg ) = 1591.5
within a few tenths pf. -

d. Use this modification to simplify D calcula
tions whettever a large number and range of D calibra
tions must be made. The modification does not change
the direct capacitance, Cd' so that the use of the Type
1404-A Capacitor as a capacitance standard is not
impaired thereby.

6.5.4 DISSIPATION-FACTOR CALIBRATION PRO·
CEDURES. The accuracy of the bridge reading of dis
sipation factor depends primarily upon the accuracy of
the decade resistors, RN , and of the total capacitance
(CN + Co) in the bridge (refer to Figure 4-13). The
following calibration procedures measure the combined
errors from all bridge components. To separate errors
in RN from those in CD or C N , watch for these dis
tinguishing characteristics:

1. An error in any resistor in the RN decades
will appear in the same decade switch on all D MAX
ranges and also on all G MAX ranges. Refer to para.
6.4 for conductance-calibration procedures. For a cali
bration of RN 'decades alone, refer to para. 6.6.

2. An error in anyone of the three different range
capacitances (CN' + CD) will affect primarily the cor·
responding D MAX range and will produce the same per
cent error in any reading on that range.

3. An error in the total capacitance of the bridge
standards, CN , will affect primarily the 0.01 D MAX
range and will also produce an error in the bridge read
ing of capacitance.

To check the accuracy of the bridge readings of
dissipation factor, measure a capacitor of known dissi
pation by the following procedure:

a. Set the bridge for three-terminal measurements
at 1 kc with coaxial connections. Refer to para. 3.7.3
and Figure 3-3.

b. Connect a three-terminal capacitor with a
calibrated dissipation factor, such as the Type 1404-A
capacitor described in para. 6.5.2 and shown in Figure
6-6.

c. Measure the standard whose magnitude is ap
proximately the maximum value that can be measured on
each of the three D MAX ranges, i.e., with the first dec-

CALIBRATION AND ADJUSTMENT

ade set at 9 or X, so that the resolution of the decades
exceeds 0.1%. Values for the standards are listed in
Table 6-4 together with the series resistance required
at 1000 cps when (Cd + C g ) = 1591.5 pf.

d. Add 1 to the reading of the fourth decade to
correct for the minimum resistance of the decade. This
correction is required for 0.1 % accuracy, particularly
when the reading of the first decade is not above 5.

e. Use a frequency of 1000 cps that is, in gen
eral, accurate to better than 0.1%. When the external
D standard has an equivalent circuit of the same form
as that used in the bridge, i.e., the circuit of Figure
6·4 or Figure 4-13, the reading of the bridge D decades
(not multiplied by frequency in kc) is relatively inde
pendent of frequency. When the Type l404-A capacitor
with series resistor is used as a standard of D, there
fore, the 1% frequency accuracy ofa Type I3ll-A Oscil.
lator is usually adequate.

£. Use a frequency lower than 1000 cps, e.g., 400
cps, when the shunt capacitance C R across the series
resistor causes an error in the D of the standard, which
exceeds 1% at 1000 cps. Use a lower frequency, when,
for ex~mple, a series resistor of 100 kilohms is re
quired for a D near 1 and the shunt capacitance pro-

o duces an error that is very much larger than the desired
accuracy of 0.1%. The accuracy of the correction and
of the otherwise negligible higher-order terms becomes
important when the error is large.

g. Compare' the bridge reading of D with the
calibrated value of the standard. The bridge error
should be no greater than ±(O.l% of the measured value
+0.00001) at 1000 cps.

NOTE
When a calibrated D of about 0.001 is measured

with D MAX at 0.01, the bridge reading will be slightly
different if the balance is made with the four decades
set near OXOO instead of 1000. The change from the
first to the second resistance decade changes the stray
capacitance added by the resistors to CD' These chang
es should be no greater than ±OO 0010,n Dreading.

TABLE 6·4
STANDARDS FOR CALIBRATION OF 0 MAX RANGES

DMAX External Series R
Setting D Standard for (Cd + Cg ) = 1591.5 pf

1 1 100 H2 ±0.05%

0.1 0.1 10 kD. ±0.05%

0.01 0.01 1 kD. ±0.05%
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6.5.5 ADJUSTMENT OF BRIDGE DISSIPATION FAC
TOR. The bridge reading of dissiparion factor can be
adjusted to agree with calibrated external standards by
a change in the trimming capacitors (C205-C207) for the
three D ranges. These capacitors are not accessible
from the bridge panel. Do not attempt an adjustment of
these trimmers unless accurate standards of capaci
tance, resistan.ce, and dissipation factor are available
for complete bridge recalibration. Refer to para. 7.10
for adjustment procedure.

6.6 DECADE RESISTOR CALIBRATION.

6.6.1 GENERAL. In the four RN decades of resistors
in the bridge, each resistor is initially adjusted at the
factory to the specified values at its terminals, so that
the calibration is of resistance increments rather than
of total resistance in the decades. The adjustment
accuracy at dc is ±0.05% for the 100- and lO-ohm re
sistors, ±0.15% for the I-ohm resistors, and ±0.5% for
the O.l-ohm resistors.

To repeat the factory calibration, the bridge
shields must be removed so that a dc bridge of ade
quate accuracy can be connected directly to the ter
minals of each resistor in the decades (refer to para.
7.6 for disassembly procedures).

Calibrations of somewhat lower, but usually ade
quate, accuracy can be made with connections at the
bridge panel. These measurements include contact
resistances of the lever switches, which may vary as
much as ±0.003 ohm. The errors in the resistance steps
of 0.1 ohm may, therefore, be ±3%, and in the I-ohm
steps ±O. 3%., These errors are not significant in the
specified accflr!icies of the bridge conductance and
dissipation factor. These calibrations can be made by
any of the following methods:

1. By measurements with an accurate dc resist
ance bridge.

2. By ac measurements made with tll.e Type
1615-A bri4ge and a calibrated decade resistan'2e box.

3. I;W''a"c measurements made with the dissipa
tion-factor cal1bration capacitor and resistors.

6.6.2 WITH DC BRIDGE. To calibrate the bridge dec
ades with a dcresistance bridge:

a. Disconnect generator and detector from Type
1615-A bridge.

b. Connect one terminal of the resistance bridge
to the center conductor of the coaxial DETECTOR
terminal on the Type 1615-A bridge.

c. Connect the other resistance bridge terminal
to the capacitance adjustment screw (accessible through
hole under the panel above the DlSSIPAnON FACTOR
controls) of the Type 1615-A (see Figure 6-2). Use the
screw of the trimmer marked 0.0001 to avoid any large
error from accidental misadjustment of the trimmer ca-
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pacitance. All trimmer screws are connected to the
junction of the RN decades and the common side of
the CN capacitors (refer to Figure 4-13).

d. Measure each inqement of resistance in the
four decades, by the use of the D balance controls. The
accuracy of the increments should be that of the re
sistors in the decade ±0.003 ohm. The resistance with
all decades set on zero will be about 0.1 ohm.

6.6.3 WITH DECADE RESISTOR. To calibrate the
bridge decades with a calibrated decade resistor and
an ac balance of the Type 1615-A:

a. Connect bridge, generator, and detector for a
400-cps measurement with connection to the three-ter
minal coaxial terminals (refer to para. 3.7.3).

b. Connect a calibrated decade resistor, such as
the Type 1432-T, with decade steps from 100 ohms to
0.01 ohm, to the UNKNOWN coaxial Hand L terminals.

c. Connect the EXT STANDARD H terminal to
one of the capacitance trimmer screws. Refer to step c
in the procedure in para. 6.6.2.

d. Set the MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY...
switch to 1.

e. Set C MAX control to 1000 pf and all CAP AC
ITANCE decades to zero.

£. Set D MAX control to 0.01.
g. Set the four bridge DISSIPATION FACTOR

decades (RN ) to the setting to be calibrated, e.g.,
1000.

h. Balance the bridge with the external cali
brated decade resistor.

1. Read the measured value on the external dec
ade box.

j. Change the bridge decade setting by one step,
e.g., to 2000, and repeat balance.

k. Take the difference of the external decade
readings to obtain the measured value of increment in
RN • Measurement accuracy is tha~ of the increments in
the external decade box.

1. Repeat for each of the ten steps in#each of the
four bridge decades. The accuracy of the increments
should be that of the resistors ±0.003 ohm.

6.6.4 DURING D CALIBRATION. To calibrate the
bridge decades with the calibrated capacitor and decade
resistor used for dissipation-factor calibration:

a. Construct the modified Type 1404-A capacitor
described in para. 6.5.3. This has a capacitance,
(Cd + C g ) = 1591.5, tha~ is equal to (CN + CD) in the
bridge when D MAX is set at 0.01.

b. Connect the capacitor and calibrated decade
resistor (such as Type 1432-T) to the bridge as des
cribed in para. 6.5.4 and Figure 6-6 for dissipation
factor calibration.

c. Set D MAX control to 0.01 and C MAX to
1000 pf.
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Figure 6-7. A basic ground loop.

6.7.1.2 Detector-Lead Ground-Loop Elimination. To re
duce or eliminate error from current in the detector lead:

a. Connect the detector terminals to the bridge
only and, whenever possible, make no other connections
or grounds to the detector. The Type 1232-A battery
operated detector is particularly well-suited for isola

tion from all connections other than those to the coaxial
INPUT terminal. Most sources of error voltage can be
removed by the proper connection and location of this
detector.

sum of VB and Ve, and a detector null indicates not
that VB is zero and the bridge network is balanced,
but that VB has been made equal in magnitude and
opposite in phase to V e by appropriate unbalance in
capacitance and conductance in a bridge arm. All
bridge readings are, therefore, in error.

This error can be detected in the Type 1615-A
bridge as any change from zero of the decades when
the zero-check procedure is used.

6.7.1.1 Ground Loop Confirmation. To confirm that the
error comes from this source:

a. Use the zero-check procedure of para. 6.2.2.
Set all decades on zero. Observe the amount of detector
deflection above the noise level.

b. Reduce the oscillator output voltage with
oscillator OUTPUT level controls. Detector deflection
should decrease in proportion to oscillator output if
current i e comes from oscillator output. If the current
source is in the oscillator· circuit ahead of the level
controls, the deflection may not change.

. c. Turn off oscillator power. Deflection should
drop to noise level if error source is in the oscillator.
Error voltage may, however, enter detector by magnetic
coupling rather than by current in detector lead. See
further tests below.

DETECTOR

I
I
I
I
I_____.J

OSCILLATOR

1- ---,
I I
I I

J

6.7.1 GROUND LOOPS. A common source of error in a
bridge is the voltage drop in the low (or ground) lead
between detector and bridge that results whenever cur
rent from the oscillator can flow through this path. An
equivalent circuit of bridge, detector, and oscillator
connections is shown in Figure 6-7. The detector ter
minals should be connected only to the corners of the
bridge network (BOG and B OH ), and there should be no
other connection such as that shown by the heavy
dashed line from DG to 0G' which represents a con
nection between oscillator and detector cases and
ground terminals caused by mounting them on the same
rack or connecting them to a common ground.

With only the one ground connection, BOG to DG,
from detector to bridge, there is no current i e and no
error voltage V e , and the detector measures only the
unbalance voltage, VB, of the bridge.

When the connection from DG to 0G (shown as the
heavy dashed line) is made, a portion, ie' of the cur
rent from oscillator to bridge can return to the oscillator
ground terminal, 0G, by the path BOG-BOG-DG-OG and
produce the V<1ltage drop, V e , in the lead impedance,
Z. Detector deflection is then a measure of the vector

6.7 TEST AND ADJUSTMENT OF BRIDGE ZERO.
The bridge should balance when all decades are

set on zero and· all external capacitances are discon
nected (terminal selector set on CAL). Refer to zero
check procedure in para. 6.2.2. When the decade read
ings at balance are not zero, a voltage is being intro
duced into the detector from some source other than
the bridge network. Sources of such error voltage and
procedures for the location and elimination of error
sources are described below.

d. Set the four DlSSIPAnON F ACTOR decades
to a value to be calibrated, e.g., to 1000.

e. Balance the bridge with the external decade
resistor, R, and with the bridge CAPACITANCE dec
ades.

f. Read the measured resistance on the external
decade box. At balance wRN(CN. + Co) = wR(Cd + C g ),

and, if (Cd + C g ) has been made equal to (CN + CD),
then R=RN.

g.. Change the bridge decade setting by one step,
e.g., to 2000, and repeat balance.

h. Take the difference of the external decade
readings to obtain the value of the increment in RN.
Measurement accuracy is determined by the accuracy
of the increments in the external decade and the ac
curacy of the equality of (Cd + C g) and (CN + CD),

i. Repeat for each of the steps in the bridge
decades. The accuracy of the increments should be
that of ~he resistors, ±0.003 ohm. A constant percent
error in all measurements may be the result of a dif~

ference between (Cd + Cg ) and (CN + CD).
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b. Isolate at least one low-output or input-termi

nal in the system from the case or ground (when the
whole detector cannot be isolated, e.g., when the oscil
lator case is tied to the detector case, as in the Type
1620-A assembly).

In the circuit in Figure 6-8, the isolation can be
made at the low terminal of the Type 13ll-A Audio
Oscillator OUTPUT. The output terminals are con
nected to a transformer winding that is insulated from
the case. Do not connect in this assembly the low
terminal (gray insulator) to the adjacent ground termi
nal with the attached link. When there is no low-imped
ance connection between the oscillator Land G termi
nals, the error current i e is impeded by the highimped
ance of the capacitance, Co, (about 500 pf) from wind
ing to case, and the error voltage in the detector lead
is reduced to negligible magnitude.

TYPE 1232-A
DETECTOR,----,

I I
I I I

I

I
I
I
I_____ -.J

TYPE 1615-A BRIDGE

Figure 6.8. Circuit of Type 1620-A Assembly.

The GENERATOR input terminals of the bridge
can be similarly isolated from bridge case when other
isolation is not possible or convenient. The primary
of the bridge transformer is normally connected to the
bridge case by a soldered wire under the panel between
the GENERATOR L terminal (gray insulator) and the
adjacent GND terminal, as shown in Figure 6-8. Cut
or unsolder this link to add in series with the current
path of i e the capacitance CB of about 100 pf. Refer
to Section 7 for disassembly procedures.

c. Reduce the ground current in the detector lead
by the addition of an isolation transformer between de
tector and bridge whenever other isolation is not pos
ible or not adequate. This transformer, shown in Figure
6-9, consists of a few turns of coaxial cable wrapped on
a high-permeability core, so that the cable inner and
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DETECTOR,---,
I I
I I

Figure 6-9.

a. Isolation transform. BD~__

er in detector lead.

b. Isolation transformer coaxial cable wound on a
toroidal core of high permeability.

outer conductors form a bifilar winding and maintain
complete shielding of the inner conductor. In the circuit
of Figure 6-9 (a), the error current i e is reduced by the
impedance of the transformer winding; but the voltage
drop, VT, produced by that current in one winding is
balanced by the equal induced voltage in the other
winding, so that no detector deflection is produced by
VT' When the current is sufficiently reduced to make
Ve negligible, the detector deflection is produced only
by the bridge unbalance voltage, VB. Eight turns of
coaxial patch cord (Ty.pe 874-R22A) wound, as in Fig~

ure 6-9 (b), on a toroidal core of 2-mil Supermalloy tape,
with about 1 3/8-inch inner diameter and 1/2-inch.square
cross-section produces an inductance of about 1 mh and
a ground-path impedance of about 6 ohms at 1 kc.

Exampl~: The following data were taken with the
zero-check procedure (A) on a normal Type 1620-A



CALIBRATION AND ADJUSTMENT

assembly, (B) on an assembly with the ground
link on the Type 13l1-A oscillator connected to
the low terminal to produce an error, and (C) with
the link still connected but with a coil of turns
of coaxial cable on a toroidal core added to the
detector lead.

produce in the bridge zero-check reading no error greater
than ±0.00003 pf.

If internal shields have been removed during
bridge repair, be sure that all shields are replaced and
securely connected.

TABLE 6-5
TYPICAL ZERO CHECK READOUTS

6.7.4 INTERNAL SHIELD LEAKS (3 TERMINAL).
Inside the bridge, all wiring connected to transformer
voltages is shielded from leaks to the detector by
shield enclosures and by coaxial cables run from en
closure to enclosure. Leaks in this shielding should

6.7.3 ELECTROSTATIC COUPLING. Capacitive coup
ling of the detector to external voltage sources, when
the electrostatic shielding of detector and leads is not
adequate, produces error. To detect and eliminate leaks
in the shielding:

a. Use (as a probe for shield leaks) an insulated
wire connected to the oscillator OUTPUT high terminal
or to the bridge binding-post H terminal. Observe de
tector deflection as this wire is brought close to each
instrument case and shielded cable.

b. Check that cables are used for minimum leak
age. Then tighten screws on instrument cases to ensure
their connection to ground. Check that shield cap,
Type 874-WO, is used on open bridge coaxial L termi
nal.

6.7.2 MAGNEIIC COUPLING. Error voltage in the de
tector can also be produced by magnetic fields from the
oscillator, or other external sources, that induce volt
age in the detector input cir.cuit and leads. To detect
and eliminate magnetic coupling between detector and
external fields:

a. Disconnect detector INPUT connection from
the bridge and short-circuit the detector input terminals.

b. Change relative positions of detector and
oscillator or other suspected sources of coupling. Ob
serve changes in detector deflection. Position detector
for minimum deflection.

c. Use a loop of hook-up wire connected to the
detector INPUT as a probe for more exact location of
disturbing fields.

6.7.5 INTERNAL LEAKS AND TRIMMER ADJUST
MENT. The additional shielding required for two
terminal measurements (see Figure 3-5) increases the
possibility of leaks. With the outer shield enclosure
and with the transformer-winding inner shield connected
to the high side of the detector, errors can result from
external voltage near the control slots in the panel
and from leakage through the transformer-winding outer
shield.

To compensate for residual leakage in the bridge
shielding, two trimmers are provided, which permit ad
justment of the two-terminal zero of the bridge. These
trimmers are accessible from the front panel of the
bridge through two holes marked 2 TERM ZERO AD],
C and R, covered by the removable panel above the
DISSIPATION FACTOR controls (see Figure 6-2).

In two-terminal measurements, the capacitance
at the bridge terminals cannot conveniently be made
zero by shielding, so that leakage cannot be identified
by a simple zero check (as in the three-terminal meas
urements). Le akage can be detected, however, by the
fact that any capacitance added by leakage remains
constant, while the bridge standard capacitance changes
as the transformer voltage on the unknown is varied by
the C MAX control. The result is that the measured
capacitance changes with a change in the C MAX set
ting when leakage is present.

To reduce zero error in the bridge, use the fol
lowing procedures:

a. Reduce the three-terminal zero error to a
minimum by the procedures above (para. 6.7.1 et seq.).

b. Set the bridge for a two-terminal measure
ment at 1 kc (terminal selector to 2 TERMINAL). Refer
to para. 3.7.5.

c. Use as an unknown the capacitance of the
open binding posts of the bridge, about 1.3 pf. Shield
the H post with a shield (such as the Type 874-Q9
Adaptor) connected to GND to prevent noise pickup
by the open terminal. The magnitude of the terminal

capacitance is not important as long as it remains
constant during the measurements.

d. Connect the bridge GND post to an external
ground, so that no change in detector deflection results
from motion of the operator's hand near the bridge
decades. A change may always be expected from any
motion near the unshielded H binding post.

e. Measure the capacitance and conductance at
the UNKNOWN terminals with the C MAX control at

Capacitance
Decades

0.00000 pf

0.0(-1) 850 pf

0.00000 pf

Conductance
Decades

- .00 0000 fLU

- .00 0013 fLU

- .00 0000 fLU

A- normal

Set Up

B - with ground error

C - with transformer
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10 pf and then with C MAX at 1 j.Lf. The measured
capacitance should be independent of the C MAX set
ting (for these and for other C MAX positions, also).
The measured conductance (decade reading multiplied
by M) should also be constant and, in most cases,
close to zero.

f. Adjust the trimmers, if there is appreciable
difference in the readings with changes in C MAX. A
leakage capacitance of 0.001 pf appears as a change
of 000 001. pf on the 1 j.Lf C MAX range (where M =
1000).

Example: Measurements of the open binding
posts on a bridge with trimmers not connected

gave the results of Table 6-6.

i. After adjustment, measure again with C MAX
at 10 pf. Repeat adjustments with C MAX at 1 j.Lf, as
required, to make readings equal.

Example: With trimmers adjusted, the bridge of
the example above (step f) reads as shown in
Table 6-7.

NOTE
For most accurate adjustment of conductance,

the correction of ±1 should be added to the fourth de
cade in the bridge reading. When this accuracy is reo
quired, the R trimmer should beset for equal detector
deflection when G MAX is changed from to.Ol to -0.01
with the decades set at zero.

TABLE 6·6
TYPICAL READOUTS FOR 2·TERMINAL

UNKNOWN CONNECTORS OPEN

g. For access to trimming capacitance (C204)
and conductance (R244) controls, remove left screw
holding cover panel on bridge panel above DISSIPA
nON FACTOR controls (see Figure 6-2). Pivot cover
on right screw to expose two holes marked C and R,

2 TERM ZERO AD], located above line of holes for
capacitance trimmers. For adjustment, rotate slotted
shafts through access holes with a screwdriver that
has an insulated shaft. The C shaft is grounded, but
the R shaft is connected to the high side of the de
tector.

h. Set C MAX to 1 j.Lf and adjust C and R to
make bridge readings of capacitance and conductance
equal to those measured with C MAX at 10 pf.

j. The bctory adjustment is made with the
bridge transformer primary connected at one end to
bridge ground by the soldered jumper under the panel
between the GENERATOR low terminal (gray "insulator)
and the adj acent GND terminal. If this ground is changed,
the polarity of the voltages from the trimmers may have
to be reversed. To reverse phase, change the WH-YE
GN lead on the printed switch board of switch S106
from terminal 103 (marked 3) to terminal 101 (marked
1), or vice versa. Refer to Section 7 for procedure for
removing bridge case and shield.

TABLE 6-7
TYPICAL READOUTS AFTER

TRIMMER ADJUSTMENT

C Decades

1.25 930 pf

000 001. pf

G Decades

-.000000 (xM = 1)

-.00 0000 (xM = 1000)

10 pf

1 j.Lf

CMAX

C Decades

1.25650 pf

0.000(-1)7 pf

G Decades

-.00 0105 (xM = 1) j.LU

-.00 0106(xM = 1000) j.LU

10 pf

1 j.Lf

CMAX
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SECTION 7

7.1 WARRANTY.

SERVICE AND

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE

MAINTENANCE

General Radio warrants that each new instrument
is free from defects in material and workmanship and
that, properly used, it will perform in full accordance
with applicable specifications for a period of two
years after original shipment. Any instrument or part
that is found, within the two-year period, not to meet
these standards, after examination by our factory, dis
trict office, or authorized repair-agency personnel, will
be repaired or, at our. option, replaced without charge,
except for vacuum tubes or batteries that have given
normal service.

7.2 SERVICE.

The two-year warranty stated above attests the
quality oJ materials and workmanship in General Radio
products. When difficulties do occur, our service engi
neers will assist in any way possible. If the difficulty
cannot be eliminated by use of the following service
instructions, please write or phone our Service Depart
ment, (see rear cover), giving full information of the
trouble and of steps taken to remedy it. Be sure to
mention the serial and type numbers of the instrument.

Before returning an instrument to General Radio
for service, please write to our Service Department or
nearest district office, requesting a Returned Material
Tag. Use of this tag will ensure proper handling and
identification. For instruments not covered by the
warranty, a purchase order should be forwarded to avoid
unnecessary delay.

7.3 SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS.

Instructions in this section cover all necessary
routine trouble analysis, maintenance, and repair pro
cedures.

NOTE
Except for those instances in which use of the

entire Type 1620-A assembly is required. the detailed
procedures apply to the Type 1615-ACapacitance Bridge
alone.

For use with these procedures, front-panel and
interior photographs, showing the location of secondary
controls and replaceable detail parts, are given in
Figures 7-1 through 7-5. Figure 7-6 is a complete sche
matic diagram. The parts list appearing in this section
describes all electrical parts.

For detailed service instructions for the Type
1311-A Audio Oscillator and the Type 1232-A Tuned
Amplifier and Null Detector, refer to the individual
instruction books for those instruments.

7.4 MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS.

The calibration and adjustment instructions given
in Section 6 provide comprehensive checkout procedures
to determine that the equipment meets minimum per
formance standards. They should be used to validate
satisfactory completion of procedures in this section.

7.5 TROUBLE ANALYSIS. (See Figure 7-1).

Use the following procedures to locate trouble
sources whenever a balance of the bridge cannot be
obtained in the use of the operating procedures of
Section 3 or the self-check procedures of Section 6.

Many of the analytic steps needed to find the
defective circuit or detail part can be performed from
front-panel terminals and will not require disassembly
of the instrument. When the trouble analysis requires
instrument disassembly, refer to para. 7.6 through 7.9.
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'------5101-5112

JIOI

R244

C204

CI04-C1I0

JI03 JI04 JI05 JI06 JI07 JIOB

~--JIII

~--JIIO

;:1-'-7--- J 109

5113

5114

Figure 7·1. Front.panel controls and connectors, Type 1615-A. (See also Figure 7·6.)

When the source of trouble has been located by
these procedures, consult our Service Department before
any major repair is attempted. The instrument should be
returned to the nearest General Radio Service Depart
ment for most repairs. Only minor repairs, such as the
correction of obvious open or short circuits in wiring
or of misadjusted switches or indicators, should be
attempted unless adequate standards and trained per
sonnel are available for complete bridge recalibration.

7.5.1 GENERATOR AND DETECTOR. When the btidge
fails to operate on any position of the bridge controls,
the failure may be in the bridge, the generator, or the
detector. The failure is probably not in the generator or
detector if the bridge can be balanced in some positions
of bridge decade, C MAX, D MAX, or terminal-selector
switches but not in other switch positions. To further
isolate the trouble test generator and detector:

a. Disconnect both generator and detector from
the btidge.

b. Test generator for output voltage.
c. Test detector for response to an input voltage.

Apparent failure may result also from mistakes in
operation. To avoid two common mistakes:

(1) Reduce detector GAIN so that meter deflec
tion does not exceed half scale before balance
procedure is started. When detector input is over
loaded by excessive signal from an unbalanced
bridge, the meter may show no response to bal
ance controls.
(2) Be sure the detector is tuned to the frequency
of the generator.
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7.5.2 BRIDGE AND GENERATOR. When the bridge
fails to operate with a generator that has been tested,
test the bridge components and the wiring connected to
the generator for open or short circuits.

7.5.2.1 Open-Circuit Checks. Check the btidge fot
open circuits with the following procedures:

a. Connect the generator to the bridge GEN
ERATOR terminals and set generator controls to apply
10 volts at 1 kc to the bridge.

b. Measure the voltage at the output terminals of
the generator or the GENERATOR terminals of the
bridge. A low-impedance ac voltmeter, such as a volt
ohm-milliammeter, is adequate for these measurements.

c. Measure also the voltage at the bridge UN
KNOWN Hand GND binding posts. This ,voltage should
be equal to the input voltage of the bridge divided by
the factor M, which varies from 1 to 1000 with the
setting of the C MAX switch (SU2).

d. When thete is voltage at the GENERATOR
terminals but not at the UNKNOWN terminals, there is
probably an open circuit in the transformer windings or
leads.

e. Trace circuits with an ohmmeter to find dis
continuity. Resistances to GND of all wiring to trans
formers should be less .than 1 ohm. Refer to para. 7.6
to gain access to interior of instrument.

7.5.2.2 Short-Circuit Checks. If the generator output
voltage is considerably reduced whenever the generator
is connected to the bridge, there is probably a short
circuit in the bridge transformer windings, or associated
wiring and components. Because the resistances of



transformer windings are less than 1 ohm, an ohmmeter
can seldom be used to locate short circuits. Use the
following tests to locate short circuits:

a. Set C MAX to 1000 pf and set all decades to O.
b. Connect generator and voltmeter to bridge

GENERATOR terminals and apply 10 volts at 1 kc. If
the generator voltage drops wnen the bridge is con
nected, the short is in the windings or leads to trans
former TI01, in the switch wiring of the decades SI06
S111, in switch S114, in trimmer capacitor C204, or in
the bridge H terminals. Look for solder or wire strands
bridging adjacent switch terminals.

c. Advance C MAX switch to 0.1 fLf position.
If the input voltage was normal in step b but now
drops, the short is in the windings or leads of trans
former TI02 or in switch S112.

d. Advance C MAX switch to 1 fLf position. If
the input voltage dropped in steps band c but now
shows much less drop, the short is in S112 or the H
terminals. If the voltage is normal, proceed to step e.

e. Set C MAX to 1000 pf. Move each CAPACI
TANCE decade switch (SI06-S111) in turn from 0 to 1
and back to O. Observe any change in input voltage.

f. Repeat procedures of step e. with C MAX set
to 100 pf and then to 10 pf.

(1) If input voltage drops when a particular
switch is moved off 0, the short is associated
with that switch or with the capacitors connected
to it.
(2) If the voltage drop appears on the same dec
ade switch for all three lower valued C MAX
positions, the short is in that decade switch.
(3) If the location of the decade switch that pro
duces the drop moves to the left as C MAX is
changed from 1000 pf to 10 pf, the short is in the
capacitor or wiring connected to the decade
switch.

Example: The input voltage drops when the
fourth C-decade switch from the left (SI09) is
moved off 0 with C MAX at 1000 pf. With C MAX
at 100 pf, the drop appears only when the third
decade (SLOB) is moved. The I-pf capacitor
(CI03A) and its trimmer (CI07) are connected to
these switches, and one of the capacitors has a
short to ground.

Refer to Figures 3-2 and 7-6 to identify the ca
pacitor connected to each decade switch on the· C MAX
position,S.

7.5.3 BRIDGE AND DETECTOR. When the bridge fails
to operate with a detector that has been tested and with
all transformer voltages proven normal in the preceding
tests, test for open or short circuits in the bridge wir
ing connected to the detector.

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE

7.5.3.1 Three-Terminql Fai lure. When the bridge fails
to operate on all positions of the terminal-selector
switch, use the following procedures:

a. Set terminal selector to CAL.
b. Disconnect the detector and measure the re

sistance from center to outer conductor of the bridge
DETECTOR terminal.

(1) On any of the D MAX positions of the D MAX
G MAX switch (SI01), the measured resistance
should be greater than 10 megohms. Much lower
resistance indicates shorts in the bridge wiring,
capacitors, resistance decades associated with
SI02-S105, or switch SI13.
(2) On any of the G MAX switch positions the
resistance should be 100 kilohms. Much higher
resistance indicates an open circuit in switch SI13
or in the wiring between R246 and the DETECT
OR terminal.
c. When the resistance at the DETECTOR termi

nal is low, measure this resistance with D MAX at
0.01 and with the four D decades set first at 0000 and
then at XOoo.

(1) If the measured resistance remains low, the
short is between the resistors on decade switch
S102 and the terminal. Test decade resistors by
the procedures of para. 6.2.4.2 or 6.6.
(2) If the measured resistance increases by about
1000 ohms, the short is on the capacitor side of
the resistor RN (see Figure 4-13) from the common
side of all capacitors and trimmers to ground.

d. Measure the resistance between ground and
any of the adjusting screws of the trimmer capacitors,
which can be reached through the holes under the slid
ing panel (F,igure 6-2).

e. Set the D decades first at 0000 and then at
XOOO. If the resistance is low and increases, the
short is on the detector side of resistor RN ; if the
resistance remains low, the short is on the capacitor
side.

7.5.3.2 Two-Terminal Failure. When the bridge fails
to operate with the terininal selector set at 2 TERMI
NAL but operates normally in the CAL, 3 TERM and
3 TERMINAL positions, test for short circuits across
the DETECTOR terminal with the following procedure:

a. Measure the resistance from center to outer
conductor of the bridge DETECTOR terminal, with the
terminal selector set at 2 TERMINAL.

(1) On any of the D MAX positions of the D
MAX-G MAX switch, the resistance should be
1 megohm.
(2) On any of the G MAX positions, the resist
ance should be 90· kilohms.
Much lower resistance indicates a short between
the tlVO bridge shields that are separated only in
2 TERMINAL measurements (see Figure 3-5).
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b. Remove case from bridge (refer to para. 7.6.2),
and measure resistance. If case removal eliminates the
the short, it is produced by contact between case or
panel and the inner shielding enclosure or subpanel.
For example, a screw that attaches an end frame to the
case may protrude far enough to contact the inner shield.
If the short remains when the case is removed, the
short may be between the two shields, around the
primary of T101, or in trimmer capacitor C20t Unsolder
appropriate leads to isolate these components and test
for shorts.

7.5.4 LEVER-SWITCH FAILURE. When a lever switch
does not operate properly in the tests of para. 6.2.4.1
and 6.2.4.2 but no short circuits are indicated by the
tests of para. 7.5.2.2, there is probably an open circuit
in the switch contacts or leads. Test the suspected
switch by the following procedures:

a. Remove bridge case (refer to para. 7.6.2)
inner shielding enclosure (para. 7.6.3), and D-G control
enclosure (7.6.4), for access to switch contacts and
leads.

b. Test with ohmmeter for any lack of contact
between printed rotor take-off strip (on side of printed
board marked 1615-0700) through the moving arms to
each fixed contact strip on the opposite side of the
board as the switch is rotated. Check alignment of
fixed and moving contacts (refer to para. 7.8.3).

c. Test with ohmmeter for any lack of contact
between the printed rotor take-off strip and the terminal
of the corresponding trimmer capacitor (ClO4-Cll1) to
which it should be connected through Sl12. (Refer to
circuit diagram of Figure 7-6.)

7.5.5 IMPEDANCES AT BRIDGE TERMINALS.

7.5.5.1 GENERATOR Terminals. To test transformer
T101 for defects, such as core damage, not revealed by
the dc tests, measure the ac impedance at the GEN
ERATOR terminals by the following procedure:

a. Connect to the GENERATOR terminals of the
bridge an ac impedance bridge, such as the Type 1650-A.
Impedance Bridge.

b. Measure at these terminals the inductance of
the transformer primary at 1 kc. The normal inductance
is of the order of 300-400 mh and varies with the vol
tage used in measurement. The Q is of the order of
2 to 3.

An inductance much lower than normal can result
from a short across any section of the transformer wind
ings or from magnetic saturation of the core by any
large direct current through the windings. To demag
netize the core, apply to the primary winding a 1-kc
signal of about 20 volts and slowly reduce the applied
voltage to zero.

7.5.5.2 DETECTOR Terminals~ To test the total bridge
capacitance connected across the detector for major
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defects, measure the ac impedance at the DETECTOR
terminals by the following procedures:

a. Connect to the DETECTOR terminal of the
bridge an ac impedance bridge, such as the Type 1650-A
Impedance Bridge.

b. Measure at 1 kc the capacitance at this termi
nal. Typical values for a normal Type 1615-A bridge for
the three D MAX switch positions are given in Table
7-1.

TABLE 7-1
TYPICAL READINGS AT DETECTOR TERMINALS

OF TYPE 1615-A

D MAX Setting Capacitance Dissipation Factor

0.01 1.76 ·nf <'0.001

0.1 16,1 nf <0.001

1 159 nf <0.001

Do not use these measured capacitances for an
accurate calibration of the capacitance (CN + Co) that
determines bridge dissipation factor (see Figure 4-13).
These terminal capacitances include wiring capacitance
of the order of 200 pf that is not a part of (CN + CD)'

When capacitance can be measured, but the meas
ured value differs greatly from the normal capacitance,
the trouble is probably an open circuit in one of the
larger standard capacitors (C100-C102), in one of the
dissipation-factor capacitors (C201-C203), or in the
switch S101.

7.6 DISASSEMBLY.

7.6.1 PART LOCATION. Replaceable assemblies and
detail parts are identified by reference designator in
Figures 7-1 through 7-5. Descriptions of electrical parts
are given in re ference-designator order in the parts list
in this section. Both the illustrations and the parts list
are referenced in the same manner to the complete cir
cuit schematic, Figure 7-6.

7.6.2 CASE REMOVAL. To remove the case:
a. Remove two screws at top edge, two screws

at bottom edge, four screws at left edge, and four
screws at right edge of panel.

b. Place bridge panel gently on padded surface
and lift case with attached end frames upward and
away from the panel, to which all components remain
attached.

7.6.3 INNER SHIELD REMOVAL. To remove the bridge
inner shielding enclosure for access to most of the
wiring of the transformers, the capacitance decade
switches (S106-S111), the C MAX switch (SI12), and
the MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY•.. switch (S114)
(see Figure 7-2):
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Figure 7-2. Interior (bottom, left view) of Type 1615-A with sbields removed.

a. Remove case (para. 7.6.2).
b. Remove the ten screws along the enclosure

edges next to the bridge subpanel.
c. Lift enclosure away from the subpanel.

7.6.4 D-G CONTROL SHIELD REMOVAL. To remove
the shielding enclosure of the D-G controls for access
to the decade switches (5102-5105) and the attached
decade resistors (R201-R240), to D-G MAX switch 5101,
to D-range capacitors (C201-C203 and C205-C207), G
resistors (R245-R246) (see Figure 7-3):

a. Remove case (para. 7.6.2) and inner shield
(para. 7.6,3).

b. Remove three screws along the enclosure
edges next to the subpanel and one screw on the en
closure side opposite the bridge panel.

c. Lift enclosure with care away from the sub·
panel, to which all components remain attached.

7.6.5 TERMINAL SELECTOR SHIELD REMOVAL. To
remove the shielding enclosure of the terminal selector

TIOI

C205

SUB
PANEL

SWITCH
DETENT BALL

DETENT POSITION
ADJUST

TI02 C202 C201 C203

Figure 7-3. Interior (bottom, right viewl of Type 1615·A with shields removed.
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switch (SI13) for access to the wiring of the first two
wafers (see Figure 7.4):

a. Remove case (para. 7.6.2) and inner shield
(para. 7.6.3).

b. Unsolder the three wires attached to the ex·
posed wafer. Identify wic.es before removal, so that
they can be replaced on correct switch terminals.

c. Remove the two screws from the enclosure
side facing this wafer.

d. Lift enclosure with care away from the sub
panel and over the third wafer.

CAUTION
Do not attempt removal or interior access to the grey
can containing the capacitance standards (C100·C103).
This can is hermetically sealed. It must be returned
with tbe bridge to tbe factory for any repair required.

7.6.6 SHIELDS REQUIRED FOR TEST OPERATION.
During service and maintenance operations, it is often
necessary to use some of the test procedures of Section
6 after the bridge has been partly disassembled. The
importance of the several shielding enclosures is de
scribed in the following as a guide to the measurements
that can be performed with shields removed.

7.6.6.1 Bridge Case. For all measurements with the
terminal selector at 2 TERMINAL position, bridge must
be completely assembled in its case and all shields
installed. All 3-terminal measurements in the other
three positions of the terminal selector can be made
without error with the case removed.

7.6.6.2 Inner Shielding Enclosure. Requirements are
the same as for the case.

7.6.6.3 All Other Control-Shielding Enclosures. The
enclosures are required for all accurate measurements.
Bridge can be balanced with enclosures removed, but
the detector leads are exposed to bridge and external
voltage sources, and large errors may result.

7.7 CONTROL-INDICATOR ALIGNMENT.

7.7.1 REMOVAL OF DRESS PANEL. The engraved
dress panel of the Type 1615-A must be removed to
permit access to the number and decimal-point wheels
and the other front-panel indicators. The procedure is
as follows:

a. Place the instrument with the end frames, or
back wall of the case, flat on the bench so that it is
self-supporting for service, with the front panel hori
zontal and facing up.

b. Remove the four screws along each side of
the front panel.

c. Remove the two Phillips-head screws and
flat washers on the top and bottom edges of the panel.

d. Loosen set screws of S113 and S114 with
3/32-inch Allen wrench and remove knobs from shafts.

e. Remove the two black knobs from the range
switches (5101 and 5112) and the 10 gray knobs from
the balance controls (5102-5111)_ The knobs are kept
in place by internal spring friction clips and may be
pulled straight off the lever bars.

CAPACITANCE
STANDARDS
ASSEMBLY

R243

I
JI03 R244

SI14 SI13 TI02

SHIELD
ENCLOSURE

Figure 7~4. Interior (top view) 0/ Type 1615..A with inner and D-G shields removed.
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f. Remove the trimmer access panel.
g. Life the dress panel away from the instrument.

7.7.2 ALIGNMENT OF TERMINAL-SELECTOR INDI
CATOR. If the indicator disk for the terminal·selector
switch (SI13) becomes loose, the proper circuit. symbols
can be aligned in the window~ by the following pro·
cedures (see Figure 7-5):

a. Remove the instrument dress panel by pro
cedures of para. 7.7.1.

b. Remove the instrument from its case and set
it on the back panel of the inner shield enclosure.

c. Loosen two set screws in hub of disk with
3/32-inch Allen wrench. One screw faces side of bridge
when shaft is set at maximum clockwise (2 TERMI
NAL) position and the other when shaft is rotated 90

0

counterclockwise to a position between 3 TERM and 3
TERMINAL detents.

d. Set shaft to maximum clockwise position.
e. Set disk so that circuit symbols appear as in

Figute 7-5.
f. Tighten set screws, replace dress panel and

check location of symbols in windows.
g. Fasten dress panel in place. Remount case.

7.7.3 ALIGNMENT OF MUL TIPL Y EXT STANDARD
BY... SWITCH. If the indicator disk fot S114 becomes
loose, the numbers can be aligned in the window by the
following procedures (see Figure 7-5):

a. Remove the instrument dress panel by pro
cedures of para. 7.7.1.

SI14
DISK

DECIMAL
POINT
DRIVE

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE

b. Remove the instrument from its case and set
it on the back panel of the inner shield enclosure.

c. Loosen two set screws in the hub of the disk
with 3/32·inch Allen wrench. Set screw faces the side
of the bridge when shaft is set at maximum clockwise
position (number 1 in window) and when shaft is ro
tated 90°, or 3 detent steps counterclockwise (number
0.7 in window).

d. Set shaft to maximum clockwise position.
e. Set disk so that number 1 appears in panel

window.

f. Tighten one set screw, replace dress panel
temporarily, and check alignment of numbers on all
switch positions.

g. Tighten both set screws when alignment IS

correct, and also check tightness of four set screws in
shaft coupler.

h. Replace dress panel. Remount panel.

7.7.4 DECADE NUMBER ALIGNMENT. Align the
number·s of each decade readout in the panel windows
by the following procedures (see Figure 7-5):

a. Remove the dress panel by procedures of para.
7.7.1.

b. Set the lever of the decade switch at the
maximum position away from the operator. The number
X on the number wheel of that decade should appear in
the position directly above the shaft (and in the window
when dress panel is replaced), with a set-screw access
hole between X and -1.

SI13
DISK

SWITCH
DETENTS

SETSCREW
ACCESS (TYPICAL)

NUMBER
WHEEL

DECIMAL
POINT WHEEL

Figure 7-5. Type 1615..A bridge front panel with dress panel removed.
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c. Loosen set screw with 5/64-inchAllen wrench
and adjust number wheel to proper position.

d. Tighten set screw, reposition dress panel tem
porarily, and check alignment in the window of all
numbers on the wheel. Readjust, ifnecessary.

e. Replace dress panel when alignment is com
pleted.

7.7.5 DECIMAL-POINT ALIGNMENT-CAPACITANCE.
Align the six decimal points, positioned in the CAPACI
TANCE readout by the C MAX control, by the following
procedure (see Figure 7-5);

a. Remove the dress panel by procedures of
para. 7.7.1.

b. Set C MAX control to the maximum position
toward the operator (10 pF position). On the first deci
mal-point wheel at the left, the red bar should be cen
tered directly above the shaft (and in the window when
the dress panel is replaced), with a set-screw access
hole visible.

c. Loosen set screw with a 5/64-inch Allen
wrench to adjust the wheel to the proper position.

d. Tighten screw, reposition dress panel tem
porarily, and check alignment of the red dot in the
window.

e. Move C MAX control in succession to the
other five positions and adjust the corresponding
wheels from left to right, so that the decimal point
progresses from left to right and finally appears in the
window nearest the C MAX control when that switch is
in the maximum position away from the operator (1 f1-F
position).

f. Replace the dress panel when alignment is
completed.

7.7.6 DECIMAL-POINT ALIGNMENT - D-G. Align the
three decimal points, positioned in the D-G readout by
the D MAX-G MAX control, by the following ptocedure
(see Figure 7-5);

a. Remove the dress panel (refer to para. 7.7.1).
b. Set the D MAX control to the maximum posi

tion away from the operator (1 position). On the right
wheel, (next to the first number wheel), the red bar
should be centered directly above the shaft (and in the
window when the dress panel is replaced), with a set
screw access hole next to the bar on the side toward
the operator.

c. Loosen the set screw with a 5/64-inch Allen
wrench to adjust the wheel to the proper position.

d. Tighten screw, reposition dress panel tem
porarily, and check alignment of the red dot in the
window.

e. Move the D MAX control to the next (0.1) posi
tion and adjust, in the same way, the wider center
wheel, so that the red bar with the set screw next to it
(on the side toward tbe operator) is centered directly
above the shaft.
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f. Move the D MAX control to the third (0.01)
position and adjust, in the same way, the left wheel
so that the red bar with the set screw next to it (on the
side toward th~ operator) is centered directly above
the shaft.

g. Check, with the panel temporarily replaced,
that a red decimal point appears in the second, first,
first, and second windows for the four G MAX positions
of the control in this order; +0.1, +0.01, -0.01, -0.1 f1-U,

NOTE
The adjustments made on the D MAX positions

also align correctly the G MAX decimal poi nts.

h. Replace the dress panel when alignment IS

correct.

7.7.7 C MAX AND D-G MAX CONTROL ALIGNMENT.
Align the indexing of the black knobs on the C MAX or
the D MAX-G MAX controls with the adjacent panel en
graving by the following procedure (see Figure 7-5);

a. Remove the case (para. 7.6.2).
b. Remove the inner shielding enclosure (para.

7.6.3) for access to the gears that connect the C MAX
lever to switch S1l2.

c. Remove also the D-G c~ntrol enclosure (para.
7.6.4) for access to the gears that connect the D MAX
G MAX lever to switch $101.

d. Set the shaft of rotary switches S1l2 or SlOl
to maximum counterclockwise position.

e. Loosen (with a 3/32-inch Allen wrench) the
two set screws in the hub of the brass gear on the
switch shaft.

f. Set the black knob on the C MAX lever in line
with the 10 pF engraving, or the D-G MAX lever in line
with the engraved 1 at the D MAX end, and tighten set
screws.

g. Move th-e knob to all other positions, check the
alignment and readjust for best alignment on all posi
tions.

h. Replace shields and cabinet.

7.8 LEVER-SWITCH MAINTENANCE.

7.8.1 CONTACT NOISE. Noisy or erratic detector de
flection in the operation of the bridge is usually the
result of corrosion or dirt accumulation on the contacts
of the decade switches (SI02-S111). In normal use, the
contacts have a self-cleaning action, so deterioration
is most evident after the bridge has been idle for an
exteltded period. As a first remedy for noisy contacts,
move the switches back and forth several times over
their full range.

If the trouble persists, clean and lubricate the
contacts by the following procedure (see Figure 7-2);



a. Remove bridge case (para. 7.6.2), inner shield
enclosure (para. 7.6.3), and D-G control enclosure
(para. 7.6.4) for access to switch contacts.

b. Remove dirt and old lubricant with a cloth or
pipe cleaner moistened with clean solvent, such as
alcohol, naphtha, trichlorethylene.

c. Lubricate the contacts liberally with a non
corrosive lubricant, such as Lubrico H-lOl (Master
Lubricant Co., Philadelphia, Pa.), or vaseline.

NOTE
A dark track left by the moving contacts on the

printed board is normal and is not an indication of ex
cessive contact wear.

7.8.2 LEVER-SWITCH DETENT ADJUSTMENT (refer
also to switch test procedure of para. 6.3.4). To test
and adjust torque of detents on the decade lever
switches (SlO2-S11 1), use the following procedures
(see Figure 7-3):

a. Remove bridge case for access to detent
mechani~m (para. 7.6.2).

b. Remove inner shield enclosure for access to
contacts of the six CAPACITANCE decade switches
(para. 7.6.3).

c. Remove shielding enclosure of D-G controls
for access to contacts of the four D-G decade switches
(para. 7.6.4).

d. Loosen the two 1/4-inch hex-head screws on
the side of the switch brackets so that the mounting
block and attached spring and ball can be pivoted
around the screw nearer the subpanel with finger pres
sure.

e. Adjust spring tension for desired detent feel
by in-or-out motion of mounting block, and retighten
both screws. Check contact alignment.

f. Check that the force is not excessive at both
end positions (where readout is X or -1) of the CAP..f\O
TANCE switches (Sl06-Sl11), and at the maximum end
(where readout is X) of the D-G switches (Sl02-Sl05).

NOTE
The detent bumps on the switch disk provide in

creased detent force, so that these positions can be
identified by the feel of the detent action.

g. Lubricate detent ball with Lubrico H-lOl or
equivalent.

7.8.3 LEVER-SWITCH CONTACT ALIGNMENT. Paired
rotor contacts are used on all lever swit.ches so that
the switch circuit is never completely open. On the
CAPACITANCE decade switches (SlO6-Sl11) a shorter
contact arm is connected to a longer contact arm through
a resistor of 100 kilohms. As the rotor moves out of a
detent position, the shorter arm makes contact with a
fixed contact strip before the longer arm loses contact;
thus the transformer windings are never completely
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shorted during switch operation. On the D-G decade
switches (Sl02-Sl05) the two arms are directly con
nected to provide a shorting switch, so that the circuit
of the resistance decades is never opened by switch
operation.

To adjust switch contacts so that moving contact
arm is aligned with a fixed contact strip when switch is
in a detented position (see Figure 7-3):

a. Loosen the two Phillips-head screws that
clamp the spring to the mounting block, just enough so
that the spring can slide up and down behind the block.

b. Set the detent ball in one of the "valleys"
and move the position of the spring so that the contact
point of the longer of the two rotor arms is centered on
the corresponding fixed contact strip on the printed
board. The contact on the shorter arm should be centered
in the insulated gap between strips.

c. Tighten the screws.
d. Check the alignment on all fixed contact

strips and readjust as required.

NOTE
This adjustment of alignment should not alter the

detent spring force.

e. Reset the alignment of readout numbers in the
panel windows, if req.uired, after switch-contact realign
ment, by the procedures of para. 7.7.

7.9 DECADE·RESISTOR CALIBRATION.

NOTE
Refer first to para. 6.6 for procedures that do not

require bridge disassembly.

The accuracy of factory calibration of the four
RN decades is ±0.05% for the lOO-ohm resistors (R20l
R21O) and the la-ohm resistors (R211-R220); ±0.15% for
the I-ohm resistors (R22l-R230); ±0.5% for the O.l-ohm
resistors (R23l-R240). To calibrate the resistors, use
the following procedures:

a. Remove the bridge case (para. 7.6.2), the inner
shielding enclosure (para. 7.6.3), and the D-G control
enclosure (para. 7.6.4) for access to the resistors.

b. Measure each resistor at its leads with a dc
bridge of sufficient accuracy (see Figure 7-3).

c. Replace resistors that are out of calibration.

7.10 ADJUSTMENT OF D MAX RANGES.
Refer to para. 6.5 for dissipation-factor cali

bration procedures and to para. 6,6 for decade-resistor
calibration procedures. When the decade resistors are
accurate but the error of the D reading of the bridge, on
one or more of the positions of the D MAX control
(SlDl), exceeds the tolerable limit. adjust the bridge
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D control components to reduce the error by the follow
ing procedures:

a. Remove the bridge case (para. 7.6.2), the
inner shielding enclosure (para. 7.6.3), and the D-G
control enclosure (para. 7.6.4) for access to the 0
range trimming capacitors, C205-C207. See Figure 7-3.

NOTE
The enclosure of the D·G controls must be re

moved for adjustment of trimmers but replaced during
all calibration measurements.

b. Use the calibration procedures of para. 6.5
to connect and measure the standard of dissipation
factor appropriate to the D MAX range that shows the
error.

c. Adjust trimmer capacitors to make error in
bridge reading 00 greater than ±(O.1% of the measured
value + 0.000 01) at 1000 cps.
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(1) For D MAX at 0.01, adjust the variable ca
pacitor C207. If the range is not adequate, replace
the mica capacitor C203 with one of smaller or
larger capacitance. Be sure the shielding en
closure is replaced before measurements are
made, so that the stray capacitances to shield
are included in this calibration. Some trial and
error will be required for accurate adj ustment of
C207 unless a hole is cut in the enclosure to
permitadjustment while the enclosure is attached.
(2) For D MAX at 0.1, adjust the capacitance by
the connection, or removal, of small mica capaci
tors (C206) in parallel with C201 (0. o143-j.1J).
Add a capacitor of about 16 pf to reduce the
bridge D reading by 0.1%.
(3) For D MAX at 1, adjust the capacitance by
the connection, or removal, of small mica capaci
tors (C205) in parallel with C202 (0. 15S-j.1J). Add
a padding capacitor of about 160 pf to reduce the
bridge D reading by Q1%.
d. Reassemble the bridge and recheck the cali

bration.



PARTS LIST

REF DESIG DESCRIPTION PART NO.

R20l RESISIDR UNIT, (IDl}
thru 100-ohm windings 1615-2290
R210 each ±0.05%.

R211 RESISIDR UNIT, (IOl}
thru lO-ohm windings, 1615-2291
R220 each ±0.05%.

R221 RESISIDR UNIT, (IO}
thru I-ohm windings, 1615-2292
R230 each ±0.15%.

R231 RESISIDR UNIT, (ID}
thru OJ-ohm windings, 1615-2293
R240 each ±1%.

R241 RESISTOR, Composition, (6) lOOk ±5% 1/4w 6099-4105
R242 RESISTOR, Composition, 3.3M ±5% 1/2w 6100-5105
R243 RESISTOR, Composition, lOOk, ±5% 1/2w 6100-4105
R244 POTENTIOMETER, Composition, 50-ohms. ±1O% 6000-0050
R245 RESISTOR, Film,100k,±0.5% 1/4w 6351-3100
R246 RESISTOR, Film,lOOk, ±0.5% 1/4w 6351-3100
R247 Factory adjustment

CIOO CAPACITOR,lOOOpf 1615-2140
ClOl CAPACITOR,lOOpf 1615-2150
C102 CAPACITOR, lOp f 1615-2160
C103A CAPACITOR,lpf
C103B CAPACITOR, 0.1 P f 1615-2100
C103C... CAPACITOR,O.01pf
C104 CAPACITOR, 0.005-0.5pf 1615-2120
C105 CAPACITOR, 0.005-0.5pf 1615-2120
C106 CAPACITOR,0.0005-0.05pf 1615-2110
C107 CAPACITOR, 0.0005-0.05pf 1615-2110
C108 CAPACITOR,0.0005-0.05pf 1615-2110
C109 CAPACITOR,0.00005-0.005pf 1615-2130
ClIO CAPACITOR, 0.00005-0.005 P f 1615-2130
cm CAPACITOR, 0.00005-0.005 P f 1615-2130
C201 CAPACITOR,0.01430l-lf 0505-4023
C202 CAPACITOR, 0.15761lf 0505-4024
C203 240 pf ±10% 500 4620-1240
C204 0.005-0.5pf 1615-2120
C205 Factory adjustment
C206 Factory adjustment
C207 8-5Opf 4910-1170

J101 BINDING POST, Metal top 4040-0100
J102 BINDING POST, Insulated top 4060-0100
J103 BINDING POST, Insulated top 4060-0100
J104 CONNECTOR, Coaxial 0874-4170
J105 CONNECTOR, Coaxial 0874-4170
J106 CONNECTOR, Coaxial 0874-4170
J107 CONNECTOR, Coaxial 0874-4170
J108 CONNECTOR, Coaxial 0874-4170
J109 BINDING POST, Metal top 4060-0700
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PARTS liST (cant)

JIlO BINDING POST, Insulated top 4060-0700
Jll1 BINDING POST, Insulated top 4060-2610

SIOl SWITCH, Rotary 7890-2800
S102 SWITCH, Rotary 1615-3040
S103 SWITCH, Rotary 1615-3040
S104 SWITCH, Rotary 1615-3040
S105 SWITCH, Rotary 1615-3040
S106 SWITCH, Rotary 1615-3030
S107 SWITCH, Rotary 1615-3030
S108 SWITCH, Rotary 1615-3030
S109 SWITCH, Rotary 1615-3030
SIlO SWITCH, Rotary 1615-3030
Slll SWITCH, Rotary 1615-3030
SIl2 SWITCH, Rotary 7890-2810
SIl3 SWITCH, Rotary 7890-2820
SIl4 SWITCH. Rotary 7890-2830

TIOl TRANSFORMER, Toroid 1615-3100
T102 TRANSFORMER, Toroid 1615~3090



UNKNOWN

Rotary switch sections are shown as viewed from the
panel end of the shaft. The first digit of the contact
number refers to the section. The section nearest
the panel is 1, the next section back is 2, etc. The
next two digits refer to the contact. Contact 01 is
the first position clackw1se fr om a strut screw (usu
ally the screw above the locating key), and the other
contacts are numbered sequentially (02, 03, 04, etc),
proceedi ng clockwi se around the section. A suffix
For R indicates that the contact is on the front or
rear of the section, respectively.
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Figure 7-6. Complete circuit diagram lor Type 1615-A Capacitance Bridge.

See also Figures 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 4-12, 4-13, 4-15, 4-17, and 6.1. 71



TYPE 874 COAXIAL COMPONENTS

TYPE 874 ADAPTORS

TO TYPE 874-

BNC plug QBJA
QBJL*

jack QBPA

C plug QCJA
QCJU

jack QCP

HN plug QHJA
jack QHPA

LC plug QLJA
QLPA

LT plug QLTJ
jack QLTP

Microdot plug QMDJ
QMDJL*

jack QMDP

N plug QNJA
QNJL*

jack QNP

SC plug QSCJ
(Sandia) QSCJL*

jack QSCP

TNC plug QTNJ
QTNJL*

jack QTNP

UHF plug QUJ
QUJL*

jack QUP

UHF 7/8-in. QUIA
50-0 l-5/8-in. QU2
Air Line 3-1/8-in. QU3A

*Locking Type 874 Connector.

Example: To connect Type 874 to a
Type N jack, order Type 874-QNP.

TYPE 874 CABLE CONNECTORS

CONNECTOR CABLE PANEL PANEL PANEL

TYPE CABLE LOCKING FLANGED LOCKING LOCKING
RECESSED

874-A2 -CA -CLA -PBA -PLA -PRLA
RG-8A/U
RG-9B/U
RG-lOA/U
RG-87A/U

~
RG-1l6/U

:c RG-156/U
0 RG-165/U0
'" RG-166/U

RG-2l3/U
RG-2l4/U
RG-2l5/U
RG-225/U -C8A -CL8A -PBBA -PL8A -PRL8A
RG-227/U
RG-llA/U

Vl
RG-12A/U

w ~
RG-13A/U

c.. :c RG-63B/U
>- 0
f- 0 RG-79B/U

'" RG-89/Uw i
...J 0 RG-144/U

'"
:z: RG-146/U« RG-149/Uu

RG-2l6";Uw
...J 874-A3

'" RG-29/U« RG-55/Uu- (Series)...J
~c.. :c RG-58/U -C58A -CL58A -PB58A -PL58A -PRL58Ac.. 0 (Series)« 0
'" RG-14IA/U

RG-142A/U
RG-159/U
RG-223/U

~ RG-59/.U
:c RG-62/U

~ (Series) -C62A -CL62A -PB62A -PL62A -PRL62A
i RG-71B/U
0 RG-140/U
:z:

RG-2l0/U
~ RG-17~/y:c
q RG-188/U
0 RG-316/U -C174A -CL174A'" -PB174A -PL174A -PRL174A
~ RG-16l/U

:z::c RG-187/U00
:z:o RG-179/U

'"

Example: For a locking cable connector for RG-8A/U, order
Type 874-CL8A.

OTHER COAXIAL ELEMENTS

TYPE 874- TYPE 874-

A2 50 0 cable (low loss) LR radiating line
A3 500 cable LTL trombone constant-Z line
D20L, D50L 20-, 50-cm adjustable stubs ML component mount
EL, EL- L 90· ell MB coupling probe
F185L l85-Mc low-pass filter MR, MRL mixer-rectifier
F500L 500-Mc low-pass filter R20A, R20LA patch cord, double coax
FlOOOL lOOO-Mc low-pass filter R22A, R22LA patch cord, double coax
F2000L 2000- Mc low-pass filter R33 patch cord, single coax
F4000L 4000-Mc low-pass filter R34 patch cord, single coax
G3, G3L T,TL tee
G6,G6L [3-,6-,10-, & 20-db UBL balun
GlO, GlOL attenuators VCL variable capacitor
G20, G20L VI voltmeter indicator
GAL adjustable attenuator VQ,VQL voltmeter detector
HSOOL isolator VR,VRL voltmeter rectifier
HlOOOL isolator WlOO 100-0 termination
H2000L isolator W200 200- 0 termination

JR rotary joint W50, W50L 50-0 termination
K,KL coupling capacitor WN, WN3 short-circuit terminations
LlO, LlOL

~O-, 20-,.&30-cm rigid
WO, W03 open-circuit terminations

L20, L20L X insertion unit
L30, L30L air lines XL series inductor
LAL 33 - 58 cm adjustable line y cliplock
LKIOL, LK20L constant-Z adjustable lines Z stand

Cm{l'IEcTOR ASSEMBLY TOOLS

TYPE 874- FUNCTION

TOK Tool Kit
T058 Crimping Tool
T08 Crimping Tool

MISCELLANEOUS COAXIAL CONNECTORS

CONNECTOR TYPE USED
TYPE NO. WITH

Basic 874-B 50-ohm
Air Line

Basic 874-BL 50-ohm
Locking Air Line

Panel 874-PLT Wire Lead
Locking

Panel 874-PRLT Wire Lead
Locking
Recessed

Panel 874-PFL Type 874
Locking Patch Cords
Feedthrough

L suffix indicates locking Type 874 Connector.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS, REFER TO THE GENERAL RADIO CATALOG.



APPENDIX A

(Accessory for the Type 1615-A Capac itance Bridge)

RANGE-EXTENSION

Type 1615-Pl

APPENDIX A

CAPACITOR

DESCRIPTION

The Type 161S·Pl Range-Extension Capacitor
contains a hermetically-sealed, silvered-mica, 10,000
pf capacitor, equivalent in quality to the O.Ol·,uf Type
1409-L Standard Capacitor. Both capacitor terminals
are General Radio Type 874 coaxial connectors, insu
lated from the case; they plug directly into the EXT
STANDARD tetminals 01 the Type 161S-A Capacitance
Bridge. A variable trimmer capacitor of approximately
30 pE, connected in parallel with the mica capacitor,
can be adjusted with a screwdriver, through a hole in
the case, to set the capacitance to agree with the
bridge standards, for either two- or three-terminal use.

This capacitor extends the range of the Type
1615-A Bridge upward to 11 fJ-f. The bridge, with its
largest standard of 1000 pf and largest transformer ratio
of 1000:1, can measure unknown capacitors up to

RESIDUALS

I2.P~ ~43pt
TYPE 1615~PI"' . "' 10,000pt

TRIMMER
MULTIPLY EXT
STANOARO BY.

i --f MICA -c

y ¥
I~e- LJ STANO,ll.RO '.

;.... J 6 decades e C~'l0," -
~ I 1.- _~~O~~f~~ ·
;-. ... ____ 1 ~ ___ ~: ·;.....0,5... ----- -' ., . . . .

~
E:~~:~~~----;~; 0 4 oecade.

~gl , 0.0001 ptl

~ i.....:2.1 ~DET

0.001 ,
TERMINAL TERMINAL

~O_OI ·
~O.I

,
- , UNKNOWN

>-------i..-

Figure 1. Elementary schematic diagram of Type 1615 ..A
Capacitance Bridge with Type 1615..Pl Range-Extension
Capacitor installed for two-terminal measurements.

l.llllO 1-'1. When the IO,OOO-pl Type 161S-PI capaci
tor is connected as an external standard, as shown in
Figure 1, the range of the bridge is extended con
tinuously through another decade to 11.11110 fJ-f.

When the capacitor is plugged into the bridge
EXT STANDARD terminals, the H terminal is con
nected to the transformer taps through the rotary MUL
TlPLY EXT STANDARD BY switch to ptovide a 1-1-'1
per-step seventh decade of capacitance adjustment
above the six decades provided by the lever-switch
balance controls. The L terminal of the capacitor is
automatically grounded by the bridge to provide a two
terminal external standard when the bridge terminal
selector sw.itch is set to the 2 TERMINAL position.

The Type 1615-Pl capacitor is adjusted at the
factory to 10,000 pf ±1 pf at 23 ±1 C, when added to a
production Type 1615·A bridge as a two-terminal ex
ternal standard. The capacitance will vary with tem
perature, typically +35 ±10 ppm/oC. The two-terminal
capacitance may change as much as a few picofarad
when used on different Type 1615-A bridges because
of variations in bridge-terminal and -wiring capaci
tances. The capacitance can, however, be quickly cali
brated or adjusted to high precision for a particular
bridge or for a particular temperature by the proce
dures described below. The three-terminal capacitance
will be, typically, 9982 pf when the trimmer has been
adjusted for two-terminal use.

NOTE

Although the Type 16IS-PI is litted with
the coaxial connectors usually associated
with three-terminal capacitors, it is nor
mally used as a two-terminal capacitor
when connected to the Type 1615-A bridge
to extend the range to 10 j.Lf.

2 OPERATING PROCEDURES
(Refer to Operating Instructions for Type 1615-A Ca
pacitance Bridge.)

2.1 RANGE EXTENSION ON TYPE 1615-A.
a. Set the Type 1615-A bridge terminal-selector

switch to the 2 TERMINAL position.
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b. Plug the Type 1615-P1 capacitor carefully into
the EXT STANDARD coaxial terminals of the bridge,
with the Hand L terminals of the capacitor connected
to the Hand L terminals of the bridge, respectively.

c. Connect the capacitor to be measured to the H
and L UNKNOWN binding posts. (The L post is con
nected to the GND post.)

d. Balance the bridge.
1. For capacitance:

Set the C MAX control on the appropriate
range (usually 1 j.1f). Adjust the MULTIPLY
EXT STANDARD BY. . . switch for the first
decade of C balance and the six CAPACI
TANCE controls for the subsequent decades.

2. For loss:
Set the G MAX control on the appropriate
range, + or -. Adjust the four CONDUCT
ANCE controls for balance.

NOTE

The D MAX ranges may be used for balance
in special cases when the G MAX range is
not adequate. For computation of C and G
when D MAX controls ate used, see Type
1615-A bridge operating instructions.

e. Record the bridge readings of C and G.
f. The capacitance and conductance of the unknown

are:
1. Capacitance: The unknown capacitance in

picofarads is the capacitance of the Type
1615·P1 external standard (multiplied by the
reading of the MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD
BY... dial and by the factor M) plus the ca
pacitance inaicated by the six bridge CA
PACITANCE readout dials, with decimal
point as indicated.

Example: C MAX set at 1 j.1f (M =1000)
MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY ..
dial reads 0.3
CAPACITANCE dials read 002140. pf
Capacitance of Type 1615-P1 is
10,000.00 pf.

Cx = 10 000.00 (0.3 x 1000) + 002140. =

3" 002 140 pf = 3.002 140 j.1f

NOTE

It is convenient and correct to read the fig
ures (0.1, 0.2, etc) in the window of the
MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY. . . switch
as the first digit of 1, 2, .. etc, j.1f in the
capacitance readout. Care must be taken,
however, to interpret the figure 1 in the
window as 10 or X in the readout, not as 1.

2. Conductance: The unknown conductance in
micromhos is the conductance of the Type

1615-P1 external standard (multiplied by the
reading of the MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD
BY... dial and by the factor M) plus the con
ductanceindicated by the four bridge CON
DUCTANCE readout dials (multiplied by the
factor M).

Example: C MAX set at 1 j.1f (M = 1000)
MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY...
dial reads 0.3
CONDUCTANCE dials read .00420 p7J
Conductance of Type 1615-P1 is
.00478 p7J

Gx =.00478 (0.3 x 1000) + .00420 (1000)

=5.63 j.17J

3. Dissipation Factor: The dissipation factor can
be calculated from the measured C (in farads)
and G (in mhos) and the relation D = G/wC.

Example: For the 3 pf capacitor measured above
at 1000 cps

D = 5.63 x 10-6

6.78 x 10 3 x 3.00 x 10-6

-.2.&. 10- 3 - 000 300- 18.84 x -.

3 CALIBRATION OF TYPE 161S·Pl

3.1 PROCEDURES FOR MEASUREMENT OF CAPACI·
TANCE AND CONDUCTANCE.

a. Set the Type 1615-A terminal-selector switch
to the 2 TERMINAL position.

b. Set the MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY...
switch to O.

c. Plug the Type 1615-P1 capacitor carefully into
the EXT STANDARD coaxial terminals of the bridge,
with the Hand L terminals of the capacitor connected
to the Hand L terminals of the bridge, respectively.

d. Connect to the Hand L UNKNOWN binding posts
of the bridge any capacitor whose capacitance is close
enough to 1000 pf (or to 0.01, 0.1, 1.0 pf) to be bal
anced with the first CAPACITANCE control (extreme
left) set in the X position and with ,the C MAX control
set at 1000 pf (or at the 0.01, 0.1, 1 j.1f position). The
Type 1409-F or Type 1401-D, 1000-pf standard capaci
tors, are convenient to use, since they plug directly
into the binding-post UNKNOWN terminals of the bridge.

e. Balance the bridge with the CAPACITANCE and
CONDUCTANCE controls and with the appropriate G
MAX range. Do not use the D MAX ranges. Use the (-1)
position of CAPACITANCE controls when the capaci
tance of the unknown is less than nominal.

f. After balance has been reached, record the CA
PACITANCE and CONDUCTANCE readings.
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Example: With a Type 1409·F Capacitor as the
unknown,

2. Conductance: The conductance can be cal
culated from the conductance readings ob-

Rxample: C EXT (X01.054 - 001.094)/(0.1 :x: 1)

= 9999.60 pf

NOTE
The external standard C must be multiplied
by the reading of the MULTIPLY EXT
STANDARD BY. .. dial and by the factor
M indicated next to the setting of the C
MAX control.

3. Dissipation Factor: The dissipation factor
can, if needed, be calculated from the meas
ured C and G using the relation D = G/Ct.JC.

Example: With the C and G measured above
at 1000 cps

D = 0.000076

From the calibrated value of capacitance and its
difference from 10,000.00 pf, the value to be used for
the bridge external standard capacitance can be chosen
as follows:

a. If the error in the capacitance is small compared
with the desired accuracy of the bridge measurement
to be made with the Type 1615·P1, use the nominal
capacitance of 10,000.00 pf in the calculation of un
known capacitance. In the example in step j of para
graph 3.1, the error of 40 ppm can be neglected when
the measurement accuracy required is 0.1%, nr even
0.01%. The dial of the MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD
BY. .. switch can then be read directly as the first
capacitance decade of 1 f.lf per step.

b. If the error is too large to neglect:
1. Use the measured value of the Type 1615·P1

capacitance in the calculation of the capaci
tance of the unknown. In the example above,
use 9 999.60... pf.

2. Adjust the trimmer of the Type 1615-P1 to
make the capacitance as close as desired to
10 000.00 pf and reduce the error to a negli
gible value. See paragraph 3.3 for adjustment
procedure.

NOTE

The external standard G must be multiplied
by the reading of the MULTIPLY EXT
STANDARD BY. .. dial and by the factor
M, indicated next to the setting of the C
MAX control.

3.2 CALIBRATION EVALUATION.

tainedin step f for the unknown capacitor,
Gx , and in step i for the difference between
the unknown and the Type 1615·P1, GB • The
relation is:
GEXT [0.1 x (M)] + GB = Gx

Example: GF.XT = (.000864 - .000386)/(.lx 1)
= 0.004 78 f.lU

3.3 ADJUSTMENT OF TYPE 161S·P1.
a. Follow procedure of steps a through g of para

graph 3.1.
b. To complete the balance:

1. Adjust the capacitance with the trimmer of
the Type 1615-P1 Capacitor. Remove the

G = .000864 f.lUC = X01.054 pf

g. Set the MULTIPLY EXT STANDARD BY. ..
switch at 0.1 instead of O. Set the extreme left CA
pACITANCE control at 0 instead. of X. The bridge
should return to a partial balance, because the internal
1000-pf standard has been replaced by 0.1 times the
external 10,000-pf standard.

h. To complete the balance:
1. Adjust the bridge CAPACITANCE controls to

restore balance. Only the last two or three
should need to be moved. The first control
lever must be left at O.

2. Adjust loss with the bridge CONDUCTANCE
and G MAX controls.

i. Record the new readings of C and G.

Example: C= 001.094 pf G = .000386 f.lU

j. The capacitance and conductance values of the
Type 1915-P1 are:

1. Capacitance: The capacitance, C EXT , can
be calculated from the bridge readings of the
unknown capacitance, Cx, (step f) and of
the difference, C B , (step i) between the un
known and the Type 1615-P1. The relation is:
C EXT [0.1 x (M)] +C F =Cx

where M can be 1, 10, 100 or 1000.

A qnick calculation can be made from the usual
small changes in bridge readings in the following man
n~r:

When the bridge C reading in step i is not the
same as the reading of step f (except for the change
from X to 0 in the first figure), the percent change in
the bridge reading is the percent deviation of the Type
1615-P1 from exactly 10 times the internal 1000-pf
standard. If the reading is high, the capacitance of
the Type 1615-P1 is low.

Example: The bridge reads high by (001.094
- 001.054)/1000 = 40 ppm. The capacitance of the Type
1615-P1 is low by 40 ppm; hence

CUT = 9999.60 pf.
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snap-button at the end of the can and rotate
with a screwdriver the exposed slotted shaft
of the trimmer capacitor. The screwdriver
does not have to be insulated, since the shaft
is grounded. DO NOT change the setting of
the bridge CAPACITANCE controls.

2. Adjust the loss with the bridge CONDUCT
ANCE and G MAX controls.

c. Record the new reading of G; the C reading must
be the same, except for the change from X to 0 in the
first· figure.

Example: C =001.054 pf G =.000386 fLU
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d. The calibrated values of the Type 1615-P1 are:
1. Capacitance: The capacitance has been ad

justed to 10 times the capacitance of the
lOOO-pf standard in the bridge and has the
same accuracy, nominally ±0.01%, as that
standard; hence
C EXT = 10 000 pf ±0.01%

2. Conductance: The conductance calculation
is the same as in step j (2) of paragraph 3.1.

3. Dissipation Factor: The dissipation-factor
is the same as in step j (3) of paragraph 3.1.
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APPENDIX B

CAPACITANCE AND RESISTANCE STANDARDS

SPECIFICAliONS

Type 1403 STANDARD AIR CAPACITOR (THR~E·TERMINAL)

Change (percent) in effective direct
capacitance, with frequency, pro

duced by residual inductance.

10 20 50 100•
'"
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10.
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Equivalent circuit showing
direct capacitance, Cd, and
average values of residual
inductance, L, and terminal
capacitances, C. and Cb.

Calibration: A certificate of calibration is supplied with each unit
giving the measured capacitance at 1 kc and at a specified tempera
ture. The measured value is the direct capacitance between shielded
terminals when the capacitor has at least one lead completely shielded
and its case connected to a guard point. This value is obtained by
comparison, to a precision better than ± (0.01 % + 0.00001 pf), with
working standards whose absolute values are known to an accuracy
typically ±0.01 %, determined and maintained in terms of reference
standards periodically certified by the National Bureau of Standards.
Stability: Capacitance change is less than 0.05% per year.
Residual Impedances: See equivalent circuit and plot.
Temperature Coefficient of Direct Capacitance: +30 ± 10 ppm per
degree C between 20 and 70 C.
Terminals: TYPE 874 Coaxial Connectors, which provide complete
shielding of the leads.
Mounting: Aluminum panel and cylindrical case.
Accessories Supplied: Two TYPE 874-C58A Cable Connectors.
Dimensions: Diameter 3 1/16 inches (78 mm), height 4~ inches
(125 mm), over-all.
Net Weight: 1 pound (0.5 kg). Shipping Weight: 4 pounds (1.9 kg).

Nominal Adjustment Dissipation
Type Capacitance Accuracy Peak Volts Factor Code Number

1403-A 1000 pf 0.1% 700 10-5 1403-9701
1403-D 100 pf 0.1% 1500 10-5 1403-9704
1403-G 10 pf 0.1% 1500 10-5 1403-9707

I;, 1403-K 1.0 pf 0.1% 1500 10-5 1403-9711
1403..N 0.1 pf 0.1% 1500 10-5 1403-9714
1403-R 0.01 pf 0.3% 1500 10-5 1403-9718
1403-V 0.001 pf 1.0% 1500 10-5 1403-9722

Type 1404 REFERENCE STANDARD CAPACITOR
Capacitance: Adjusted to within ±5 ppm of nominal value at 23 C
and 1000 cps.
Certificate: A certificate is supplied certifying that the capacitor was
adjusted at 23 C and 1000 cps by comparison, to a precision of ± 1
parts per million, with standards calibrated by the National Bureau
of Standards to an accuracy of ± 20 parts per million.
Stability: Long-term drift is less than 20 parts per million per year.
Maximum change with orientation is 10 ppm, and is completely
reversible.
Temperature coefficient: +2 ± 2 ppm;oC from ':"'20 C to +65 C.
Temperature cycling: For temperature cycling over range from -20 C
to +65 C, hysteresis (retraceable) is less than 20 ppm at 23 C.
Dissipation Factor: Less than 10-5 at 1 kc.

Type

Capacitance to ground: Less than 50 pf from either terminal to ground.
Maximum Voltage: 750 volts peak.
Accessories Supplied: Two TYPE 874-C58A Cable Connectors.
Cabinet: Sealed inner container mounted in outer.lab-bench alu~inum
case. Easily adaptable to oil immersion of inner sealed contamer.
Terminals: Two coaxial, locking TYPE 874; easily convertible to other
types of connectors by attachment of locking adapt?rs. .
Outer shell of one connector is ungrounded to permit capacitor to be
used with external resistor as a dissipation-factor standard.
Dimensions: Width 6%;, height 6%, depth 8 inches (175 by 170 by
205 mm), over~all, including handle.
Net Weight: 8Yz pounds (3.9 kg).
Shipping Weight: 12 pounds (5.5 kg).

Code Number

J404-A
1404-8

Reference Standard Capacitor -1000 pf
Reference Standard Capacitor -100 pf

1404·9701
1404-9702
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Type 1409 STANDARD CAPACITOR

Change in capacitance as a function of fre
quency for typical Type 1409 Capacitors. The l-kc
value on the plot should be used as a basis of refer-

IOke 100ko IMc lOMe toONe ence in estimating frequency errors.
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Accuracy of Adjustment: Within ±0.05% of the nominal capacitance
value (two-termilutl) marked on the case.
Calibration: A certificate of calibration is supplied with each unit,
giving both two- and three-terminal measured capacitances at 1 kc
and at a specified temperature. The measured value is the capacitance
added when the standard is plugged directly into General Radio bind
ing posts. This value is obtained by comparison, to a precision better
than ±0.01 %, with working standards whose absolute values are
known to an accuracy typically ±0.01 %, determined and main
tained in terms of reference standards periodically certified by the
National Bureau of Standards.
Stability: Capacitance change is less than 0.01 % per year.
Temperature Coefficient of Capacitance: +35 ± 10 ppm per degree
Centigrade between 10 and 70 C.
Dissipation Factor: Less than 0.0003 at 1 kc and 23 C (see curves).
Measured dissipation factor at 1000 cps is also given in thf' certificate
to an accuracy of ± 0.00005.
Frequency Characteristics: See typical curves. Values of series induc
tance and series resistance at 1 Me are given in the table. This resis
tance varies as the square root of the frequency for frequencies above
100 kc.

Terminal Capacitance: The capacitance from the H terminal to the
case (0) is of the order of 12-50 pf.

The capacitance from the L terminal (outside foils of capacitor)
to the case is of the order of 300-1300 pf.

Leakage Resistance: 5000 ohm-farads or 100,000 megohms, whichever
is the lesser.

Maximum Voltage: 500 volts peak at frequencies below the limiting
frequencies tabulated below. At high frequencies the allowable volt
age decreases and is inversely proportional to the frequency, approxi
mately. These limits correspond to a temperature rise of 40 degrees
Centigrade for power dissipations of 5, 6, and 7.5 watts for the small,
medium, and large cases, respectively.

Terminals: Two insulated jack"top terminals, plus jack-top terminal
and ground strap. Removable plugs screw into the terminal bottoms;

Mounting: Cast aluminum cases with rubber feet.

Dimensions:'Small case, 3U by 4 by 2 inches (85 by 105 by 50 mm);
medium case, 3U by 4 by 211/16 inches (85 by 105 by 70 mm);
large case, 3U by 5% by 211/16 inches (85 by 145 by 70 mm)
over-all.

Nominal
Capaci- Maximum Frequency Series Resistance

tance Peak Limit/or Inductance in Ohms Net Shipping
Type ,./ Volts Max Volts ,.h at 1 Mc Weight Weight Code Number

1409·F 0.001 500 4.7 Mc 0.050 0.02 llt1 Ib (0.6 kg) 3 Ib (1.4 kg) 1409-9706
1409.G 0.002 500 2.7 Mc 0.050 0.02 llt1 Ib (0.6 kg) 3 Ib (1.4 kg) 1409-9707
1409.K 0.005 500 1.3 Mc 0.050 0.02 1 14 Ib (0.6 kg) 3 Ib (1.4 kg) 1409-9711
1409·L 0.01 500 750 kc 0.050 0.02 llt1 Ib (0.6 kg) 3 Ib (1.4 kg) 1409-9712
1409.M 0.02 500 430 kc 0.050 0.02 llt1 Ib (0.6 kg) 3 Ib (1.4 kg) 1409-9713
1409.R 0.05 500 210 kc 0.055 0.02 llt1 Ib (0.6 kg) 3 Ib (1.4 kg) 1409-9718
1409.T 0.1 500 120 kc 0.055 0.02 llt1 Ib (0.6 kg) 3 Ib (1,4 kg) 1409-9720
1409·U 0.2 500 70 kc 0.055 0.02 llt1 Ib (0.6 kg) 3 Ib (1.4 kg) 1409-9721
1409·X· 0.5 500 35 kc 0.055 0.02 1* Ib 10.8 kg) 4 Ib (1.9 kg) 1409-9724
1409·yt 1.0 500 17 kc 0.070 0.03 2Y2 Ib (1.1 kg) 4 Ib (1.9 kg) 1409-9725

• Mounted in medium case. t Mounted in large case.

Type 1419 DECADE CAPACITORS
TYPE 1419·A I

NUMBER 1419·B 1419·K 1419·M
Type 980 Decades Used A I B C I 0 F I G I H L M N
Capacitance per Step (,.f) 0.1 I 0.01 0.001 I 0.0001 0.1 I 0.01 I 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.001
Dielectric POlystyrene Mica Paper Mica Mica

1.110
1.110Maximum Capacitance of Box (,.f) I 1.1110 1.110

, .. 37
35o u 2·terminal I 50 41uc_

f .~:i 15.. u 3-terminal 13 16Ng, I 20
DC Cap/l-kc Cap <1.001 Typically 1.03
Terminals Three Type 938 Binding Posts with grouriding link
Cabinet Lab bench

13 by 4~6 by 5 inches I
Over-all Dimensions

(330 by 110 by 130 mm) 14 Y. by 5 Y2 by 6 inches 14Y. by 5Y2 by 6 Inches
16~6 by 4~6 by 5 inches (359 by 140 by 153 mm) (359 by 140 by 153 mm)
(415 by 110 by 130 mm)

Net Weight 8% Ib (3.8 kg) 10 Y2 Ib (4.8 kg) 11 1tI Ib (5.1 kg) 6 1tI Ib (2.9 kg)
Shipping weight 10 Ib (4.6 kg) 11 Ib (5 kg) 12 Ib (5.5 kg) 7 Ib (3.2 kg)
Code Number 1419-9701 1419-9702 1419-9711 1419-9713
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APPENDIX B

Type 1422 PRECISION CAPACITOR
'0" ,----r--rr..---,

-s
'0 ,----r--T7T-r--,

Variation with frequency of effective capacitance and dissipation factor
per pf of capacitance for two-terminal Type 1422 Precision Capacitors.

Dissipation Factor: The losses in the two-terminal capacitors are pri
marily in the stator supports, which are of low-loss polystyrene
(DC = 0.01 X 10-12).

The very small dissipation factor of the direct capacitance of the
three-terminal capacitors is difficult to measure and is estimated to
be not greater than 20 X 10"'; for -CB, and 10 X 10"'; for -CC, -CD.
!John F. Hersh, "A Close Look at Connection Errors in Capacitance Measure
ments," General Radio Experimenter, 33, 7, July, 1959.
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Accuracy: See table.
Calibration: The measured values are obtained by comparison at 1 kc,
to a precision better than ± (0.01 % + 0.00001 pf), with working
standards whose absolute values are known to an accuracy typically
±0.01 %, determined and maintained in terms of reference standards
periodically certified by the National Bureau of Standards.

The indicated value of total capacitance of a two-terminal capaci
tor is the capacitance added when the TYPE 1422 Capacitor is plugged
into a TYPE 874-Q9 Adaptor. The uncertainty of this method of con
nection is approximately ±O.03 pf.t
Resolution: The dial can easily be read and set to 1/5 of a small division.

The backlash is less than 1/5small division, corresponding to 0.004%
of full-scale value. If the desired setting is always approached in the
direction of increasing scale reading, no error from this cause will result.
Temperature Coefficient: Approximately +20 ppm per degree Centi
grade, for small temperature changes.
Residual Parameters: See table. The series resistance varies as the
square root of the frequency above 100 kc. Its effect is negligible
below this frequency.
Frequency Characteristic: See plots above, for two-terminal models.
The resonance frequency for the -CB and -CC models is approxi
mately 20 Mc; for the -CD model, 60 Me for each section.

Two-Terminal
Reads Capacitance Three-

RF Removed Terminal
TYPE 1422 ·0 .N .MD .ME ·CB ·CC .CD

Cl.PACITANCE I Min 100 35 100 0 0 0 0 50 5 0.5 0.05

RANGE, pf: I Max 1150 115 1150 1050 105 105 10.5 1100 110 11 1.1

SCALE, pf/Division: 0.2 0.02 0.2 0.2 0.02 0.02 0.002 0.2 0.02 0.002 0.0002

ACCURACY: + Picofarads listed below or + .03%, whichever is greater
Direct-Reading (Adjustment):

Total Capacitance 0.6* 0.1 * 0.6* Differences from -Zero 0.6 0.15 0.04 0.008

Capacitance Difference 1.2 0.2 1.2 1 0.2 0.2 0.05 1.2 0.3 0.08 0.016

With Corrections from Calibration Chart (supplied):
Total Capacitance 0.3* 0.04* 0.3* 0.3 0.04 0.01 0.002

Capacitance Differencet 0.6 0.08 0.6 0.6 0.08 0.08 0.02 0.6 0.08 0.02 0.004
With Corrections from Precision Calibration (extra charge):

Total Capacitance 0.1 * 0.01 * 0.1 * 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0002
Capacitance Difference t 0.2 0.02 0.2 0.2 0.02 0.02 0.004 0.2 0.02 0.002 0.0004

STABILITY: Capacitance change per year not greater than 1 scale division
RESIDUALS (typical values):

Series Inductance, ~h 0.06 0.10 0.024 0.06 0.10 0.06 0.10 0.14 0.17 0.17 0.17
Series Resistance, ohms at 1 Me 0.02 0.03 0.008 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.1

/

high terminal to case
min scale 20 850 98 25
max scale 20 560 74 23

Terminal Capacitances, pf: min scale 36 920 117 115
low terminal to case

max scale 33 600 92 93
Capacitance at Zero Scale Setting, pf: I 1140 I 135 145 35

• Total capaCItance 18 the capacitance added when the capacitor i8 plugged into a TYPE 874·Q9 Adaptor. t Divide error by 2 when one settmg 18 made at a cahbrated pomt.

Insulation Resistance: Under standard conditions (23 C, less than 50%
RH), greater than 1012 ohms.
Maximum Voltage: All models, 1000 volts, peak.
Terminals: Jack-top binding posts are provided on 2-terminal models;
standard %;-inch spacing is used. The rotor terminal is connellted to
the panel and shield. Locking TYPE 874 Coaxial Connectors are used
on three-terminal models.

Accessories Supplied: Two TYPE 874-CL58A Cable Connectors with
all three-terminal models.
Accessories Available: TYPE 874-Q9 Adaptor.
Cabinet: Lab bench.

Dimensions: Width 9Y2, height 7, depth 8Y2 inches (245 by 180 by
220 mm), over-all.

Net Weight Shipping Weight Code
Type pounds kg pounds kg Number

1422-0 Precision Capacitor 111J4 5.1 19 9 1422-9704
1422-MO Precision Capacitor 11 5 19 9 1422-9854
1422-ME Precision Capacitor 101/2 4.8 19 9 1422-9855
1422-N Precision Capacitor 10% 4.9 19 9 1422-9714
1422-C8 Precision Capacitor 10% 4.9 19 9 1422-9916
1422-CC Precision Capacitor 121/2 5.7 19 9 1422-9809
1422-CO Precision Capacitor 11 5 19 9 1422-9823
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~ TYPE 1615-A CAPACITANCE BRIDGEW------------

Type 1423-A PRECISION DECADE CAPACITOR

1423-9801

1423-9811

Code Number

Precision Decade" Capacitor.
Bench Model

Precision Decade Capacitor.
Relay-Rack Model

1423·AM

1423.AR

Insulation Resistance: Greater than 50,000 megohms to 0.1 ILf and
greater than 5000 megohms from 0.1 ILf to 1.111 ILf.

Maximum Voltage: 500 volts peak, up to 10 kc.
Accessories Supplied: Two TYPE 874-Q9 Adaptors.
Cabinet: Rack bench; rack model supplied without metal supports.
Dimensions: Bench model- width 19, height 77.4:, depth 1072 inches
(485 by 185 by 270 mm), over-all; rack model- panel 19 by 7 inches
(485 by 180 mm), depth behind panel 872 inches (220 mm).
Net Weight: 26 pounds (11.8 kg).
Shipping Weight: 32 pounds (14.5 kg).

Type

Nominal Values: 100 pf to 1.111 ILf in steps of 100 pf.
Accuracy of Adjustment: ±0.05% at 1 kc, calibrated in the three
terminal connection. Two-terminal connection (made by inserting
the capacitor into TYPE 874-Q9 Adaptor) adds about 1.3 pf to reading.
Certificate: A certificate is supplied certifying that each component
capacitor was adjusted by comparison, to a precision better than
±0.0l %, with working standards whose absolute values are known
to an accuracy typically ±0.01 %, determined and maintained in
terms of reference standards periodically certified by the National
Bureau of Standards.
Frequency: Adjusted at 1 kc.
Dissipation Factor: Not greater than 0.001, 0.0005, and 0.0003 for
capacitances of 100 pf to 1000 pf, 1100 pf to 2000 pf, and 2100 pf to
1.1110 ILf, respectively.
Temperature Coefficient of Capacitance: Approximately +35 ppm per
degree Centigrade between 10 and 50 C.

(Left) Change in capacita'nce as a function of frequency. These changes are
referred to the values which the capacitors would have if there were neither
interfacial polarization nor series inductance. The l-kc value on the plot
should be used as a basis of reference in estimating frequency errors.

(Right) Dissipation factor as a function of frequency.

Typical Values of Ro• Lo' and C for the Decade Resistors:

Zero Resistance (Ro): 0.002 ohm or less per dial at dc (O.OOl-ohm
switch resistance and O.OOl-ohm lead resistance); 0.04 ohm per dial
at 1 Mc; proportional to square root of frequency at all frequencies
above 100 kc.

Zero Inductance (Lo): 0.10 ILh per dial.
Effective Shunt Capacitance (C): This value is determined largely by

the highest decade in use. With the LOW terminal connected to
shield, a value of 15 to 10 pf per decade may be assumed, counting
decades down from the highest. Thus, if the third decade from the
top is the highest resistance decade in circuit (i.e., not set at zero)
the shunting terminal capacitance is 45 to 30 pf. If the highest decade
in the assembly is in use, the effective capacitance is 15 to 10 pf,
regardless of the settings of the lower-resistance decades.
Temperature Coefficient of Resistance: Less than ±20 ppm per degree
Centigrade for the TYPE 1432 Decade Resistors, except for the
0.1- and O.Ol-ohm decades, where the box wiring will increase the
over-all temperature coefficient.

Type 1432 DECADE RESISTORS
Switches: Quadruple-leaf brushes bear on lubricated contact studs
% inch in diameter. Both brushes and studs are of copper alloy.
These brushes are bent so as not to be tangent to the arc of travel,
thus avoiding cutting and affording a good wiping action. A cam
type detent is provided. There are eleven contact points (0 to 10
inclusive). The switch resistance is less than 0.001 ohm. The effective
capacitance of the switch is of the order of 5 pf, with a dissipation
factor of 0.06 at 1 kc for the standard cellulose-filled molded phenolic
switch form and 0.01 for the mica-filled phenolic form used.
Terminals: For TYPE 1432, jack-top binding posts on standard %;-inch
spacin/l:. Shield terminal is provided.
Mounting: TYPE 1432, lab bench cabinet.
Dimensions: TYPE 1432 - width 45/16 inches (110 mm), height 4%;
inches (120 mm); length 13 inches (330 mm) for 4-dial, 15%; inches
(400 mm) for 5-dial, and 187.4: inches (470 mm) for 6-dial box.
Net Weight: TYPE 1432 - 5 pounds, 4 ounces (2.4 kg) for 4-dial;
6 pounds, 5 ounces (2.9 kg) for 5-dial; and 7 pounds, 8 ounces (3.4
kg) for 6-dial box. TYPE 510 units - 11 ounces (310 grams).
Shipping Weight: TYPE 1432 - 7 pounds (3.2 kg) for 4- and 5-dial,
9 pounds (4.1 kg) for 6-dial box.

No. of Code
Type Total Multiple of Dials Number

1432-U 111.1 ohms 0,01 ohm 4 1432-9721
1432-K 1111 0.1 4 1432-9711
1432-J 11,110 1 4 1432-9710
1432-L 111,100 10 4 1432-9712
1432-Q 1,111,000 100 4 1432-9717
1432-T 1111.1 0,01 5 1432-9720
1432-N 11,111 0.1 5 1432-9714
1432-M 111,110 1 5 1432-9713
1432-P 1,111,100 10 5 1432-9716
1432-Y 11,111,000 100 5 1432-9725
1432-X 111,111 0.1 6 1432-9724
1432-Z 11,111,100 10 6 1432-9726
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